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Australian Shooter
With the enforced changes caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, it has been necessary 
to reduce pagination in the print version 
of Australian Shooter in the short term. 
However, in order to bring you our regular 
content, we will be publishing a monthly 
digital supplement on the SSAA National 
website. When life returns to normal so will 
your favourite shooting sports magazine. 
In the meantime, log on to ssaa.org.au for 
the latest news and to view your digital 
supplement. 
Allan Blane Managing Editor, Australian Shooter

Elise Jurasovic was joined 
by her dad and younger 
brother on a black bear 
hunt in Grande Prairie, 
Alberta and has penned 
an entertaining account 
of what turned out to be a 
nail-biting adventure.

Despite the large number of 
cartridges in use today there 
are only a dozen or so standard 
diameter rifle projectiles 
produced. Rod Pascoe takes a 
look at calibre confusion and 
lays bare a few of the myths 
surrounding this tricky subject.

In the latest instalment in 
our favourite rifle/cartridge/
scope feature, Mark van 
den Boogaart outlines his 
selection as part of a project 
which became a real labour 
of love.
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the Australian anti-firearms playbook. I’m 
certainly not a conspiracy theorist but the 
evidence would seem to be compelling and 
unfortunately they can now look forward 
to many years of unnecessary conflict and 
societal division. Nevertheless, I know our 
New Zealand counterparts will fight the 
good fight and seek justice and our thoughts 
and best wishes are with them.

Back on a positive note, many of my 
recent conversations with shooters here 
on the ground seems to suggest a great 
number of them have taken advantage 
of the forced time we’ve had available to 
investigate a broader and deeper involve-
ment in the sport and I encourage any of 
our members to do likewise.

One of the great things about our sport is 
there are so many facets to it. The oppor-
tunity to consider a new cartridge, study 
in more detail the characteristics of your 
favourite cartridges, delve into the science 
and ‘dark arts’ of internal and external bal-
listics, investigate the pleasures, challenges 
and benefits of reloading ammunition, 
research an old or collectable firearm, knife 
or piece of equipment, refine your sighting 
and tweak that favourite firearm to suit a 
particular purpose should not be lost. And 
don’t forget the hunters who are always 
trying to cultivate knowledge, skills and 
equipment to enhance their ethical hunting 
encounters.

With the array of products and acces-
sories now available in retail outlets and 
information both in hard copy and online 
- although I advise caution in too readily 
accepting some online advice - there’s a 
wonderful world of experience and enjoy-
ment to be had from our great sport and 
belonging to such a go-ahead organisation 
as the SSAA.

SSAA - Protecting shooters since 1948

President’s Message WITH GEOFF JONES

Geoff Jones 
SSAA National President
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A
s membership of the Sporting 
Shooters’ Association of Austra-
lia continues to march towards 
200,000 in spite of the country 

being in the grip of a pandemic, we have 
again produced a bonus Australian Shooter 
digital supplement for your isolation enjoy-
ment.

Our membership in June surged to 
197,656 and in excess of 197,800 at time of 
writing - the biggest monthly increase in 
more than 20 years - and we’re now within 
touching distance of the magical 200,000. 
As a member of the biggest sports shooting 
organisation in the southern hemisphere, 
you can be rightly proud to be part of some-
thing special. 

During these difficult times you may find 
your regular copy of Australian Shooter 
could be delayed in the mail but don’t 
forget, for the latest articles and news, your 
magazine is also available online. Just log on 
to ssaa.org.au to access and enjoy Austra-
lian Shooter as well as your interim Austra-
lian Shooter digital supplement and digital 
versions of the popular Australian Women’s 
Shooter and Australian Junio Shooter.

The adjustments we’ve made in continu-
ing to bring these publications to you have 
been very well received and I assure you 
we fully intend to continue providing the 
full print copy of your favourite shooting 
magazine as soon as the challenges of the 
current situation allow.

On a slightly sombre note I noticed our 
legitimate firearm-owning cousins in New 
Zealand are now suffering similar demoni-
sation and bureaucratic impost Australian 
shooters have for the past 25 years. Crass 
political opportunism triggered not only by 
the reprehensible actions of one criminal 
but also by a litany of administrative failures 
which appear to have facilitated the actions 
of the accused, has now labelled the vast 
majority of law-abiding New Zealand fire-
arm owners as potential criminals.

With Australian authority ‘experts’ advis-
ing them, even the language of their own 
authorities appears to be straight out of 

Heartening surge in membership numbers despite troubled times
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Letters  WRITE TO PO BOX 2520, UNLEY, SA 5061 OR EMAIL EDIT@SSAA.ORG.AU

Insurance Q&A with Trevor Jenkin

The advice offered in this column is of a general nature and does not allow for individual situations. SSAAIB recommends 
that you obtain professional advice before proceeding with any insurance investment. SSAAIB accepts no liability for any 
actions by an individual to change their insurance plans without seeking professional advice.

Send questions to: communications@ssaa.org.au

Paradise lost . . . and found

IN RESPONSE TO the letter ‘Private 
hunters in dreamland’ (Shooter, March 
2020), my plan to gain access to private 
property more than 50 years ago was to 
marry into it! Sadly that was thwarted by 
young bucks at the door of the bush dance 
telling me: “Local chicks for local blokes,” 
was policy of the day.

My luck changed when, at a country 
funeral, I spied an old ‘Cocky’ (thanks to 
his identifying hat) and a conversation 
ensured along the lines of: “Yes my place 
is the perfect paradise for game of all sorts. 
Can you come up this weekend?”

Sadly, on arrival it was more: “Thank 
God you’re here - we need a hand to bring 
the hay in.” There’s always a calamity as 
“the back fence needs replacing or the 
stock will get out.” A hunter is seen as an 
asset in a thousand ways you can’t imagine 
so beware what you wish for.

That said, nowdays when the present 
generation leaves the sheep and cattle sta-
tion for holidays, I have keys to ‘the perfect 
paradise for game of all sorts’.

Bruce Levy, via email

Vortex scope solution

I WAS READING Shane Slater’s ‘Top 
Shots’ question in the March issue about 
his Vortex scope. I once had a similar issue 
with a scope which ran out of elevation and 
found the answer in an old article about 
scopes and zeroing.

The recommendation was to turn the 
elevation turret as far as it would go, which-
ever direction you choose, then turn the 
turret back as far as you can and count the 
clicks. Remember this number, which is the 
hardest part, so write it down. Now turn 
it back half that number of clicks as some-
times a scope’s settings have been fiddled 
with. Windage problems can be sorted the 
same way if it has the same cause.

If that doesn’t work, a simple fix is to 
take or send it to your Vortex dealer and 
have it checked out/repaired for free, 
assuming you have the purchase docket.

Daryl Brenton, via email

Pain worth the gain?

THE USE OF steel shot for hunting water-
fowl has caused a rethink about muzzle 
velocities for shotshells. While it makes 
sense to boost both the size and charge 
weight of steel shot along with muzzle 
velocity, as a means of maintaining killing 
range there’s a big price to pay in extra 

recoil. Raising the muzzle velocity in some 
brands of lead shot ammo also seems to 
be on the agenda for the sake of increasing 
effective range - and sales.

Deciding if the extra recoil is worth it 
is hard if you don’t know how much extra 
range you’ll get. This depends on what shot 
size is being used - the smaller the shot 
size the quicker it loses velocity and the 
smaller the gain for the pain. An easy way 
to study all the options is to use the ballistic 
calculator at ctmuzzleloaders.com. I found 
that 7.5 size lead shot with a MV of 1300fps 
only travels four yards before dropping to 
1152fps.

John Andrew, via email

Simple pleasure in simpler times

WITH REGARD TO Don Armitstead’s 
letter (Shooter, February 2020) I remember 
well those times in the ’70s when, as a 
youngster attending Fort St Boys’ High at 
Petersham, I used to travel in a bus on Par-
ramatta Road with a .303 rifle and ammuni-
tion in my school bag.

We’d bus it to and from school and the 
range to practise shooting in the Earl Rob-
erts Trophy at Hornsby Range. Nowadays 
I’d be met by goons jumping out of heli-
copters shooting at me. How times have 
changed for the worse.

Robert, via email

Q I’ve run my own plumbing business 
for years and am quite confused 

each year when it comes to insurance as 
I’m never sure if I have everything covered 
properly. Can you help?
Seb, via email

A Yes we can. To make insuring your 
business or any tradesman’s insur-

ances a little easier, we offer a Trade Pack-
age which will cover all your needs and 
suits all tradies from plumbers to electri-
cians, landscapers, chippies and mobile 
mechanics. The package includes insurance 

cover for public liability, fire and theft from 
a workshop or home shed, general property, 
motor and personal accident.

Your liability insurance covers any per-
sonal injury or property damage to a third 
party caused by your negligence while 
conducting your business and also covers 
employees if they cause any damage. You’ll 
need cover on your tools plus stock while 
in a workshop or shed. Many home and 
contents policies cover business tools but 
only up to $5000, yet far too often this isn’t 
enough. You can insure them under the 
Trade Package for full replacement value 

and extend it to cover theft too. Being on 
the road you’re no doubt taking tools and 
stock with you and probably keep these in 
your car permanently, so you can extend 
the Trade Package to cover these items 
away from the premises for any damage 
caused in a vehicle accident, fire or theft.

Apart from belongings you also need to 
consider personal accident cover, especially 
when no work means no income. For any 
other enquiries call us on 08 8332 0281 or 
visit ssaaib.com.au.
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Open Season WITH MATTHEW GODSON

T
he wicked problem associated 
with wild Brumbies in Victoria’s 
High Country has certainly gained 
media attention, being a perfect 

mix for sensational storylines - issues sur-
rounding Australian and cultural heritage, 
community groups versus the government 
and groups against each other. Generally, 
a wicked problem is a social or cultural 
problem that’s difficult or impossible to 
solve for as many as four reasons including 
incomplete or contradictory knowledge, the 
number of people and opinions involved, 
the large economic burden and intercon-
nected nature of these problems with other 
problems.

Brumbies have a cultural link to many 
with ties to the land in the High Country. 
Australian bush poet Banjo Paterson pub-
lished The Man from Snowy River in April 
1890, the story of a horseback pursuit of a 
colt from a prizewinning racehorse which 
fled its paddock and joined Brumbies of 
the mountain ranges. Brumbies also have 
a special place in the hearts of many for 
their role in building Australia’s early infra-
structure and history. They were used for 
transport, cartage, farming, policing and as 
war horses during WWI and the Boer War 
and while many love the Brumby, they’re 
regarded as a pest and threat to native 
ecosystems by environmentalists and state 
governments alike.

The battle for the Brumby has recently 
been to court where a local cattleman tried 
legal action to prevent Parks Victoria from 
undertaking cull activities to reduce their 
population and impact. The cattleman was 
attempting to save Brumbies from the 
Bogong High Plains area by rounding up 
as many as he and his friends could muster 
then relocating them to his own property. In 
an act of resistance against the state govern-
ment, who he and his supporters believe 
are hell-bent on destroying their cultural 
heritage, they spend their own time finding, 
chasing and catching horses and use their 
money to feed them once on their property.

For generations, cattlemen in these areas 
would breed cattle in the valleys and move 
them in summer to the grass-rich plains 
above to fatten them up. Recent bans stop-
ping access to alpine grazing in some areas 
has led to a level of disdain towards state 
authorities. Many cattlemen and other 
alpine park users blame poor management 
practices by bureaucrats for higher intensity 
bushfires, the number one cause letting 
fuel loads build up due to decreasing log-
ging, controlled fire burns and grazing. They 
would certainly feel recent bushfires have 
caused much more damage to these areas, 
way beyond what cattle grazing or free-
ranging Brumbies could ever do.

The wicked problem in the real sense is 
Brumbies are feral horses, seen by Parks 

Victoria (and other state authorities) as an 
introduced species ruining the delicate Alpine 
ecosystem. By removing a large invasive 
herbivore from a sensitive landscape, Parks 
Victoria believes it’s giving native species a 
greater chance of survival. One side wants 
to rehome Brumbies while the other wants 
to destroy them. The costs associated with 
widespread commercial catching, holding, 
training and selling of Brumbies will be much 
higher than that of a cull which reduces the 
population to a level that minimises their 
impacts. Of course, you won’t be able to catch 
or cull every Brumby in the mountains.

Like many introduced species, Brumbies 
have done no wrong and it’s not their fault, 
they just haven’t been managed properly 
until a major problem has developed, a 
wicked problem of social, cultural and envi-
ronmental significance. Both sides’ argu-
ments have merit and it looks very difficult 
to find middle ground either side would be 
happy with. Legal action has been fought 
and won and now Parks Victoria have been 
given the green light to launch their culling 
program. This all depends on whether the 
cattlemen ride back into court on appeal and 
continue their fight to save every Brumby on 
the Bogong High Plains.

No time to horse around

Send questions to:  
wildlife@ssaa.org.au
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Issue 8 online next month at 
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Bushcraft & Survival WITH PETER BINDON

I 
could never believe that ‘reading, riting 
and rithmatic’ were actually the ‘Three 
Rs’ of education but my wife always 
accused me of being too pedantic and 

letting a little poetic licence get in the way 
of a useful description. Well, given the 
recent situation there has been plenty of 
time to consider what she said and think-
ing about them I was able to come up with 
something else.

What about the ‘Three Rs’ of survival? 
Not just ‘survival’, more ‘survival kits’ like 
the one I always carry in my jacket pocket 
whenever I leave camp. In this column I’ve 
previously described these small tins full 
of stuff which could make a difficult situa-
tion a little more bearable and I think it’s 
especially important to teach youths and 
young shooters about safety and survival in 
the bush so that hard-won information isn’t 
lost.

One of the activities I found my kids and 
their mates liked was making up a small 
fisherman’s survival kit using only found 
items at a local fishing spot. There are 
always bits of line, lost hooks, sinkers and 
even lures to be found discarded or lost 
by careless fishers at most favoured spots 
which can be gathered and saved in case of 
‘emergency’.

The ‘Three Rs’ of survival kits

Concerning my pocket survival kit, 
the ‘Three Rs’ I came up with should be 
Replace, Review and Reflect. Replace of 
course means two things. Firstly, anything 
which was used from the kit or has passed 
its ‘use-by’ date should be replaced as soon 
as you return home from a trip. If you leave 
it until later there’s a chance you’ll forget 
it altogether and be in strife next time that 
item is needed.

Occasionally you may want to substitute 
an up-to-date item for something which 
has been superseded and I did this recently 
with the small razor-sharp Swiss army knife 
in my kit. I found a one-bladed model with a 
very slim profile which replaced the bulkier 
example I had previously included.

Review refers to ensuring the items 
you’ve included are suitable for the likely 
location of your next trip into the scrub. 
For example, you may want to include extra 
water purification tabs and a few more 
plastic bags in your kit when going into dry 
country after goats. Reviewing the contents 
also helps familiarise you with the contents 
of your kit and should remind you about 
the various uses that can be made of the 
included items.

I hadn’t thought about Reflecting for 
long before I was reminded of the sparkly 

and sometimes much-maligned ‘space blan-
ket.’ My first one of these was made by 3M 
and came compressed into a small pillow 
shape enclosed in plastic which you dare 
not open - there was no way of getting it 
back into the tiny bag it came out of once it 
had been spread out.

Although I’d never advise wrapping your-
self or anyone else in a space blanket, with 
the right techniques they can form a useful 
shelter in hot climates, a shelter lining in 
cold weather and make a good reflecting 
device if you want to attract attention. As 
the base material is an impermeable plastic 
sheet, they’re not toys and should be kept 
away from children. I think I’ve mentioned 
before you can find space blankets with 
suggestions for use printed on them and at 
least one type comes with the word ‘HELP’ 
printed on the safety orange-coloured side. 
A folded space blanket is attached to the 
outside of my kit with a strip of strong 100 
mile-an-hour tape.

Otherwise, reflecting is what I do when 
considering whether to include a new item 
or discard an old one. As tech-
nology advances there’s always 
an interesting gadget to catch 
the eye but do I really need it?

True Class 5 Hearing Protec�on

Agents throughout Australia 
& New Zealand

Ph: (07) 3820 2533  -   Email: info@earmold.com.au

True custom made shooters hearing 
protec�on. Custom made on the spot & 
ready the same day. Ul�mate in comfort & 
highest rated protec�on with up to 40.5dB 
reduc�on at 4000Hz. Removes background 
noise & the crack from the shot while s�ll 
having situa�onal
awareness. 

         CENS Digital custom  
      electronic hearing  
                    protec�on. Amplifies     
               the sounds around you 
and cuts off when sound is 
detected above 81dB then sound 
returns when it’s clear & safe. Up 
to 5 different modes for all 
disciplines of shoo�ng 
plus wireless 
communica�ons. 

www.earmold.com.au
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Clay Target Q&A WITH RUSSELL MARK

Q There has been much discussion 
recently in the UK regarding the 
push towards the more environ-

mentally friendly use of steel shot in all 
forms of competition clay target shooting. 
As you’re probably aware there are already 
countries in Europe, such as Sweden, 
where this is already standard practice. I 
feel it’s a good move but have made a few 
enemies by airing my views. What are your 
thoughts on using steel shot in Australia 
for competitive shooting and do you think it 
will impact on scores?

Name and address supplied

A I’m aware of both the continued 
discussion on the shift towards 
steel in the UK and countries which 

have already been forced to use it. Ask 
any Swedish Olympic Trap shooter how 
they’re training at home and expect a half 
hour answer on the difficulties they face. If 
I was confronted with the fictious real-life 
scenario that my existence was on the line 
and the only way to stay alive was to break 
a 50m ‘edge-on’ crossing target and I was 
only allowed shells currently ‘legal’ in terms 
of shot size and charge, there’s no chance in 
hell I’d choose a steel load over lead.

Even choosing the largest permitted shot 
size, which in most disciplines is number 
6, the lead load will carry far greater 
down-range energy than its steel rival. 
The advantage you may argue for the steel 
load, and again using number 6 size as an 
example, is that with a lead load you’d have 
216 pellets and the steel would carry an 

extra hundred because of its lighter density. 
Sadly, at greater distances, tickling targets 
or wild game won’t help, it’s ‘knock down’ 
power you need to crack the edge-on target 
in half or drop a bird from the sky.

At closer distances, such as those offered 
on a Skeet field for instance, I don’t think it 
would make any difference in performance 
using lead or steel. I’d go up a shot size, so 
for example in the domestic discipline of 
Trap, if I normally used 7½ in lead I’d use 
6½ in steel if possible.

To accurately answer your question as 
to whether steel will affect performance 
in competition, it would obviously depend 
on the competition. I’ve already mentioned 
a typical crossing Sporting target which 
I believe is not perfectly suited to steel 
shot, but if that same target was thrown at 
35m with more of its ‘belly’ presented, as 
opposed to edge-on, it would be fine.

If steel is eventually imposed on us for 
all clay target disciplines, events such as 
Sporting Clays will need some experienced 
target setters who are aware of steel shot’s 
limitations. In events like Skeet I don’t 
think using steel will make one bit of differ-
ence, as the longest shot on offer is barely 
25m, but in events like Olympic Trap where 
7 shot is the largest permissible legal shot 
size and 40m edge-on, going away targets 
are the norm, steel shot is just not the 
ballistic answer if you’re looking to win 
Olympic gold, hence my previous comment 
on Swedish Trap shooters. There have been 
some decent ones but nearly all of them 
train and live abroad.

Whether steel shot is the long-term 
answer ‘environmentally’ is a whole new 
topic and one I admit I don’t have the 
expertise to answer. There are countries 
where steel shot is totally banned - try 
hunting near a cultivated, top quality pine 
plantation in some parts of Europe with 
steel shot in your pocket and I promise you 
won’t be welcome.

Some people argue steel has just as many 
problems as lead shot is alluded to cause. 
My view is that while I know the theory 
behind why lead shot is so bad, I’m yet to 
see definitive proof about how lead used 
in hunting or even a high volume shooting 
range has done anything detrimental to the 
environment.

There was a club closed down in Victo-
ria a few years ago which threw lead into 
the bay in front of them for more than 100 
years, yet no environmental study was ever 
presented publicly to prove marine life suf-
fered one scrap of damage from shooters. 
More marine life would have been damaged 
by scientists standing on it or being dug 
up to look for answers which just weren’t 
there. Rant over. Let’s hope we avoid going 
down the steel shot path for as long as pos-
sible. I enjoy watching good shooters break 
50m edge-on crossers too much.

Send questions to:  
russell@corporateshootingstars.com.au

nirey.com.auORDER YOURS TODAY
FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST w

        The                                is another outstanding 
addition to the extensive knife sharpening range by 

KE-500

KE-500

Quick, easy and safe to use                No set up necessary 
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� �

�

MODELS TO SUIT ALL MARKETS from $210
• Domestic  • Commercial  • Professional

The knife sharpening specialists

Upgrade your knife sharpening equipment to the     

       ULTIMATE
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TOP SHOTS
Got a question - ask our ?• John Dunn • Paul Miller • Greg Riemer • Geoff Smith • Barry Wilmot             • Rod Pascoe                                   email: edit@ssaa.org.au

Q Back in 2018, Barry Wilmot was 
able to provide some informa-
tion about my Winchester 32-40 

which was most helpful. I also have in my 
collection a Martini Enfield 303 and from 
the attached photos could you advise if it’s 
proofed for modern ammunition? I have 
some rounds of 303 - would they be OK 
to use? As I’m 79 I intend to dispose of 
my collection but would like to fire a few 
rounds in this old piece first.
Rob Baker, via email

A Your Martini Enfield rifle was origi-
nally converted to shoot the black 
powder .303 cartridge, however 

the Martini action is quite strong and can 
handle the later smokeless .303 ammuni-
tion provided the rifle has been examined 
by a competent gunsmith and given the 
all-clear. The .303 cartridge in the photo 
was made at the Kirkee Indian Government 
ammunition factory near Poona, which was 
in operation from 1914 until 1960. The head 
stamping denotes it as a MK 7 cartridge 
made at Kirkee in 1954.
Barry Wilmot

Q Could you assist with regard to 
buying 9.3mm cast lead projec-
tiles coated with Hi-Tek Lube 

Supercoat? I could buy the bullet mould 
and coat them myself but would rather not 
go down that path. I’d like to use these 
projectiles in my CZ 9.3x62 Model 550 
with a 20" barrel and twist rate of 1:14.2. 
I haven’t slugged the bore and have only 
used the .366" factory projectiles of 232 and 
285 grains and am ideally looking for cast 
projectiles of 286 grains (round nose would 
suffice), with the purpose of pig hunting in 
the scrub (25-75m). 

I’d like to keep the velocity of cast 
projectiles well below 2000fps to reduce 
recoil and lead fouling. Would you know 
of any data that specifies the powder and 
powder charge of a 250 grain projectile for 
the 9.3x62mm? At the moment I’m using 
Hawkesbury River RNFP cast projectiles in 
my Winchester 30-30 which are very good. 
Alexander Lytwynenko, via email

 

A I found a few things which may 
help though none of the options 
are likely to be cheap. The 9.3x62 

Mauser is a big, powerful cartridge 
designed by Otto Bock of Berlin in 1905 
according to several sources (eg Barnes’ 
Cartridges of the World). It features a bullet 
of 0.365" diameter weighing between 230 
and 300 grains, fired at velocities in the 
2300-2500fps range and by all accounts is 
an ideal cartridge for the type of hunting 
you propose.

I checked as many local bullet casters as 
I could find but none list a .366" diameter 
bullet, although John Clark at Spartan can 
make cast bullets coated with Hi-Tek to meet 
your needs if you’re prepared to pay tooling 
costs to have a mould made for his cast-
ing machine. These are made in the US by 
Magma Engineering and would take four-to-
six weeks at a cost of A$300. John could then 
make your bullets for around $200 per 1000 
with a turn-around time of a couple of weeks, 
so you could possibly have projectiles within 
eight weeks or so of placing an order.

This means your initial 1000 bullets would 
cost 50c each compared with about 80c for 
the cheapest commercial jacketed bullets, 
and from then on 20c each, so you’d totally 
recover your projectile costs in about 1400 
rounds. Against this you could also con-
sider having a set of brass moulds made in 
Queensland by CBE for around $145 (with-
out handles) and tracking down a shooter 
near you who casts and coats their own. 

While reduced loads in large capacity 
cases can be problematic, ADI’s Trail Boss 
propellant is ideally suited for such a pur-
pose. I have emailed you independently 
with a reply from their technical depart-
ment which, in summary, says you should 
determine the case volume up to the base 
of the seated bullet then begin with a load 
70 per cent of this value. Carefully work-
ing up from this starting point, in particular 
checking your fired primers to ensure pres-
sures remain safe, should see you arrive at 
a useful loading. 
Geoff Smith

Q I’ve had this scope for about 20 
years. It was given to me as pay-
ment for an air rifle but I don’t 

know anything about the scope, who made 
it and what value it could be. It has the word 
‘Mark’ and 3x21 stamped on the side. Could 
you shed any light on this item and perhaps 
a rough dollar value as I wish to sell it.
Karl Penna, via email

A I’ve done a bit of research and 
am fairly sure the scope is for an 
air rifle. I believe it was made for 

Beeman by Hakko in Japan in the 1980s, one 
of three scopes in the series with the capac-
ity to focus back to five yards. Unfortunately 
I haven’t been able to come up with any 
more information and there’s nothing what-
soever about it in any of my other reference 
material. Dollar-wise it might be worth $100 
but it probably boils down to what someone 
is prepared to pay for it.
John Dunn
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• If anyone out there has any more informa-
tion on this scope, email us at edit@ssaa.
org.au.

Q I hear it’s now possible to buy 
shotguns in Australia in lighter 
gauges between the 12-gauge and 

tiny 410 snake gun. Are the 20-gauge and 
28-gauge viable alternatives to the tradi-
tional 12-gauge even though they throw a 
lot less shot?
Errol, NSW

A There appears to be increased 
interest in smaller gauges here in 
Australia going by what I’ve seen 

on my travels around gun clubs in New 
South Wales and discussions with import-
ers of 20-gauge and 28-gauge shotguns and 
shells, Beretta Australia and Outdoor Sport-
ing Agencies. 

The 20 and 28-gauge have always been 
popular in the UK and US where they shoot 
species of birds which are able to be taken 
at closer ranges, especially hunting in the 
field or driven birds from hillsides.

Some guys I know are having a lot of fun 

with both the 20 and 28-gauge for Sport-
ing Clays and Skeet, as these cartridges 
have some advantages in that the guns 
imported for them are lighter than compa-
rable 12-gauges and scaled down to suit the 
lighter cartridges. They’re easier to carry in 
the field and around the clay target ranges 
and you can still shoot 28-gram loads in 
a 20-gauge, which makes it the equal of a 
12-gauge fired with the same payload.

The problem is you get more recoil from 
a light 20-gauge than a heavier 12-gauge 
with shells doing the same speed. The 
20-gauge seems to excel with loads around 
24-grams and the 28-gauge with loads 
around 21-grams. Don’t let these payloads 
confuse you. Small gauge Skeet shooters 
use these cartridges to shoot many 100 
straights, shot with 20 and 28-gauge guns.

The top Skeet shots score high 90s and 
100s using the tiny 410 bore with ½oz 
shotshells which are only about 14-grams 
of shot! It’s all about picking the right-sized 
smaller pellets to fill the pattern and keep-
ing the range you shoot at relevant to the 
cartridge you’re using.
Paul Miller

Q Can you provide some guidance 
in relation to transportation of 
ammunition. The Police NSW 

website states ammunition must kept in “a 
locked container separate from the firearms 
when in transit”. But what constitutes a 
container? For example, I own a Ridgeline 
Pro Shooting bag, a semi-soft bag and not a 
hard plastic case. Is that considered a con-
tainer? And if I put a padlock on the zips so 
it can’t be unzipped, is that sufficient to be 
considered a locked container?
Naomi, via email

A Before answering your question 
specifically, and for the benefit of 
all readers, as a general rule you’re 

required to take every reasonable precau-
tion to prevent your ammunition from 
being lost, stolen or falling into the hands 
of unauthorised persons. Most states and 

territories make available the relevant Act 
and Regulations on their website and some 
produce fact sheets with, what the Com-
missioner of Police considers, minimum 
requirements as to how to achieve this. 
Readers should seek information on this 
subject from their own state or territory 
police.

In the case of NSW, the Commissioner’s 
recommendations are quite specific. The 
Fact Sheet, Ammunition Safe Storage, 
Acquisition and Possession on the NSW 
Firearms Registry website states: ‘The 
Commissioner of Police has determined the 
following as the minimum standard appli-
cable to the ammunition storage container 
and locking mechanisms for a licence or 
permit holder: The ammunition container 
must be made of plastic, wood, metal or 
steel which is sturdy and not easily pen-
etrated (ie, cash box/ammunition box) and 
be fitted with a lock which is either: 1. An 
internal locking mechanism (ie, cash box 
or similar) which is operated by means of 
a key, combination lock or other similar 
locking mechanism (ie, pin number), or 2. 
Locked by the use of a hasp and staple (or 
similar) and fitted with a padlock.

‘NOTE: The key to the lock/padlock 
must not be kept within the firearm’s 
receptacle or within the immediate vicinity. 
Police have the authority to seize firearms 
and ammunition under Section 42 of the 
Act if they have reasonable cause to believe 
the firearms or ammunition are not being 
kept in accordance with Part 4 of the Act. 
The Commissioner has not evaluated or 
approved any individual receptacles for 
safe storage of ammunition. However, any 
receptacle or lock meeting or exceeding the 
features described herein is approved for 
the purposes of sections 40(1)(d) and 41(1)
(c) of the Act’.
Rod Pascoe
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ABN
: 94 072 207 935

27 Beaconsfield St, Margate, Qld 4019
Ph: 07 3883 1733   Fax: 07 3284 6611

Mobile: 0419 644 269
www.cleaverfirearms.com

www.cleaverfirearms.com
 $$$ Monthly Prizes !!! See the 

specials first and subscribe today
EXCLUSIVE WEB DEALS!

SIG SAUER P226R Nitron 22lr
10 shot, cased, threaded barrel
SPECIAL NEW $895

SIG SAUER P320 9mm
10 shot, cased with two mags
Sig Lite night sights
SPECIAL NEW $865

SIG SAUER 1911 Nightmare
357sig, 9 shot, 5" barrel
cased with two magazines
SPECIAL NEW $1495

SIG SAUER P210 standard
9mm, 8 shot, cased with 
two mags, walnut grips, 
Nitron finish NEW $2749

SIG SAUER P226 177cal
2x8 shot, 120mm barrel
CO2 powdered
Available in: Black & FDE
SPECIAL NEW $220

WILSON COMBAT Sig P320
9mm, 10 shot, two mags, cased

Available in: Black or Tan
NEW $2549

WILSON COMBAT Sig P320
Grip frame, custom stippling
Available in: Black or Tan NEW $125

CZ Shadow 2 22lr 10 shot
Conversion kit with 
two mags
SPECIAL NEW $629

Smith & Wesson M&P 2.0 FDE
9mm, 10 shot, cased with two mags
NEW $1295

CZ P09 9mm 10 shot
Cased with two mags

SPECIAL NEW $990

CZ 75B new edition
stainless steel, 9mm, 10 shot, 
cased with two magazines
SPECIAL NEW $1090

COLT King Cobra
357mag, 6 shot, 4.25" barrel
stainless steel
SPECIAL NEW $2190

COLT Python 357mag
6 shot, 4.25" barrel
stainless steel
traditional colt timber grips
SPECIAL NEW $3090

SMITH & WESSON Model 41
22lr, 10 shot, 5.5" barrel
NEW $2599

SMITH & WESSON Model 41
22lr, 10 shot, 7.5" barrel
NEW $2599

BROWNING Buckmark
Camper SS

22lr, 10 shot, cased stainless steel
SPECIAL NEW $699
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COLT Python 357mag
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SMITH & WESSON Model 41
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NEW $2599

SMITH & WESSON Model 41
22lr, 10 shot, 7.5" barrel
NEW $2599

BROWNING Buckmark
Camper SS

22lr, 10 shot, cased stainless steel
SPECIAL NEW $699

VORTEX Viper PST
6-24x50, illuminated reticle

MRAD, FFP, with tacticle turrets
SPECIAL NEW $999

VORTEX Copper Head
4-12x40, with BDC reticle
SPECIAL NEW $199

SIG SAUER Whiskey 3 ASP
4-12x44 AO, 

with MOA milling reticle
SPECIAL NEW $220

ATN 4K Night Vision 5-20x
SPECIAL NEW $1399

ATN ABL1500
Auxillary ballistic laser
SPECIAL NEW $499

MARLIN 336 BL Green Black edition, 30-30, 
6 shot, 20” barrel, OD Green with Black Web 
stock & forend
SPECIAL NEW $1149

BROWNING BLR LT Weight Monte Carlo, 
blued finish, walnut stock, lever action
Available In: 243win or 270win
SPECIAL NEW $1095

WINCHESTER 1866 Short Yellow Boy, 38 
special, 10 shot, 20" barrel, American Walnut 
stock & forend
SPECIAL NEW $1949

HOWA 1500 Sporter 6.5 Creedmoor 5 shot, 
22" blued barrel, hogue pillar alloy bedded 
stock. Available in: Black or OD Green
SPECIAL NEW $499

GAMO Black Knight 177cal
1000 FPS, air rifle, synthetic stock
SPECIAL NEW $220

GAMO Elite X 177cal
1000 FPS, air rifle, pistol grip stk
SPECIAL NEW $220 

STEYR Scout Ranger 308win, 2x 10 shot mags, 
stainless steel, adjustable synthetic stock
SPECIAL NEW $3090

STEYR Pro Hunter 243win, 4 shot, blued 
finish, synthetic stock
SPECIAL NEW $799

STEYR Pro Hunter SS, 243win or 270win, 4 
shot, stainless steel, synthetic stock
SPECIAL NEW $865

HUGLU Renova SP 12 gauge, 5 shot, straight 
pull, 28" barrels, timber stock & forend
SPECIAL NEW $619

HUGLU Kryptek SP 12 gauge, 5 shot, straight 
pull, 28" barrels, all weather Kryptek Camo 
finish
SPECIAL NEW $619

MIROKU MK10 New Edition 12 gauge 
ejectors, 4x chokes, grade 3 walnut stock & 
forend. Available in: 32" Sporter, 30" TRAP or 
32" TRAP
SPECIAL NEW $2375

MIROKU MK70 Deluxe Edition grade 5, 12 
gauge, 30" barrels, sporter, 4x chokes, high 
grade timber & engraving
SPECIAL NEW $2829

MIROKU ML11 Silver Edition Sporter, 12 
gauge, 30" barrels, 4x chokes, silver inlay on 
reciever, grade 3 walnut stock & forend
SPECIAL NEW $2450

ADLER B230T Tactical 12 gauge, 5 shot, 
two detachable magazines, straight pull action, 
pistol grip NEW $735

ADLER B230T FDE 12 gauge, 5 shot, 
two detachable magazines, straight pull action, 
pistol grip, FDE / Tan Cerakoted finish
Taking orders now
SPECIAL NEW $729

ADLER B220AW 12 Gauge, 5 Shot, straight 
pull action, all weather Cerakote silver finish
20" barrel, synthetic stock & forend
NEW $635

ADLER B220PG 12 gauge, 5 shot, straight pull 
action, pistol grip stock, black finish
NEW $585

ADLER B230 12 gauge, 5 shot
detachable spare magazine
NEW $79.90
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F or shooters who’d invite the 
extra challenge in the clay target 
sports or those who enjoy hunting 
quail and other upland birds with 

a lighter gun, the 28-gauge is certainly 
an option. Although not quite capable of 
handling a 28-gram load in a 2¾" cartridge, 
generally packing around 15/16th of an 
ounce or ¾oz, the 28-gauge is a nice 
shotgun to use being light, fast and when 
pointed in the right direction, just as 
capable of breaking most targets you’ll be 
presented with in sporting clays. This is 
more so on a skeet ground but absolutely 
delightful for quail hunting.

To this end Nioa have sourced a smart 
little 28-gauge from renowned and highly 
respected Turkish gunmaker Akkar. Their 
Churchill 828 Silver is the subject of this 

review and I have to concede the more I 
used the down-sized 28-gauge the more I 
enjoyed it. I won’t pretend the Churchill is 
any more than an entrance level shotgun in 
its class, but with a five-year warranty and 
attractive pricing, the Australian distribu-
tors are clearly backing it.

Barrels
I had to look closely at these to ascertain 
whether they were blued or hard black 
chromed, as is the case with some brands 
of shotguns from Turkey. My final assess-
ment was they’re blued but not on a highly 
polished barrel surface we’ve come to 
expect with many modern shotguns, espe-
cially compared to those made in Japan. 
I can’t really be critical of such a design, 
which looks more like the barrels are 

rubbed down with 1200 grade emery or 
finer as I encourage a matte finish on guns, 
especially those for hunting.

With barrels weighing 1.14kg and the 
gun 2.65kg overall, it’s a great deal lighter 
than a 12-gauge shotgun weighing around 
3.8kg and coupled with shorter 710mm 
barrels, the little 28-gauge is nimble and 
extremely ‘fast’ to move, not carrying the 
weight of a 12-gauge nor their 760mm 
barrels.

At the muzzle end the Churchill 828 
Silver has a barrel fluoro front sight and 
is fitted with internal choke tubes, five 
supplied and all packed into a handy plastic 
case along with the propeller-type spanner. 
Slots in the ends of the choke tubes imme-
diately identified the choke constriction but 
these should only be checked or installed 

Akkar’s Churchill 

John McDougall

a Turkish delight

An overall view of the Churchill 828 
Silver 28-gauge.
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Available in 22LR, 22WMR & 17HMR

Available in 11 popular centrefire calibres

NM
D3

67

www.ruger.com     nioa.com.au

Go wild for the Ruger American 
Rifle, now available in both 

centrefire and rimfire versions 
with Bronze Cerakote, GoWild 

Camo finish
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when the gun is unloaded - both barrels. 
The barrels are joined by solid side ribs 

running from the muzzle down into the fore-
end covering but not quite the full length 
of the barrels. The top rib is ventilated, 
measures 7mm wide and runs parallel to the 
full length of the top barrel, a cross hatching 
finish giving a non-reflective surface. At the 
chamber end the 28-gauge is suited to 2¾", 
70mm cartridges and shorter, presenting 
the opportunity to use 15/16oz which is just 
short of 28 grams, although the majority of 
loads used during the review were 24 grams 
(English Eley loadings) and ¾oz (American 
Federal). 

The ejectors are quite solid and timed 
well to eject empty shells well clear of the 
chamber when the gun is opened, construc-
tion of the monobloc robust with jewel 
polishing about the lower half to retain 
lubricants, an excellent idea. Locking of the 
action is via a bottom wedge/slide which 
travels the whole width of the monobloc, 
a couple of lugs built into the receiver wall 
mated with recesses in the monobloc and 
combining to maintain the integrity of the 
Churchill when fired. The system seems 
novel but well designed.

Receiver
Finished in plain matte silver the receiver is 
devoid of engraving except for the Churchill 
name stamped into the side and Akkar into 
the bottom of the receiver. As a base model 
gun this is acceptable and when you consider 
it retails for around $1295 there can’t be a 
lot to be expected in terms of lavish scroll 
engraving and the like.

Warrantied for five years, distributor Nioa 
has backed the gun’s reliability and service, 
the five-year guarantee something usually 
reserved for more expensive shotguns as 

most costing three or four times the price 
of the Churchill offer just a one or three-
year warranty at most. The triggerguard 
is comfortable in size and while the gun is 
light and feels like a scaled-down 12-gauge, 
it’s obvious parts such as the triggerguard 
and triggerfoot need to be generous for the 
shooter’s comfort and you’d still be comfort-
able wearing thin leather shooting gloves. 
Trigger pulls are reasonable and measure 
2kg (about 4½lb) for each barrel. The 
mechanically operated trigger system will 
be appreciated, especially for hunting which 
is where I believe the this gun will come 
into its own, particularly on quail and upland 
game birds such as grouse and partridge.

Operating the top lever became some-
thing of a skill as the new gun was pretty 

Akkar's Churchill - a Turkish delight

The Churchill with its gun socks, stylish case, instruction 
manual and choke tubes.

Choke tubes supplied are internal and stored in 
a plastic container along with the propeller-style 
wrench.

The receiver is plain with ‘Churchill’ 
inlaid into both sides and ‘Akkar’ on the 
underside. 
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DEALERS LICENCE NO: 409564311

PH: 02 9882 2689 $15 flat rate post 
for all orders anywhere 

in Australia.

*Excluding firearms and 
dangerous goods

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE  

DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311

www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS: 

MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 

SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery* 

 

 

 

 

BACK PACKS 

2200  $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo  $240

Hyper Hydro  $179

Hyper Vent  $310

Monster Fanny  $215        

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor  $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel  $430

Ultra Day  $240

 
RCBS  
Chargemaster 1500 Scales  $335

Chargemaster Dispenser  $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals)  $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers  $120

Uniflow Powder Measure  $160

Hand Priming Tool     $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit  $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale    $95

RC Supreme Master Kit  $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL 

Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest  $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest  $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL

DS750 Digital Scale   $135

Electronic Calipers  $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE

Standard Bi-Pod   $125

Pivot Bi-Pod   $175

Front Leather Bag   $65

Rear Leather Bag   $69 

 

 

 

RANGEFINDERS 

RX-600  $285

RX-750TBR  $405

RX-1000  $485

RX-1000TBR  $550

SCOPES 

VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40  $325

VX-I 3-9x50  $420

VX-I 4-12x40  $420

VX-II 1-4x20  $420

VX-II 2-7x33  $420

VX-II 3-9x40  $460

VX-II 3-9x50  $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  $620

VX-II 4-12x50  $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO  $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT  $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20  $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32  $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36  $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40  $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO  $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR  $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50  $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO  $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR  $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT  $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT  $1335

Call us for the best prices 

on other products

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600  --------------------------- $275

RX- 750TBR ---------------------- $370

RX- I000 --------------------------- $445

RX- I000TBR  --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33 ----------------------- $275

VX-I 3-9x40  ---------------------- $295

VX-I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380

VX-I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x40  --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x50  --------------------- $475

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  --------------- $560

VX-II 4-12x50  -------------------- $595

VX-II 6-18x40 AO ---------------- $635

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT --------- $690

VX-3 1.5-5x20 -------------------  $525

VX-3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525

VX-3 2.5-8x36 -------------------- $525

VX-3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615

VX-3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO ------------- $750

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR --------------- $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50  ------------------ $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  -------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO ------------- $860

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR ------------  $910

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR --------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT ------  $1055

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375

Chargemaster Dispenser $415

Chargemaster Combo $670

FL Die Sets (most cals) $70

Pro-melt Furnace $710

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool $90

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $195

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale $110

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125

Pivot Bipod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

19 Babbage Rd, Roseville Chase NSW 2069
MON-FRI: 9am - 5pm   SAT: 8am - 3pm

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

www.magnumsports.com.au

ADDRESS:  19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE:  02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE  
DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311 www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS:  
MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 
SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery *  

 

 

 

 

BACK PACKS  

2200  $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo  $240

Hyper Hydro  $179

Hyper Vent  $310

Monster Fanny  $215        

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor  $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Du�el  $430

Ultra Day  $240

 
RCBS   
Chargemaster 1500 Scales  $335

Chargemaster Dispenser  $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals)  $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers  $120

Hand Priming Tool     $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit  $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale    $95

RC Supreme Master Kit  $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL  

Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest  $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest  $455

Electronic Mu�s $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale   $135

Electronic Calipers  $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bi-Pod   $125

Pivot Bi-Pod   $175

Front Leather Bag   $65

Rear Leather Bag   $69 

 

 

 

RANGEFINDERS  

RX-600  $285

RX-750TBR  $405

RX-1000  $485

RX-1000TBR  $550

SCOPES  

VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40  $325

VX-I 3-9x50  $420

VX-I 4-12x40  $420

VX-II 1-4x20  $420

VX-II 2-7x33  $420

VX-II 3-9x40  $460

VX-II 3-9x50  $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  $620

VX-II 4-12x50  $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO  $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT  $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20  $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32  $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36  $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40  $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO  $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR  $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50  $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO  $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR  $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT  $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT  $1335

Call us for the best prices 
on other products

*

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600  --------------------------- $275
RX - 750TBR  ---------------------- $370
RX - I000 --------------------------- $445
RX - I000TBR  --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33  ----------------------- $275
VX -I 3-9x40  ---------------------- $295
VX -I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380
VX -I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX -II 3-9x40  --------------------- $380
VX -II 3-9x50  --------------------- $475
VX -II 4-12x40 AO  --------------- $560
VX -II 4-12x50  -------------------- $595
VX -II 6-18x40 AO  ---------------- $635
VX -II 6-18x40 AO TGT  --------- $690
VX -3 1.5-5x20  -------------------  $525
VX -3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525
VX -3 2.5-8x36  -------------------- $525
VX -3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615
VX -3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700
VX -3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700
VX -3 4.5-14x40 AO  ------------- $750
VX -3 4.5-14x40 LR  --------------- $835
VX -3 4.5-14x50  ------------------ $835

VX -3 4.5-14x50 LR  -------------- $915
VX -3 6.5-20x40 AO  ------------- $860
VX -3 6.5-20x40 EFR  ------------  $910
VX -3 6.5-20x40 LR  --------------- $915
VX -3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT  ------  $1055
VX -3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT  -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375
Chargemaster Dispenser $415
Chargemaster Combo $670
FL Die Sets (most cals) $70
Pro-melt Furnace $710
Vibratory Case Cleaner $155
Electronic Digital Calipers $120
Uniflow Powder Measure $160
Hand Priming Tool $90
Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit  $195
Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255
RC -130 Reloading Scale $110
RC Supreme Master Kit  $599
Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345
2800 $415
4500 $720
Diablo $240
Hyper Hydro  $179
Hyper Vent $310
Monster Fanny $215
Nanno Fanny $120
Reactor $159
Superday $299
Terra Glide Du�el $430
Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220
Rock Jnr Rest $125
Rock Comp Rest $380
Lead Sled Plus $320
Fire Control R est $455
Electronic Mu�s $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135
Electronic Calipers $79
Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125
Pivot Bipod $175
Front Leather Bag $65
Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

2 MONTH LAY-BY WITH A 20% DEPOSIT

Caldwell Rock Combo 
Front Rest with 
Rear Bag ............ $229

RCBS Chargemaster Lite .. $599
WHILE STOCKS LAST

LEUPOLD SALE

VX-Freedom Scopes

VX-5HD Scopes

Bushnell Elite Tactical 
LRH 4.5-18x44 FFP Illuminated G2H
Last of the Japanese Bushnell’s
Was $1550 .............................. Now just $1195

VX-3i 4.5-14x40 
CDS ZL Duplex .........................................$995

VX-3i 4.5-14x50 
Matte Duplex ..........................................$1200

VX-3i 3.5-10x40 
Matte Duplex ............................................$720

VX-3i 3.5-10x40 
CDS Matte Duplex ....................................$750

VX-3i Scopes

VX-3i 1.5-5x20 
Matte Duplex ............................................$720

VX-3i 2.5-8x40 
Matte Duplex ............................................$720

C35 Standard Velocity .22lr  
Case Sale 5000 Rounds ...$499VX-3i 4.5-14x40 

Matte Duplex ............................................$900

VX-3i 6.5-20x40 CDS EFR Target
Matte Fine Duplex ..................................$1295

VX-Freedom 4-12x40 
Matte Duplex  ........................................... $475

VX-Freedom 3-9x50 
Matte Duplex  ...........................................$445

VX-Freedom 3-9x40 
Matte Duplex  ...........................................$365

VX-5HD 2-10x42 30mm CDS ZL2 
Firedot Duplex ........................................$1695

VX-5HD 3-15x44 CDS ZL2 
SF Firedot Duplex ...................................$1695

VX-Freedom 3-9x33 EFR  
Matte Duplex ............................................$630

VX-Freedom 3-9x40 Rimfire
Matte with Rimfire-MOA Reticle  ..............$389

Adler Straight Pull
IN STOCK NOW
Secure one while they last with a 20% deposit. 
$30 freight to your dealer Australia Wide.

Adler B230 Tactical  
with 5 shot detachable mag ......................$799
Spare Mags $80

Adler B220 All Weather 5 shot...................$695

Adler B220 Pistol Grip 5 shot ....................$649
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SPECIFICATIONS 
Manufacturer: Akkar, Turkey
Distributor: Nioa, Queensland
Model: Churchill, Silver 828 28-gauge 
over-and-under shotgun
Overall length: 1145mm/45"
Overall weight: 2.65kg/5lb 13oz
Barrel length: 710mm/28"
Barrel weight: 1.13kg/2lb 8oz
Bore and chamber: 28-gauge/0.550", 
70mm/2¾" chamber. Steel shot 
compatible, chokes no larger than 
Modified with steel shot loads
Chokes: Cylinder, Improved Cylinder, 
Modified, Improved Modified and Full 
chokes and spanner
Trigger pulls: Under barrel 2kg, over 
barrel 2kg
Length of pull: 360mm/14"
Drop at comb: 35mm/1¼"
Drop at heel: 50mm/2"
Warranty: Five years
Price: $1295

Akkar's Churchill - a Turkish delight

tight to activate but once the top lever 
was pushed well across to the ‘open’ posi-
tion the barrels were able to be dropped 
down, albeit a bit stiff. Closing the barrels 
was similar. They were firm but after 
several hundred rounds had been fired 
during testing they opened and closed with 
minimum effort. Design of the top lever is 
novel, with the centre removed and only 
a frame to push upon though it served its 
purpose well. Position of the safety catch-
cum-barrel selector is excellent and despite 
sitting proud it wasn’t easily knocked to be 
deactivated, its operation solid.

Stock and fore-end
Made from Turkish walnut, the stock and 
fore-end match well, grain character quite 
basic and chequering completed at around 
12 lines per inch. Coverage is reasonable, 
remembering the gun is light and has 
minimal recoil and it’s clear the chequering 
has been completed by machine with a 
double line border and no overruns. A thin 
rubber composite recoil pad is fitted to 
the butt of the stock to help maintain gun 
mount as recoil is never an issue.

The fore-end catch is at the front of the 
fore-end wood and released it from the 
barrels with little effort. Reinstalling the 
fore-end to the barrels required a little 
more effort than I thought necessary but 
once fitted the wood was snug and secure.

In the field
Testing the Churchill 28-gauge was a plea-
sure and also a challenge, being almost a 
kilogram lighter than a 12-gauge and having 
710mm barrels meaning the gun moved 

briskly. I occasionally over-lead close 
targets due to its speed but at one station 
I smashed a battue clay target at 45m just 
before it hit the ground, much to the amaze-
ment of all. With a little more practice and 
good load selection the 28-gauge will do 
most things a 12 is capable of using 28 or 
24-gram loads.

An important note is the Churchill 
28-gauge, for reasons unknown, must be 
cleaned immediately after use. I noticed a 
few marks around the monobloc face when 
I left the gun a couple of days as I intended 
to use it again and didn’t bother, so cleaning 
immediately after use is a necessity.

In conclusion I found the Akkar Churchill 
in 28-gauge great fun to use. It would be 
ideally suited to quail and rabbit hunting 
when coupled with correct shot size loadings 
- quick flighting quail perfect, fast-bolting 
rabbits in swamp tussocks excellent. The 
lightness of the gun also means if hunting 
all day, carrying it won’t be a burden. Priced 
at $1295 and fitted into a smart suede case 
with all accessories and carrying a five-year 
warranty, the Akkar Churchill 28-gauge 
represents excellent value. .

With action open the strong ejectors 
are evident along with the trapezoid 
bottom bite passing right across the 
monobloc. 

The safety catch-cum-barrel selector 
is in a traditional position. 

A selection of 2¾" loads from Eley (England) 
and Federal (US) for clay target shooting.

John puts the Churchill through its paces.



RET 68 ZBI RET 64 ZMOAi-T30 RET 65 ZMOAi-T20 RET 89 ZMOAi-20

The new Zeiss Conquest V4 models are packed with features well above their price class, updated deliver exceptional performance in 
a lighter-weight package. The new configurations support the long-range hunter and shooter more than ever. Regardless of just how 
challenging that shot is, the new riflescopes will help you deliver precise and accurate hits on the most challenging of targets. 

For the utmost in accuracy, repeatability, and extreme precision, ZEISS will also debut two new Second Focal Plane (SFP) reticles.  The 
ZMOAi-20 and the ZBi illuminated reticles are Minute of Angle (MOA) based smart reticle designs.  Each incorporate fast and easy 
reference marks along the main horizontal and vertical lines of the reticle.  When the reticles are combined with the all-new External 
Locking Windage Turret, the ZEISS Ballistic Stop Elevation turret, and legendary ZEISS optics, they create a package that delivers the 
payload at any range, in any condition.  The ZEISS Conquest V4 represents the very best of best-in-class.

New Turret Features

•  Operating elements with larger engravings
•  Easier to read by low light conditions
•  Easy to see settings while behind the rifle
•  Fast adjustment of windage
•  External Locking Windage Turret prevents unintentional 
    change in windage settings

External Elevation Turret

80 MOA elevation travel with new
rotation scale indicators and zero stop

THE NEW RETICLES FOR LONG RANGE HUNTING
& LONG RANGE SHOOTING 
(V4 4-16x44 & V4 6-24x50 Models only)  

NEW
MODELS

New versions with enhanced product features for more precision and intuitive handling

ZEISS Conquest V4

Allgoods
Euro Optic Australia
Gawler Fishing & Outdoors
Fisher Firearms
Cleaver Firearms
The Barn
The Outpost
Horsley Park Gunshop
Magnum Sports
Safari Firearms
Elks Hunting & Fishing
Gunpro

Launceston
Hindmarsh
Gawler
Norwood
Margate
Oakey
Park Avenue
Horsley Park
Roseville
Bexley
Albury
Dubbo

TAS
SA
SA
SA
QLD
QLD
QLD
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW

Clayton Firearms
Gunco
H & S Firearms
Alpine Country
Holts Gunshop
Melbourne Gun Works
Wild Outdoors
A & W Grassi
Fat Rat Trading
Northern Vic Ammo
In Season Hunting & Fishing
Southern Range Sports
The Sports Hut

Clayton
St Albans
Sale
Morwell
Colac
Tullamarine
North Shore
Oxley
Kilmore
Tungamah
Warragul
Kingston
Invermay

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
TAS
TAS

AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING STOCKISTS!

RESPECT
HUNT RESPONSIBLY
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S itting in the car outside her local 
gun club, Liz Rymill can recall her 
heart racing with nervous energy 
and anticipation as she arrived for 

her first club shoot - seven years on and 
she’s regularly competing at state and 
national level in Skeet and Clay Target. Her 
advice? Give it a go. Growing up on a farm 
in the Adelaide Hills of South Australia, 
young Liz would go plinking in the paddock 
with her dad and as a teenager shot 
benchrest at the SSAA Para branch, yet she 
never really got into the sport.

After a 10-year stint as a media advisor 

in federal politics, commuting between 
Canberra and Adelaide, Liz moved to 
Penola in the South-East where she met 
her husband and her shooting career truly 
began. “He had a hand-thrower so we went 
out in the paddock and tried a couple of 
shots,” says ABC identity Liz. 

Standing five-foot-three and right-handed, 
Liz was using a shotgun customised for her 
husband who’s six-foot tall and left-handed. 
“I still managed to hit the targets, really 
liked using the gun and found I had the 
hand-eye coordination to be able to do it. I 
just wanted to do more of it.”

Keen as mustard and with a strong 
competitive nature Liz bought an off-the-
shelf Beretta, fitted it up following YouTube 
videos and went to the local club in Mount 
Gambier to join Friday night practice 
sessions. “I remember my heart rate was 
through the roof and I just didn’t want to be 
completely shown up,” she says.

The only woman shooting at that time, 
Liz felt pressure to perform. “I didn’t want 
to be seen as a bit of a hopeless female and 
luckily that wasn’t the way I was made to 
feel - I was encouraged to have a go. But I 
was the only woman and at least a dozen or 

From breaking news  
to breaking clays
ABC identity a AA Skeet shooter
Nadia Isa

Not your ‘typical’ shooter, Liz is 
trying to raise the profile of the 
sport she loves. 
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Available Steiner Ranger Riflescope Bundles:

$4,417 RRP

(INCL. OPTILOCK RINGS & MOUNT)
WITH ANY SAKO 85 RIFLE

$2,854 RRP

WITH ANY T3x RIFLE RIFLE
(INCL. BURRIS RINGS & MOUNT)

Beretta Australia celebrates the easing of hunting by combining a choice of 3 flagship 
products in the new Steiner Ranger Bundle. Purchase any Sako 85 rifle or Tikka T3x rifle 

with any Steiner Ranger scope and receive an incredible price for the bundle.
An unprecedented combination that’s worth celebrating.

Get in quick as offer ends September 30, 2020.

A CELEBRATION FOR ALL HUNTERS.

Starting fromStarting from
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more guys who were very good and I felt 
a bit of pressure. But despite my nerves I 
shot quite well on that first night so I came 
back and that was down to the guys being 
so welcoming and encouraging. They gave 
me a lot of pointers.”

Shooting competitively
From there Liz entered a monthly 5-Stand 
competition and while the enthusiast 
started out in Sporting Clays she found she 
excelled at Skeet – thriving on the pace, 
training and mental aspect - and decided to 
concentrate on that discipline. “So I focused 
on Skeet and that’s where I’ve centred most 
of my efforts,” she says.

Since she took up the sport seven years 
ago, Liz has shot competitively at state and 
national level and earlier this year competed 
in her seventh state Skeet competition. 
In 2019, the 34-year-old became the first 
woman in South Australia to reach AA 
grade in Skeet as she made the national 
postal team which recognises the top five 
Australian women shooting the discipline.

Not your typical shooter
As a young woman Liz says many people 
don’t consider her a ‘typical’ shooter. 
“Shooters live in the city, in the country, 
families do it, it’s hard to say ‘this is a 
typical shooter’ which is great as most 
people would look at me and not think I’m 
a typical shooter.” But she says shooting 
lends itself to all kinds of people. “For those 
like myself who’ve perhaps come to it later 
in life, it’s a sport that has a great level of 
equity,” she says. “If you apply yourself 
mentally and seek out some good coaching 
you can take it as far as you want and it’s a 
fantastic sport I get so much out of.”

Liz has watched female participation 
grow but would like to see clubs and the 
shooting community promote itself more to 
women and newcomers in general. “I guess 
it’s still largely a male dominated sport and 
perhaps that’s just what men have gravi-
tated to. Lots of women like myself never 
knew the sport really existed,” she says. “If 
you can overcome any perceived fears you 
may have it’s so rewarding and the people 
you meet are incredibly supportive - there’s 
a real community and family feel to it.”

Also a hunter, Liz shoots ducks and game 
animals as well as carrying out pest control 
on her property and acknowledges hunting 
can evoke strong reactions in some people. 
“When they understand we’re not out there 
with guns blazing looking for thrills, we’re 
doing it because we’re proud of that part of 
Australian culture to have the freedom to 
harvest our own food, I think they under-
stand and respect that.

“Probably even more so than just going 
to the supermarket and letting someone 
else do the harvesting and you’re just 
buying. They get it when you talk about 
the pride you have in responsibly taking an 
animal and harvesting that meat, using it 
and valuing that life.”

Family affair
Liz has a son and daughter both under five 
who have already started learning about 
the joys of shooting from mum. “They’ll be 
brought up to learn about firearm safety and 
that education starts at this very early age,” 
she says.

Her son has a replica side-by-side cap 
gun and has been learning about shooting 
safely at the range with Liz. “He comes 
along and helps me load my pouch with 
shells and loves watching - he likes to call 
the target. I didn’t shoot when I was preg-
nant but as soon as I had the babies I was 
back out there. This is a sport I got a lot out 
of, especially as a new mum to be able to 
go to the range for an hour and have some 
time to myself, nothing better.”

A shooting advocate
Ever eager to promote the sport she loves, 
Liz has hosted many ‘come and try’ days 
at her club in Mount Gambier and says it’s 
a joy to see newcomers try the sport. “We 
see lots of women and families coming 
along,” she says. “When they start hitting 
targets the enjoyment they take from that 
gives me the best feeling, how proud they 
are of themselves and how much confidence 
they take from being able to responsibly and 
safely shoot a target and shoot it well.”

Aside from owning a farm with her 
husband in Penola and being the mother 
of two children, Liz is a journalist with the 

Australian Broadcasting Corporation in 
the South-East and as part of the media 
the responsible shooter helps her fellow 
journalists understand the sport as a whole. 
“I regularly invite the media to come and 
have a shot at the gun club with me because 
I think people don’t know what they don’t 
know,” she says.

“If they only ever hear anti-gun mate-
rial they don’t have another angle to draw 
on. I think with gun clubs and shooters it’s 
everyone’s responsibility to educate the 
broader public and show them the positive 
attributes of shooting as we know them to 
be.”

Liz hopes she has influenced some opin-
ions on shooting and hunting or at least 
given people an alternative perspective. 
“Out in the community, I take every chance 
I can to talk about the benefits of shooting 
and it’s so important shooters promote 
and proactively talk about the positives of 
the sport, about the hunting lifestyle and 
safe firearms use, because Australia has so 
much to be proud of.”

Liz referred to recent policy changes 
introduced in the wake of COVID-19 which 
thrust heavy restrictions on licensed fire-
arms owners and businesses and says any 
freedoms afforded to the firearms commu-
nity can’t be taken for granted. “We can’t 
just do what we’ve always done, we have to 
modernise and use tools like social media 
and the media in general to our advan-
tage and promote this sport. We can’t just 
protect it and not encourage new people 
because it simply won’t exist if we do that.

“The more people who come to shooting 
and participate in it either socially or 
competitively or just enjoy coming to 
watch, the better and brighter future our 
sport in Australia will have.”  .

From news breaker to clay breaker

Liz was the first woman in South 
Australia to reach AA grade in Skeet.
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A rifle for all seasons
For as long as I can remember, single-
shot rifles in all their different forms have 
intrigued and fascinated me. I learned 
to shoot and hunt with a single-shot .22 
rimfire, my father instilling in me the 
importance of making every shot count. 
He insisted the first shot was the best one 
you’d ever need, that if you hunted well and 
did your job properly one shot was all you’d 
worry about. Time and my own experience 
proved him right and I expect that’s why 
I’m still using single-shot rifles for all my 
hunting almost 60 years down the track 
- especially my much-loved Ruger No.1 
rifles.

When the No.1 Ruger was introduced in 
1967 I was a teenager long on dreams but 
critically short on resources. As a first-year 

apprentice on $17 a week before tax, buying 
a No.1 rifle at the time was several country 
miles beyond the realms of possibility. Even 
so, the seed had been planted and I knew 
that wouldn’t always be the case.

The first Ruger single-shot I owned was 
a No.3 Carbine, the not quite so fancy but 
highly practical little brother of the much-
venerated No.1 in .22 Hornet. It served 
me well as a fox rifle for several years and 
at winter’s end in 1977 when my skins had 
been sold and some outstanding bills put to 
bed, I had enough money left over to finally 
buy my first No.1, a 1-B-Standard Rifle in 
.243.

Since that time a dozen or so No.1 rifles 
in a variety of calibres and configurations 
have come and gone through my gun safe. 
For years there was even a custom-built 

No.3 in .35 Whelen, made especially for 
the sambar deer hunting that was some-
thing of an obsession at the time. Some 
inevitably stayed longer than others, all 
of them contributing to my knowledge of 
the marque. In 2004 I bought a model 1-A, 
No.1 Light Sporter in 7x57 Mauser. From 
the outset I liked the way it handled and 
worked for me and some 16 years later it’s 
still the rifle I automatically reach for when 
there’s work to be done.

The rifle
Reams have been written on the Ruger 
single-shot action and I doubt there’s any 
need to go into a full description of how 
the action works yet again - suffice to say 
it’s a lever-action, falling block single-shot 
rifle, an upgraded adaptation of the classic 

The combination

Rifle: Ruger No.1

Cartridge: 7.57 Mauser

Scope: Schmidt & Bender 1.5-6x24

As we continue our series of favourite rifle/
cartridge/scope combination, Senior Correspondent 
John Dunn has chosen one influenced by his father.

that made me a better shot
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Visit our website for the full rangeVisit our website for the full range
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7 Shot
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Farquharson rifle patented in England in 
the early 1870s. To paraphrase some of 
the No.1 advertising presented over the 
years: “The massive receiver forms a rigid 
connection between barrel and buttstock
. . . and readily handles any type of modern 
cartridge . . . linking designs of the past 
with modern metallurgy to withstand the 
pressures of today’s ammunition.”

Catalogue specifications for the Light 
Sporter were always cryptic, given as 
“Lightweight 22" barrel, calibres .243 Win, 
.30-06, .270 Win and 7x75mm, weight 
approximately 7¼lb. Catalogue No.1-A.” 
My rifle has blued metalwork. Original 
factory sights consisted of a ramp-mounted, 
dovetail adjustable gold bead fore sight and 
adjustable folding leaf rear set-up on the 
front of the quarter rib on the barrel which 
was also machined to accept the Ruger 
rings supplied.

The two-piece stock is made from 
selected American walnut with a satin 
finish, fitted with a black rubber recoil pad, 
the 1-A rifle having an Alexander Henry 
forearm. Both pistol grip and forearm have 
panels of chequering cut at 20 lines to the 
old-fashioned inch. Sling swivels bases are 
fitted to the buttstock and on the barrel via 
a band forward of the forearm tip. The rifle 
normally wears an adjustable Safari Sling.

As functional as my Light Sporter was 
when it arrived, I’ve made a number of 
changes to it over the years to make it work 
just that bit better. Early in the piece I had 
the barrel and forearm hanger bedded into 
the forearm to eliminate any movement 
and ensure a consistent, reliable fit when 
the forearm screw was tightened. Though 

it’s a fiddly job to execute it did improve 
the accuracy, at the same time sealing the 
internal surfaces against moisture.

While the trigger on the No.1 is entirely 
functional and reliable, that doesn’t mean 
it can’t be enhanced and with that in mind, 
some 10 years ago I installed an after-
market Kepplinger single-set trigger. In my 
opinion this trigger provides a better level 
of adjustment for everyday use and contrib-
utes significantly to the facility of an already 
useable rifle.

In general use there’s no noticeable 
take-up or overtravel when the rifle is fired. 
In more deliberate mode the set trigger 
function - activated by pushing the trigger 
forward - allows me to take more carefully 
considered and deliberate shots, knowing 
that when I stroke the trigger sight distur-
bance will be minimal, especially when the 
shot is taken from some sort of field rest as 
it should be.

The third change I made was to replace 
the original Ruger quarter rib with its rear 
sight and fixed ring spacing with a custom 
rib which was made in limited numbers 
some years ago by Steve Hurt of Outer 
Edge Projectiles. The back of the rib sits 
over the top of the receiver and with its 
dovetailed top allows the back ring to be 
shifted rearwards by a full 20mm, making 
correct eye relief much easier to acquire.

It was designed to use Talley rings. 
Accordingly, there are no lugs or slots to 
prevent the rings shifting under recoil so 
regularly checking the tightness of the base 
screws is essential to avoid problems in the 
field - something that should be done on a 
regular basis with every rifle anyway.

The cartridge
The 7mm Mauser or 7x57 was introduced 
in 1892. Originally developed as a military 
cartridge it was used by Spain, Mexico and 
a number of other South American coun-
tries. Though primarily in bolt-action rifles, 
it was also employed by Remington in some 
of their single-shot rolling block rifles.

Despite its military origins the cartridge 
is probably best known as a sporting round 
and is still chambered as such by numerous 
US and European manufacturers in single-
shot, bolt-action and combination firearms. 
Many people, this writer included, regard it 
as a definitive cartridge and that had a great 
deal of influence on my decision to buy the 
rifle. A classic cartridge in a classic rifle was 
a combination I found hard to resist, quite 
apart from the fact I’d used the cartridge 

The combination that made me a better shot

The loads that work best in the rifle RWS ID 
Classic 162gr factory load on the left and a 132gr 
HP Outer Edge handload.

Classic hunting scope and rifle 
combination.
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19 Babbage Rd
Roseville Chase NSW 2069

MON-FRI: 9am - 5pm
SAT: 8am - 3pm

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311 www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS:
MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 
SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery*

BACK PACKS
2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $335

Chargemaster Dispenser $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals) $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool   $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale   $95

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale  $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bi-Pod $125

Pivot Bi-Pod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69 

RANGEFINDERS
RX-600 $285

RX-750TBR $405

RX-1000 $485

RX-1000TBR $550

SCOPES
VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40 $325

VX-I 3-9x50 $420

VX-I 4-12x40 $420

VX-II 1-4x20 $420

VX-II 2-7x33 $420

VX-II 3-9x40 $460

VX-II 3-9x50 $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO $620

VX-II 4-12x50 $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20 $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32 $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36 $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40 $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50 $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT $1335

Call us for the best prices 
on other products

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 
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on any order 
anywhere in 

Australia

Pulsar Thermal Shipment landed

Pulsar Thermion 
XQ50 $5680
XP50 $7910

This month’s specials

S&B PMII 5-25x56 DT/ST
FFP Illuminated German Made

Just $4175 in P4FL
Just $4295 in GR2ID or MSR2 Reticle

S&B Klassik 3-12x50 Illuminated L7
German made, just $1990

S&B Hungaria 8x56 
A4 or A7 reticle just $895

Tikka Clearance
Limited stock

2 month lay-by available
Pay in full to receive a further $50 off these 

amazing prices. Flat $50 freight to your 
dealer Australia Wide

Tikka T3x CTR 20" Blued
Was $1965, 260rem now a very low $1299

.308 win just $1595
Grab a genuine brake half price for $130 

or a spare 10 shot mag half price for $120 
when you buy this gun.

Tikka T3x CTR 6.5 Creedmoor
24" threaded barrel

Bonus soft touch grips
Reduced from $2250, just $1849

Tikka Lite 20" threaded 6.5CM
Was $1215, now just $895

Add a spare factory 6-shot mag for just $55

Henry H001 Lever Action 22lr
15 shot tube mag and walnut stock

Was $1010, now just $695

Henry Frontier .22lr
24" Threaded octagonal barrel

Was $1410, now only $995

Henry Frontier 22WMR
24" Octagonal barrel

Was $1540, now only $1049

Henry All Weather was $2370
30-30 now just $1395

357mag and 44mag only $1449
Pay in full and take an extra $50 off 

any All Weather

Lithgow LA102 6.5 Creedmoor
Cerakote Barreled action in TSP Chassis 

with 10 round mag
A ridiculously low $1695

Available in Black or Titanium Cerakote

Winchester OOSG
160rnd can of military grade buck shot

Limited stock, just $185

Steyr Zephyr now discontinued and 
reduced to clear

Last chance to grab one of these
Available in 22lr, 22WMR or 17HMR

Just $1235

Steyr Pro Hunter 300 win mag
Massivly reduced to $895

Winchester Model 70 Supergrade
2 only at old price of $2220

Steyr SSG04-A1
Massivly reduced from $5170 now $3925

Available in 300 win mag or 308 win

Henry Big Boy Steel Carbine 357 Magnum
Was $2050, just $1310

Lithgow LA102 Stocks
Walnut or Laminate with trigger guard

Just $299. Grab a spare for your LithgowMauser M12 Pure 9.3x62
Was $4455, now just $2649 (4 only)

Sako 85 Black Wolf
Was $3825, reduced to $2995

Available in 6.5x55, .270win, .308win and 
.30-06. Pay in full and take a further $50 off

Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40
Balistic Plex Reticle
Was $400, just $299
Bulk scope packaging, 
no box.

Steyr L9-A1 Semi 
Auto 9mm

Cased with 2 mags. 
Reduced to $799

Mauser M12 Expert
30-06 or 300 win mag

Grade 5 stock with ebony forend tip
Was $5910, now only $3599

Pulsar Axion 
XM30 Key $2460

XM30S $3190

Beretta APX 9mm
Cased with 2 mags, just $849

Sauer 100 Atacama and Cherokee
Limited stock available at $1399

Call or email for available cals

CZ 455 MDT Carbon 22lr
Massively reduced to just $849

CZ Shadow 2 
Southern Cross
Cased with 2 mags 
and Blue grips with 
Southern Cross
Very Limited stock at $1895

CZ Shadow Magazine just $49

Korth Shipment Landed

Korth Supersport STX
6" 357mag 6 shot
$7250

Korth NXS 
6" 357mag 8 shot
$6970
Korth NXR 
6" 44mag 6 shot
$6970

Korth Ranger
4" 357mag 6 shot
$5950

Korth National 
Standard
357mag 6 shot
In stock in 4" and 6"
$5890

Magnum Research 
Baby Eagle Semi Auto 9mm
Back in stock, just $960

Vortex Razor HD 4000 
Range Finder $869

ADI 50BMG Brass 
$399 per 100
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The combination that made me a better shot

previously in a Brno bolt-action rifle and 
knew just what it was capable of.

I experimented with all the different 
brands of factory ammunition I could find, 
eventually settling on the RWS ID Classic, 
162gr nickel plated jacketed soft-point 
factory loads the rifle shot so well. I’ve used 
this load to take all six species of deer in 
Australia as well as feral horses, pigs, goats, 
wild dogs, foxes, feral cats and the occa-
sional rabbit.

Since 2017 I’ve been handloading Outer 
Edge 132gr HP projectiles ahead of 44gr 
of AR 2208 with Federal 215M primers 
in RWS cases which are some of the best 
available. This load has exceeded my expec-
tations in terms of accuracy and perfor-
mance on game including fallow, red and 
sambar deer out to around 180m, about as 
far as I like to shoot. 

To date I’ve only recovered one projec-
tile, perfectly expanded to 15mm in 
diameter and retaining 100 per cent of 
its original weight, all the others having 
completely penetrated the target animal 
which in every case dropped to the shot, 
proving the old man’s assertion a single 
shot is all you need if you hunt well.

The scope
The one my Light Sporter has worn for 
the past 15 years is a Schmidt & Bender 
1.5-6x42 Zenith FlashDot that came my 
way for review about the same time I 
bought the rifle. They worked so well 
together I bought the scope, a decision 
I’ve never regretted. In terms of size it’s 
a perfect fit, not too long or bulky with a 
magnification range that might have been 
designed with the cartridge in mind.

On 1.5x the scope allows the rifle to 
be swung like a shotgun on moving game 
with both eyes open, a plus in heavy cover 
where a fast, close shot may well be the 
order of the day. In more open country 6x 
is all the power this hunter needs for more 
planned, deliberate shots out to that 200m 
mark I’ve the rifle sighted in for.

The scope has a simple FD7 reticule, 
essentially a variation of the Duplex reti-
cule we’re all familiar with but minus the 
heavy vertical bar in the top hemisphere. 
The central crosshairs are finer with an 
illuminated dot in the centre, brightness 
adjustable via a rotating switch that looks 
like an additional turret on the left side of 
the scope. The light goes out between each 
numerical setting, allowing the required 
level of brightness to be set then turned off.

Over the years I’ve been lucky enough 
to review and test many different brands 
of scopes of all shapes and sizes and have 
to say I still regard the Schmidt & Bender 

Zenith as one of the best I’ve come across. 
It has proved itself across the full spec-
trum of hunting conditions from the bright 
sunlight of the Top End dry season to 
the gloomy, damp and sometimes snowy 
conditions of early evenings in the sambar 
country of NSW and Victoria where conven-
tional crosshairs can become invisible 
against the dark background of the bush. If 
I can see an animal through the scope, I can 
generally take it.

Overview
Hunting with a single-shot rifle isn’t for 
everyone and I know there are many who’d 

never dream of doing so, some of them 
my friends. Personally, I like the idea. 
Choosing to do so has made me a better 
hunter, knowing I have to work more care-
fully to put myself in a position where my 
single-shot can be best applied to do what 
I expect of it. Such were the basics the old 
man drummed into me all those years ago. 
No matter how much firepower you carry, 
game has to be taken one animal at a time 
and I can do that with the Ruger, the main 
reason it became a permanent fixture in my 
gun cabinet. .

Red stag taken at 120m using 
an RWS 162gr factory load.
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made in sweden

PH: (03) 56681940
E-mail: info@sportingguns.com.au
Web: www.hermannsguns.com.au

Black

DREAMLINE TACTICAL
IMPACT MK2

CROWN - GEN. 2

DREAMLINE BULLPUP

DREAMLINE LITE
Butt stock not included!
AR15 stock platform

POCKET 
CHRONOGRAPH

PCP Air Rifle

PCP Air Rifle

PCP Air Rifle

PCP Air Rifle

HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINE

LATEST STX INTERCHANGEABLE BARREL 
CAL. .177 / .22 / .25 / .30

1/2” MUZZLE 
THREAD

DETACHABLE 480cc CARBON FIBRE AIR BOTTLE

ADJUSTABLE AIR FLOW

ADJUSTABLE HAMMER 
TENSION

REGULATOR PRESSURE

TANK PRESSURE

LATEST ADJUSTABLE AMP REGULATOR

ADJUSTABLE 
RECOIL PAD

AMBIDEXTROUS 
STOCK

NEW PICATINNY 
RECEIVER

NEW EASY ACCESS BARREL 
CLAMPING SCREWS

ADJUSTABLE 
MATCH TRIGGERSynthetic

Walnut

Laminate Green

Laminate Grey

Laminate Yellow

Magazine Removable
21 shots cal. .177
18 shots cal. .22
16 shots cal. .25
14 shots cal. .25

Energy .177 (4.5) 24J - 18 ft/lbs
.22 (5.5) 41J - 30 ft/lbs
.25 (6.35) 60J - 45 ft/lbs
.30 (7.62) 110J - 82 ft/lbs

Power output can be tuned higher or lower if 
needed.

Weight 3 - 3.5 kg

Fill pressure 250 BAR - 3600 Psi

An airgunners favourite 
tool, now in the palm 
of your hand! Works 
with NO light and in any 
weather conditions. 

DREAMLINE CLASSIC
Synthetic

Synthetic

Walnut

PCP Air Rifle

DREAMLINE TACTICAL
COMPACT

Butt stock not included!
AR15 stock platformPCP Air Rifle
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T he Sporting Shooters’ Association 
of Australia has welcomed the 
release of a Federal Government 
report into firearm theft in 

Australia. The Australian Institute of 
Criminology (AIC) statistical report has 
collated data from each state and territory 
to produce Firearm theft in Australia 2018, 
released in May. 

While SSAA was glad to see the 
release of an evidenced-based report by 
seasoned author Dr Samantha Bricknell, 
the Association remains cautious about 
certain assumptions as well as references 
to anti-gun lobby group Gun Control 
Australia. “It’s simply outlandish to quote 
Gun Control Australia in a government 
report,” SSAA National President Geoff 
Jones said. “They’re a lobby group with a 
targeted agenda - certainly the group has 
biases which have made their way into the 
report.”

A federal and state operation targeting 
trafficking and illicit firearms, Operation 
Athena, commissioned the AIC to examine 
firearm theft data for 2018 to establish the 
rate of change of firearm theft in Australia. 
Dr Bricknell used data from state and 

territory police on incidents of stolen or 
lost/mislaid firearms reported between 
January 1 and December 31, 2018. SSAA 
was pleased to note Dr Bricknell then 
discarded reports of lost firearms.

The report found there were 847 inci-
dents of reported firearms theft in 2018 
and the distribution of incidents reflected 
the population size of states and terri-
tories. One quarter of incidents were 
reported in Queensland and Victoria 
followed by one fifth in both New South 
Wales and Western Australia. 

The number of reported incidents of 
firearm theft increased by 15 per cent in 
the 10-year period between 2008-09 and 
2018, however SSAA would like to note 
a parallel increase in Australia’s popula-
tion during this same period according 
to the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
Similarly, Dr Bricknell stated the national 
firearm theft rate was almost on par when 
comparing the two time periods at 3.4 
incidents per 100,000 in 2018 and 3.3 inci-
dents per 100,000 in 2008-09. This would 
discount the claim there has been a signifi-
cant increase in national firearms theft 
across the previous decade to 2018.

The proportion of thefts occurring in 
major cities has decreased substantially, 
with a corresponding increase in theft in 
inner regional, outer regional and/or remote 
locations depending on jurisdiction. Data 
showed most thefts occurred in inner 
and outer regional areas at 61 per cent of 
all thefts as well as an increase in outer 
regional (23 v 34 per cent) and remote (3 v 
8 per cent) theft incidents. 

However, the report noted the locations 
of theft incidents were classified by remote-
ness status using postcode data. Mr Jones 
said this method could be flawed, particu-
larly in areas such as Queensland where 
postcodes extend many kilometres from 
inner to outer regional areas. 

The report stated that “most incidents 
resulted in the theft of multiple firearms” 
as well as one incident where 27 handguns 
were stolen from a retail location. SSAA 
would like this highlighted as it disproves 
the theory from anti-gun groups that fire-
arms owners should store their firearms in 
one location, such as a gun club. “SSAA has 
always argued against firearms being stored 
in one honeypot location and now we have 
the stats to back it up,” Mr Jones said.

National report finds 
firearm owners safe and 
responsible
Nadia Isa
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The data used in the report indicated 
most stolen firearms were being stored in a 
safe or a similar device at the time of theft, 
dispelling the myth that firearms owners 
are careless with storage of firearms. In 
fact, the report found storage compliance 
had increased 13 per cent from the previous 
study which ended in 2009. “Most stolen 
firearms were stored in firearm safes or 
similar receptacles at the time of the theft. 
Force was applied or tools used to cut the 
locking device in 18 per cent and 13 per 
cent of incidents respectively,” Dr Bricknell 
said in the report.

“The entire receptacle was stolen in 14 
per cent of incidents. Most of these cases 
required offenders to force the safe bolted 
to the floor and/or wall from its mooring and 
haul or drag it to a vehicle. Of note is that 
firearms were reportedly secured in 15 per 
cent of incidents but it was not evident how 
the receptacle was accessed.”

While the Association is pleased with 
an evidence-based report being published 
on firearms thefts, it advises caution when 
referencing certain assumptions in the 
study as well as strongly disagreeing with 
the inclusion of an anti-gun lobby group. 
Further, if firearm safety is to be treated as 
a public health concern as some commen-
tators wish then, like seatbelt safety 

campaigns, it needs to be funded. The 
Association has seen the success of such 
campaigns like its Secure Your Gun, Secure 
Your Sport campaign and is convinced of the 
value in investing in such messages. 

Because of this campaign and other 
education efforts, SSAA members have 
continued to be responsible law-abiding 
firearms owners and understand the 
necessity of thorough safety efforts. The 
Association’s insurance brokerage has 
received almost two-and-a-half times the 
amount of damage claims compared with 
theft claims in the 12 months to date, as 
members are smart and conscientious fire-
arms owners. Only 0.04 per cent of SSAA 
Insurance Brokerage customers have 
made theft claims in the past 12 months 
as well as just 0.09 per cent of members 
claiming damages.

Because of its demonstrated knowledge, 
SSAA has developed a rural firearm secu-
rity campaign which it plans to discuss 
with the Federal Government. The initia-
tive would continue to improve the safe 
storage of firearms and aid in reducing the 
amount of firearms thefts in regional and 
rural communities. .

National report finds firearm owners safe and responsible

CUSTOM ENGRAVING

SSAA members 
have continued 

to be responsible 
law-abiding 

firearms owners 
and understand 

the necessity 
of thorough 
safety efforts
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B ack in October 2016 the Australian 
Criminal Intelligence Commission 
(ACIC) released its report on Illicit 
Firearms in Australia, giving an 

authoritative assessment along with some 
warnings. It estimated there were 250,000 
longarms and 10,000 handguns in the black 
and grey markets, none registered and 
many in the hands of criminals. All these 
guns came from various sources - those not 
registered or surrendered at the 1996-97 
buyback, theft from legitimate owners, 
illegal imports and from illicit manufacture. 

Criminals have long made their own guns 
ranging from basic single-shot pen guns 
through to sub-machine guns but the media 
really picked up on the prospect of illicit 
manufacture of guns using the technique of 
3D printing, especially after a US company 
released plans for a near-wholly 3D printed 
single-shot pistol and called it the Liberator, 
after the FP45 Liberator made by the US 
military during World War Two. 

That was in 2013 and anti-gun groups 
imagined closet mass murderers down-
loading plans from the internet and turning 
out assault weapons on hobby 3D printers 
bought for $200 or less. The Liberator was 
the first widely distributed design of this 
technology but the gun itself was made 
almost entirely of plastic and lacked the 
structural integrity of conventional steel - if 
it didn’t blow up on the first shot it would 
soon after.

ACIC said it identified only three 
attempts to manufacture such firearms 
in Australia with none functioning when 
detected by police. One police agency did 
manufacture and test a 3D single-shot 
pistol, concluding it would fire a single 
round but was unreliable and potentially 

dangerous to the user. In the same period 
ACIC traced almost 1000 factory-made 
handguns and concluded 3D guns were not 
a big threat but could be in future. “The 
capabilities of 3D-printed firearms are 
limited and, in the short term, this produc-
tion method is unlikely to be a significant 
source of illicit firearms,” it said. 

However, it went on to warn that organ-
ised crime was exploiting the rapid devel-
opment of technology and its increasing 
availability to users worldwide. That was 
a judgment of 2016. So what has changed 
since in the world of 3D manufacturing? 
The answer is a lot but 3D manufacturing 
still isn’t really capable of easily turning out 
reliable firearms from your garage without 
considerable skill and dedication - and a 
willingness to break multiple Australian 
laws and risk serious jail time.

Firstly a bit about 3D printing. 
Traditionally, manufacturing involves 
removing material by file, lathe, drill or 

mill to create the finished item, termed 
subtractive manufacturing. In 3D printing, 
material is added layer by layer according 
to a computer design, referred to as addi-
tive manufacturing. At the most basic 
level, 3D printers employ a plastic material 
called PLA (polylactic acid) which looks 
like whipper-snipper cord and is available 
in multiple colours. This is weaker than 
aluminium but can produce novelty items 
and also lower stressed gun parts such as 
grips, magazines and even some receivers 
as well as accessories like holsters. More 
advanced and costly 3D printers produce 
higher quality parts, though for some gun 
components such as springs, firing pins and 
barrels there’s really no alternative to good 
old-fashioned steel. 

For mainstream manufacturers including 
gunmakers, lower end 3D printers are 
particularly useful for prototyping parts. 
3D printing is amazing and revolutionary 
technology which continues to find new 

Keeping tabs on 3D 
trends for illicit firearms
John Maxwell
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applications from building houses to making 
body parts from human cells. Central to 
3D printing is a CAD computer file which 
instructs the printer to make a particular 
object and, once posted on the internet, 
this file is available to just about anyone 
anywhere.

So what’s the current state of 3D 
gunmaking? A new study titled Desktop 
Firearms by the well-regarded Armament 
Research Services (ARES) organisation 
examines the emergent smallarms craft 
production technologies. It says increasing 
affordability of hobbyist machines such as 
desktop lathes and CNC mills and prolifera-
tion of consumer grade 3D printers has led 
to significant advances in home manufac-
turing techniques, allowing greater ease in 
the production of certain otherwise unavail-
able or regulated firearm components.

“The process for producing fairly complex 
parts now requires significantly fewer skills 
and less experience on the part of an indi-
vidual craft-producer than at any other time 
in history,” the study says. “Although not 
quite a case of hitting Ctrl-P, these new tech-
nologies do significantly reduce the barriers 
to entry for those wishing to attempt 
manufacture of a firearm. Accordingly, such 
methods also represent a challenge to the 
governmental control and regulation of fire-
arms manufacturing.”

Following the Liberator launch, another 
US company demonstrated it was possible to 
3D print a functioning handgun, an all-metal 
copy of a Colt 1911 using a high-end printer 
and 3D printing technique called direct metal 
laser sintering. This was no hobby machine 
- it cost US$600,000. The company offered 
more of its unique 1911s at the jaw-dropping 
price of US$11,900 each.

The ARES study placed currently avail-
able 3D guns into three broad categories. 
First is fully 3D printed guns including the 
original Liberator and some subsequent 
designs. Hybrid designs use some 3D 
printed parts but include metal springs and 
tubing for the barrel. Then there’s parts kit 
conversions (PKCs) which use a 3D printed 
receiver but commercially produced steel 
barrels and slides. In the US, parts and 
parts kits, comprising everything but the 
receiver, are available at a modest cost for 
many guns.

Commercially 3D printed frames and 
receivers are also available for guns such 
as AR and AK pattern rifles and Glock 
and other handguns, however the inclu-
sion of any commercial gun parts seems to 
offend the small number of gun designers 
and experimenters who have done most 
to advance format and construction of 3D 
printed guns. 

This is a mostly US group with an explicit 
gun rights agenda and a belief that any gun 
regulation deprives citizens of the ability 
to defend themselves against tyrannical 
government and the ability to fight oppres-
sion and genocide. This seems to ignore 
the reality that other than curious experi-
menters, guns ‘off the books’ are of greatest 
interest to criminals, terrorists and the 
mentally unhinged.

The latest development is the FGC-9, a 
9mm self-loading carbine which the ARES 
study said was widely regarded as being the 
most capable 3D-printed firearm and one 
which can be constructed without any regu-
lated firearms parts. FGC stands for F*** 
Gun Control and according to an unnamed 
designer interviewed by ARES researchers, 
the main driver was the goal of circum-
venting European gun regulations. FGC-9 
uses an AR-15 trigger group, components 
unregulated and readily available in the US, 
and elsewhere the FGC-9 can use a modi-
fied trigger group from an airsoft gun. The 
big innovation in FGC-9 is a homemade 
rifled barrel rather than the smoothbore 
barrel from earlier designs.

Barrel rifling is typically a factory process 
which requires techniques and equipment 
beyond all but the most dedicated of home 
gunmakers - think hammer forging and 
button rifling. But a US designer with the 
colourful moniker IvanTheTroll demon-
strated the ability to home produce rifling in 
steel tubing using electrochemical machining 
(ECM). This process is essentially the 
reverse of electroplating and still requires 
the knowledge to 3D print a conducting 
mandrel carrying the rifling pattern. Beyond 
that the actual ‘tooling’ is minimal, requiring 
a power supply and a bucket. 

ARES said this technique had been used 
to make barrels for many years, what’s new 

is its potential application to home produc-
tion. The FGC-9 draws much of its design 
from the Shuty AP9, itself a derivative of the 
Luty, a sub-machine gun designed by UK 
gun rights activist Philip Luty whose basic 
design relied on common hardware items 
and home-built steel components including 
a smoothbore barrel (the Shuty AP9 used a 
Glock barrel). Guns made to Luty’s designs 
have turned up around the world, including 
Australia, overwhelmingly in the hands of 
criminals and extremists.

ARES notes that while new technology 
has significantly advanced home firearms 
production, home manufacture of ammuni-
tion remained problematic. Handloading 
of fired cartridge cases certainly qualifies 
as home manufacture but there are limited 
alternatives to using commercially produced 
cases, primers and powders. However, one 
US developer has demonstrated 3D printing 
of plastic shotshell hulls.

The reality of 3D printed firearms seems 
to be the genie is out of the bottle, so more 
3D guns are likely to be encountered and 
the people who find them most appealing 
would appear to be overwhelmingly the type 
who shouldn’t have guns. “This new breed 
of hybrid design offers adopters a cheap 
and effective firearm that’s very difficult to 
trace, and may have the potential to rival or 
outstrip previous trends in the acquisition 
of illegal firearms modified from replica and 
deactivated firearms - themselves subject to 
increasing legislation,” ARES said.

“There are very limited control options 
for restricting access to the materials or 
design files used in craft-producing such 
weapons, and progressively more afford-
able machines and tools - as well as ongoing 
refinement of techniques - are likely to make 
their continued development and acquisition 
increasingly commonplace.” .

Keeping tabs on 3D trends for illicit firearms
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H aving previously used 
Mossberg’s sweet little .22LR 
Model 464 lever-action rifle, 
that budget-minded gun was 

just too much fun for the money and would 
make a great weekend plinker. As the new 
Australian Mossberg agent, when talking 
with Grycol International principal Gary 
Collibee, I lamented on how I’d previously 
taken a look at the .22 rifle’s big brother 
in the Model 464 Mariner 30/30 version 
about four years ago and found it rather 
disappointing. 

I reviewed it for Australian Shooter and 
back then experienced problems with the 
rifle. Basically, I ran into issues with the 

cartridges either sticking on the lifter when 
loading or failing to eject clear. I tried two 
different types of factory ammunition as 
well as some handloads and although accu-
racy was good I simply couldn’t make the 
rifle function reliably, cycling the action at 
speed when firing. Ironically, I could cycle 
loaded rounds (without firing) flawlessly.

I wrote it up at the time and reported 
the issue to the then supplier thinking it 
was likely a one-off but was surprised later 
to find, after some reader feedback, the 
problem was not necessarily an isolated 
incident for this model.

Now four years is a long time in any 
industry and Mossberg have a good name 

for reliable products, so on mentioning 
this to Gary he took me into the Grycol 
warehouse and insisted I randomly select 
a new one from a pallet of 464 30/30s to 
revisit the rifle. Just to be different I picked 
the Mariner version which is identical to 
the timber format I’d reviewed previously 
apart from the finish which is in Mossberg’s 
Marinecote matte stainless look and with a 
laminated stock.

As stated, the rifle is chambered in the 
venerable 30/30 cartridge which has been 
around since 1895 - that’s 125 years! The 
30/30 round aka the .30 WCF (Winchester 
Center Fire) was first chambered in the 
Winchester 1894 lever-action rifle and 
the 30/30 moniker was derived from the 
original loading which was a 160gr .30 
calibre bullet behind 30 grains of early 
smokeless powder. In fact, the 30/30 is 
reportedly among the first commercially 
sold US smokeless cartridges. The original 
160gr jacketed lead projectile was in a short 
time replaced by the more recognised 170gr 
loading and later a 150gr option.

When I last took a look at the 30/30 I 
said that by comparison to many modern 
sporting cartridges it might be considered 
anaemic, but at moderate ranges firing 
150 to 170gr projectiles it still strikes like 
the ‘Hammer of Thor’ which has made 
it a favourite for hunting in heavy scrub. 
Combine that with a light, fast-handling 
carbine, six-plus-one magazine capacity 
and quick lever-action reload and you have 
a winning mix. A long-time preference 
with US deer hunters stalking in thick 

Mossberg adds new 
twist to old formula
Daniel O’Dea

A benefit of the tubular magazine 
with side-loading gate means you 
can top off the magazine between 
shots.
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woodlands, the same set-up is equally at 
home in thick lignum chasing wild pigs. All 
still rings true today.

To recap further on the Mossberg Model 
464, at first glance you may think it’s iden-
tical to the Winchester 94, a clone if you 
will, but there are quite a few differences. 
They do share a similar flat-sided receiver, 
tubular magazine, open top ejection and 
side-loading magazine port. Likewise, they 
both function with a forward lever stroke 
which directly cycles the bolt.

Differences for the Mossberg include 
a tang safety as opposed to the cross-
bolt system as seen on later Winchester 
94s, a rounded bolt and not square and 
no half-cock function as apparent on the 
early Winchesters. The Mossberg’s angle 
ejection and solid rear top receiver makes 
optics mounting easier along with some 
other internal differences, while the lever 
stroke is slightly longer in the Mossberg, 
giving a small length advantage in the 
chamber area.

The Model 464 Mariner as mentioned 
features an attractive grey laminated 
buttstock and fore-end which has a barrel 
band that includes a conventional QD sling 
swivel. The Mariner’s stock was a pistol 
grip design but the standard timber version 
can be optioned with either a pistol or 

straight-gripped stock. Functional sharp-
diamond patterned chequering completes 
grip surfaces on the pistol grip and fore-end 
and the stock is finished with both a slim 
spacer and effective black rubber kick pad.

The rifle’s metal work is finished in 
Mossberg’s Marinecote, a baked-on propri-
etary coating said to have outstanding anti-
corrosion properties which presents as a 
matte stainless-steel look. Fit and finish are 
good with metal work to furniture gaps held 
to tight tolerances. Like its timber blued 
brethren, the barrel length on the Mariner 
is 20" (508mm) with a one in 10" rifle twist, 
at the muzzle end is a fixed bead front sight 
while the rear blade sight is adjustable 
for both windage and elevation and folds 
forward for scope fitment. The rear receiver 
housing is also tapped for bases for ease of 
optics fitment.

During testing I fitted a set of Warne 
Maxima M827 bases specifically made for 
the Mossberg Model 464 and topped them 
with a set of Warne Maxima Horizontal 
all-steel fixed scope rings and a compact 
Pride Fowler 3-9x32 scope to finish off the 
package.

The M464 has a threefold approach to 
safety. Firstly you have the conveniently 
positioned tang safety which can be easily 
operated with the thumb of the grip hand. 

Mossberg adds new twist to old formula

The rear blade 
sight folds 

forward for scope 
objective lens 

clearance.

The Model 464 comes with a 
hammer spur extension for ease of 
use with scope fitted.

Daniel takes aim with the 464 Mariner in 30/30.
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Specifications
Rifle: Mossberg Model 464 Mariner
Action: Lever 
Trigger: Single stage
Calibre: 30/30 Winchester
Capacity: Six-round tubular magazine
Barrel: 20" round profile (508mm)
Twist Rate: 1:10
Sights: Bead front, adjustable rear blade 
(Warne M827 bases used in testing)
Length of pull: 13.875" (352mm)
Metal finish: Marinecote
Stock finish: Laminated
Weight: 6.75lb (3.06kg)
Length OA: 38.5" (978mm)

Mossberg adds new twist to old formula

The rifle also has a hammer block safety 
designed to prevent the hammer from 
striking the firing pin unless the safety is off 
and the trigger is actually pulled. There’s 
also a grip safety so the trigger can only be 
pulled when the lever is squeezed firmly 
against the bottom tang which prevents any 
chance of the firearm discharging unless 
the bolt is fully into the battery.

I noted the tang safety doesn’t lock the 
trigger, it rather blocks the hammer so the 
trigger can be pulled and the hammer will 
fall with the safety on, only when it does, 
the hammer will not strike the firing pin. 
This is the same as later Winchester 94s 
with the cross-bolt safety.

Further specifications has the Model 464 
with length pull of 13.875" (352mm), overall 
length of 38.5" (978mm) and a weight of 
6.75lb (3.06kg). The magazine holds six 
rounds and one in the chamber for a total 
of seven, a benefit of the tubular magazine 
with side-loading gate meaning you can 
top off the magazine between shots as and 
when required.

So how would it perform? Not unsurpris-
ingly if there were any past issues it would 
seem Mossberg has sorted them out as no 
flaws were apparent during testing. Digging 
through the ammo store I had a good selec-
tion on hand including loadings from PMC, 
Winchester and even some old Sako ammo 
along with plenty of components, and Grycol 
sent me an excellent set of Lee Pacesetter 
reloading dies, so I hand-rolled a few rounds 
as well.

Accuracy on paper was surprisingly good. 
Generally speaking, lever-action rifles are 
not afforded the same inherent precision as 
a good bolt-action and 1.5-2.5 MOA groups 
should be considered good practical exact-
ness. The Model 464 fell well within this 
standard on average and I even managed a 
three-shot group measuring just 0.65 MOA 
or about 16mm centre-to-centre at 90m. 
Perhaps it’s a case of even the blind squirrel 
finding a nut occasionally, but it does high-
light the potential of the rifle and either way 
I was impressed. I ran the rifle both with and 
without the scope mounted and ejection was 
flawless with cases flicking neatly out side-
ways at full forward stroke of the lever, the 

lever cycle pretty tight but smooth and no 
doubt will slicken up with use.

In summary, the lever-action platform 
mated with the 30/30 cartridge just about 
‘goes together like peas and carrots’ as 
Forrest Gump would say. It’s relatively mild 
in recoil while still developing solid perfor-
mance on most game out to 200m and while 
it wouldn’t be my first choice for the task, I’d 
hazard a guess the humble 30/30 has taken 
thousands of black bears in the US over the 
years, even elks.

In Australia the combination is just the 
ticket for feral pigs in thick brush or lignum 
and a flat-sided lever gun receiver does ride 
nicely slung across the back while chasing 
pigs across the plains on your dirt bike. 
Compact, relatively light, fast-cycling, good 
ammo capacity and enough accuracy for the 
job - no wonder it has stood the test of time.

Like all Mossbergs the Model 464 Mariner 
is a lot of gun for the money and both it and 
its timber blued compatriots can be found in 
most good gunshops at a fair price - expect 
plenty of change from $1000. More informa-
tion and stockists can be found at the Grycol 
website www.grycol.com.au .

The chamber is easy to visually inspect. Note the orange 
magazine follower clearly shows an empty magazine.

The 464’s grip safety is 
clearly displayed just 
behind the trigger.

This three-shot group 
impressed Daniel, measuring 
just 0.65 MOA.
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an adjustable drivers’ seat, power steering, premium tilting wheel, 
dual glove box and more cup holders than your pick-up. 
With an industry-leading 34.2 gal of storage solutions, 

plush seating and 11” of suspension travel, 
you’ll be ready for all-day ride comfort.

Partners
A U S T R A L I A

Be in control of your comfort with the new 
RANGER XP 1000 NorthStar, 

available in 3-seat and CREW models. 
Polaris RANGER CREW XP 1000 

NorthStar helps you hunt in 
comfort, no matter the 

weather conditions.

PREMIUM IN-CAB EXPERIENCE

www.polarisaustralia.com |  /PolarisAustralia |  /polarisorv_aus

Regardless of the conditions, NorthStar allows you to 
enjoy the outdoors with factory installation of 
the premium Pro Shield cab system with 
heat & air conditioning.

VERSATRAC TURF 
MODE

ON DEMAND TRUE 
ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE 

(AWD)

82 HP DUMP BOX  
CAPACITY - 454KG

SEATS 6 ELECTRONIC POWER
STEERING

1134KG TOWING
CAPACITY

KG
1134

HEATER,
A/C & DEFROST

FULL CAB AS
STANDARD

N O R T H S T A R
CREW XP 1000

ORV CAPABILITY – CAR LIKE COMFORT
AIR CONDITIONER HEATER DEFROST 

$2,000 FREE ACCESSORIES*

 *Offer ends 30/9/20 or while stocks last. #Camo wrap shown is additional and for promotional purposes only and a optional extra. +Finance offer is available on chattel mortgage to approved ABN holders (3+ years ABN Registration 
and trading) for business purposes and subject to credit approval at DLL’s discretion. 20% deposit required only for the 1.99% fnance offer. A one-off fee ($440.00 establishment fee) terms and conditions and exclusions apply.

1.99% PA
FINANCE OVER

36-48 MONTHS T.A.P+
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T he feral pigeon is an inva-
sive species which has ranged 
throughout the world devouring 
the grain of farmers, delivering 

diseases harmful to both man and beast and 
spreading faeces which damages monu-
ments and equipment wherever they make 
their home. However, the pigeon makes an 
excellent substitute for normal bird hunting 
activities and, possibly best of all, because 
they’re considered an invasive and essen-
tially unwanted species in most areas, there 
are precious few hunting restrictions.

Where in Australia
Feral pigeons are widespread throughout 

Australia with the heaviest concentrations 
centred on South Australia, New South 
Wales and south-eastern Queensland. 
They’re particularly fond of open agricul-
tural land which often lies in close prox-
imity to human life and if cliffs and rocky 
outcroppings are present, these provide 
excellent nesting potential as do old barns 
and equipment buildings in farming country.

Health concerns
The major problems associated with 
pigeon infestations are the health dangers 
which accompany these birds as well as 
the damage incurred as a result of their 
droppings. The uric acid contained in their 

droppings has the ability to eat through 
painted surfaces, encourage rust and corro-
sion and even destroy canvas tarps. And 
that same waste matter contains many 
fungal, viral and bacterial diseases which 
can be dangerous when it comes into 
contact with humans. 

Hunting tactics
Pigeons are social creatures which prefer to 
live in flocks. Habitual by nature, their life 
loosely consists of roosting at night, feeding 
and watering in the morning hours and 
loafing during the afternoon. Recognising 
the patterns then exploiting them will work 
in your favour when it comes to hunting.

Bird hunting
it’s never over so long as there are pigeons 
Thomas Tabor
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1848 The Horsley Drive HORSLEY PARK NSW 2175  PHONE 02 9620 1313  EMAIL sales@hpgs.biz
ABN 85 003 914 850 DLN 410 582 683  •  ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE  •  WWW.HORSLEYPARKGUNSHOP.COM.AU
Please Note: Some items listed above may sellout before ad is released.  While this is unavoidable we will endeavour to keep prices as marked but may change without notice. 

Australi
a’s 

Gunshop
WHERE EVERYDAY 

IS A SALE DAY!

NOW YOU CAN SHOP ONLINE - www.hpgs.com.au

AVAILABLE ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST
Mail Order Specialists Australia Wide

LIKE US

SAVAGE LATCHING REPEATER  RIMFIRE 
SUPER SPECIALS

DEAL 1

$200 CASH BACK PROMO VIA REDEMPTION ON THESE 2 MODELS
A22MRPV 22 MAGNUM PRO VARMINT ..............................................$1250 
A17RPV 17HMR PRO VARMINT ..........................................................$1250

DEAL 2
DON’T MISS OUT – no cashback redemption available on these models

A22RF 22LR BLUED/SYNTHETIC ..............................................ONLY $450

A22RFS 22LR STAINLESS/SYNTHETIC ....................................ONLY $560

A22RPV 22LR PRO VARMINT BLUED/SYNTHETIC  .................ONLY $675
A22MRF 22 MAGNUM BLUED/SYNTHETIC ...............................ONLY $640
A17RF 17HMR BLUED/SYNTHETIC ...........................................ONLY $640

ADLER 12GA STRAIGHT PULL SHOTGUNS

Back in stock June/July. Be quick to secure one now

B230T 20” TACTICAL 5 SHOT DETACHABLE MAG WITH CHOKES ....$750
B220PG 20” PISTOL GRIP WITH CHOKES ...........................................$620
B220AW 20” ALL WEATHER WITH CHOKES  .......................................$645
B230T SPARE 5 SHOT MAGS..................................................................$75

In store now. no backorders shop stock only at these prices

12GA 20” AND 28” CAMO WITH CHOKES.............................................$875
12GA 20” AND 28” BLACK SYNTHETIC WITH CHOKES ......................$650

12GA 20” ALL WEATHER WITH CHOKES .............................................$695
12GA 20” WALNUT WITH CHOKES .......................................................$695

12GA 20” BRONZE TACTICAL WITH CHOKES .....................................$695
410GA 20” AND 28” WALNUT .................................................................$720

Shop stock only at these prices
RUGER GUNSITE SCOUT LAMINATED STAINLESS 223  
16.5” FLASH SUPRESSOR ..................................................................$1595
RUGER GUNSITE SCOUT LAMINATED BLUED 223  
16.5” LEFT HAND .................................................................................$1495

ADLER 12GA A110 LEVER ACTIONS

OTHER GOODIES
BUSHNELL TROPHY XTREME 6-24X50 
30MM DOA LR800 RETICLE ..................................................................$395
BUSHNELL TROPHY CAM 20MP AGGRESSOR  
NO GLOW TRAIL CAM (BU119876C) ....................................................$315
BUSHNELL AK OPTICS 1X25 3MOA RED DOT 
WITH WEAVER MOUNT .........................................................................$175
ALLEN 550LB BIG GAME SCALES ..........................................................$65
CALDWELL BALLISTIC PRECISION CHRONOGRAPH 
PREMIUM KIT .........................................................................................$399
LYMAN DIGITAL BORECAM WITH MONITOR ......................................$575
BARRACUDA PROHUNTER SCOPE MOUNTED  
LED 1350 LUMEN TORCH KIT ...............................................................$235
BARRACUDA PROHUNTER MAGNETIC MOUNTED  
LED 1350 LUMEN TORCH KIT ...............................................................$255
CHAMPION 6-9” BIPOD (CH40854) .........................................................$89
PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK GEN 3 TALL MONOPOD  
33”-65” CAMO (PR65813) .......................................................................$175
PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK GEN3 TALL TRIPOD 24”-62”  (PR65815) ...$370
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In the morning, pigeons will often fly 
from their roosting areas to obtain food 
and water then return to their elevated 
perches to lull away the hours, so devoting 
a little time to scouting will help locate 
these patterns for pass-shooting opportuni-
ties. Striking at these key locations usually 
doesn’t immediately deter or disrupt the 
birds’ movements, but after repeated 
barrages of gunfire eventually your shots 
will move them out or shots will progres-
sively become longer, signalling a need to 
change locale and tactics.

Pigeon hunting in the UK is a popular 
sport and often decoys are used to lure 
birds into shooting range. But while pigeon 
decoys seem to be commonly available in 
Europe, finding them for sale in Australia 
may not be so easy. An alternative would 
be to use dove decoys which resemble the 
feral pigeon and in this case I’d choose as 
large a bunch of decoys as you can find in 
order to better match the larger size of the 
feral pigeon.

The use of live birds as decoys is frowned 
upon or illegal in most places but I have a 

trick I’ve used successfully when hunting 
ducks and geese which works equally 
well for pigeons. Rather than hiding your 
harvested birds away, I like to pose them on 
the ground in front of your shooting posi-
tion to simulate decoys.   

While pass-shooting is great fun and one 
of the most successful methods of hunting 
pigeons, I particularly enjoy jump-shooting 
them which better simulates the usual 
technique for hunting upland game birds. 
In times of slow flight activity, especially 
during the middle of the day, this is a great 
chance to work the areas around old barns 
and rock cliffs where birds might be whiling 
away the hours.

A place to hunt
Feral pigeons are considered a nuisance 
by many, worthy of total annihilation, and 
millions of dollars are spent each year to 
eradicate the species though in most situ-
ations those attempts have been unsuc-
cessful. Farmers deplore them because of 
the grain they devour and the mess they 
leave in their wake and for these reasons 
it’s often much easier to obtain hunting 
access on privately owned properties for 
pigeon shooting than virtually any other 
type of game. 

Unfortunately, pigeons often inhabit areas 
not conducive to shooting. City environ-
ments, commercial grain elevators and 
around livestock pens are common places 
where they live and prosper and under-
standably, these areas are often off-limits to 
a shotgun. On the other hand, rural ranches 
and farms, around grain fields and along 
railway spurs can be perfect places to shoot.

Rail carriages often spill grain which 
makes easy pickings for pigeons. Even 
though the actual railway may be consid-
ered out of bounds, I’ve frequently found 
good pass-shooting opportunities around 
the fringes of those locations. The habitual 
nature of pigeons often results in them 

Bird hunting - it's never over so long as there are pigeons

A quickly-made blind can be 
beneficial in pigeon hunting. 

Old barns and farm buildings are 
favourable haunts of the pigeon.

If you can’t find pigeon decoys, 
dove replicas can draw the birds 
within shooting range.
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Protectors of freedom, the Allied aircraft of WWII secured peace for all. Now 
these iconic aircrafts are celebrated in an exclusive barware set that captures 
their awesome might! Each of the four 295ml glasses is ringed in 12K gold and 
features stirring images of the aircraft in flight, paired with descriptive titles. A 
matching glass decanter bears an image of the Lancaster and features a fully 
sculpted Lancaster topper. Accented with 12K gold, it stylishly holds 740ml of 
your favourite spirit. The set comes together in a distinctive cushioned gift box.

Exceptional value. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Strong demand is likely for this Bradford Exchange 5-piece set. Act now to 
acquire yours for 5 instalments of $39.99 or $199.95, plus $19.99 postage and 
handling, backed by our 120-day money back-guarantee. Send no money now. 
Return the coupon or go online today at www.bradford.com.au/aircraft

Shown smaller than actual 
size. Decanter is 23cm tall. 
Glasses are 9cm tall.

Lancaster- 
shaped stopper

The five-piece set arrives in 
style in a satin-lined gift box

NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES

HEROES OF THE SKY DECANTER SET

    

YES! Please reserve the “Heroes of the Sky  
Decanter Set” for me as described in this 
advertisement. I understand I need pay nothing now.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ____ First Name:_____________________

Surname: _______________________________________

Address: _______________________________________

________________________________ Postcode: ______

Email:  _________________________________________

Phone:   ________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________

 PAY NOTHING NOW
1. ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au/aircraft

quoting promotion code: 113504
2. MAIL no stamp required, to:

The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369 
Parramatta  NSW  2124

3. PHONE: (02) 9841 3311
8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – FriPlease allow between 2-10 business days for delivery. All sales subject to product availability and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria may apply. Our 

privacy policy is available online at www.bradford.com.au. You must be over 18 years old to apply. From time to time, we may allow carefully screened companies to 
contact you. If you would prefer not to receive such offers, please tick this box. q

Please Respond Promptly

12K GOLD12K GOLD

STOPPER SHAPED LIKE A LANCASTERSTOPPER SHAPED LIKE A LANCASTER

DELUXE PRESENTATION BOXDELUXE PRESENTATION BOX

RAISE A GLASS AND 
REACH FOR THE SKY

©2020 The Bradford Exchange Ltd.     A.B.N. 13 003 159 617   403-TAI02.01©2020 The Bradford Exchange Ltd.     A.B.N. 13 003 159 617   403-TAI02.01

www.bradford.com.au/aircraft

Shop Online 
with Ease

120-day money-back guarantee
Interest-free instalments

Quote 113504 for fast ordering

Gift Delivery Service? Call (02) 9841 3311

Endorsed by the 
Defence Force 

Welfare Association  
of Australia
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Bird hunting - it's never over so long as there are pigeons

flying the same route back and forth day 
after day and properly positioning yourself 
to take full advantage of these flights can be 
rewarding.

The gear
If you hunt upland birds or even waterfowl 
it’s likely you can use the same shotgun 
and equipment for pigeons as long as 
you understand these can be tough birds 
which sometimes require long shots and a 
substantial degree of knockdown power.

A 12-gauge with a fairly tight choke 
constriction would be my first choice but 
a similarly choked, heavily loaded 16 or 
20-gauge will all suffice and I mostly use 
one of my doubles, either a side-by-side 
or over-and-under which are often in 
12-gauge.

For most of my bird hunting, pigeons 
included, I’m willing to sacrifice on the side 
of slightly less individual pellet energy in 
favour of a denser pattern. I simply prefer 
more shot impacting the bird, even if those 
pellets are a little smaller in diameter and 
come with a few less ounces of energy. 

Clearly this is a personal option and one 
which other wing shooters may not agree 
with. Nevertheless, my choice for pigeon 
shooting is usually a handload consisting 
of 1¼ or 13/8 ounce of either #6 or #7 
shot which has as much velocity as I can 
squeeze into them.

Even though the feathers on a pigeon 
seem to be more loosely attached than 
on many other species, for some reason 
pigeons seem to be able to take a lot of 
punishment before they succumb to a shot. 
Size #7 can be difficult to find in factory 
loaded shells, so in this case I’ve on occa-
sion reluctantly had to settle for the slightly 
smaller #7½. When shooting this smaller 
shot I usually restrict this to the first shot 
out of the barrel and for follow-ups I prefer 
a full-powered load of #6 as the birds are 
frequently further out.

A little pigeon history
What we now recognise as the feral pigeon 
- also called the rock dove - is native to and 

came originally from Europe, Africa and 
Asia, brought to Australia as a domesticated 
species which eventually escaped confine-
ment. Over the decades that followed 
inter-breeding took place, blurring the 
characteristics of the original species and 
resulting in the colour variations commonly 
found today. Pigeons are monogamous and 
prolific breeders, further adding to the 
spread of the species, and eight to 12 days 
after mating the female will lay one or two 
eggs, the young leaving the nest at four 
to six weeks of age though more eggs are 
sometimes laid in the interim.

As long as there’s an adequate food 
source nearby, an adult female pigeon will 
continue to breed and propagate on an 
almost endless basis. Unless your shotgun 
disrupts that cycle, this can in some 
instances account for a single breeding 
female adding up to 15 surviving fledglings 
to the population. The preferred nesting 
areas are dark, enclosed spots which simu-
late the caves or crevices preferred by 
their ancient ancestors. Today, rocky cliff 
areas, old barns and under bridges are their 
preferred nesting sites.

The way I see it
As wing-shooting season comes to an 
end this is usually a time for cleaning and 
storing away your gear while you count 
down the days until the beginning of next 
season, but you don’t have to do that if you 
live anywhere near where a band of pigeons 
reside. If you’ve never taken advantage 
of this valuable hunting resource you’re 
missing out. As soon as you pull down 
on that first bird you’ll likely recognise 
just how challenging it is to overcome 
the erratic and fast-flying patterns of this 
hidden hunting resource.

And while shooting pigeons has the 
potential to provide a great deal of fun and 
practice, you can take a certain amount of 
pride in the fact you’re helping eliminate a 
bird which causes a great deal of problems 
for a great deal of people. .

Eyes on the sky will help identify the 
birds’ usual flight patterns.

Sometimes there’s an advantage to 
loading cartridges with a little larger shot 
size for the second round.

The feral pigeon’s colouration 
is often varied but commonly 
consists of patterns of grey. 
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SSAA INSURANCE BROKERS

Have you got Trade Insurance?
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Before you renew your Trade Insurance or ANY other policy call us 
for an obligation FREE quote. We can arrange all types of personal  
and business insurance with coverage obtained from Australia’s  
leading insurance companies. Add up how much you spend each  
year on all your premiums - it’s BIG money. SSAA General Insurance  
Brokers are SSAA members working for you.

Here’s why it pays to get a FREE quote:
•   We understand your business and insurance needs.
•   We make sure everything is correctly covered.
•   We manage your claims, taking care of the details.
•   We offer professional advice and we are SSAA members.

*Office Hours   SSAA Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd  |  CAR 315403  |  ABN 86 077 822 970 is a Corporate 
  Authorised Representative of PSC Connect Pty Ltd  |  ABN 23 141 574 914 / AFSL 344648

A SSAA member advantage

General
Insurance
Brokers

All General 
Insurances

TOOLS

PUBLIC LIABILITY

EQUIPMENT

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE

THEFT

MACHINERY
TRAILERS & TRANSPORT

WORKSHOP

Call now* for an obligation FREE quote.

SA / WA / VIC / TAS & NT
Call: 08 8332 0281 
insurance@ssaains.com.au

NSW / QLD / ACT 

Call : 0455 777 685 
insurance@ssaains.com.au

Trevor Jenkin
SSAAGiB National Manager
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A t just 15 years of age, Cameron 
Bailey is the youngest-ever 
shooter to claim a grand aggre-
gate victory in a major Australian 

Benchrest competition. The talented 
youngster took on a field of seasoned 
competitors and came first in Heavy 
class during day two of the Australia Day 
weekend Benchrest competition at SSAA 
Majura range in the ACT.

Proving the feat was far from a fluke, 
he performed consistently throughout the 
weekend including seventh place in the 
two-gun and 15th in Light class. For the 
record, Cameron shot an impressive .3221 
for Heavy and .3625 in the two-gun. “You 
never know how you’re going in a competi-
tion as all it takes is one bad group,” said 
Cameron. “My focus is on being consistent 
and shooting accurately. You can easily 
move up from fifth or sixth to second or 
third but it can quickly go the other way 
too.”

While 15 may seem young, even unusu-
ally so given typical Benchrest fields, 
Cameron has a surprising amount of experi-
ence up his sleeve. The youngster has been 
accompanying his dad Fergus to matches 
and the range since he was five, which 
equates to a solid decade of ‘observational 

Record-breaker Cameron 
won’t Benchrest on his laurels
Communications Officer Sam Talbot

experience’ making him no stranger to 
shooting ranges.

In reality though Cameron has only three 
years of shooting experience. He started 
attending matches as soon as he acquired 
his junior permit and has since competed at 
every Australia Day Benchrest match and 
Benchrest Nationals since 2017. So despite 
his tender years Cameron is far from an 
overnight success. “I felt nervous in some 
of those matches but having been shooting 
for so long helps a lot,” he said. “Benchrest 
is my favourite discipline and it’s very 
satisfying to have five shots all go into a dot 
together.”

Cameron picked up a bronze medal for 
Sporter class in the 200yd aggregate at the 
2017 Nationals in Jarrahdale and followed it 
up with another bronze for Heavy class in 
the 200yd aggregate at the 2018 Nationals 
in Springsure. “My dad has coached me and 
taught me how to shoot as well as other 
aspects of the sport such as how to reload 
my own ammo,” he said. Cameron and 
Fergus also have matching custom rifles 
complete with Scoville stocks and March 
scopes.

“We watch each other shoot and that 
allows us to help each other out,” said 
Fergus. “Cameron watches me and I 

watch him.” But in addition to watching 
dad, Cameron also keeps a close eye on 
his blood sugar levels. As type 1 diabetic 
he’s used to handling his condition but it 
does mean he occasionally needs a snack 
between rounds of fire.

“I think of monitoring my blood sugar 
levels as just another part of the safety 
process that goes with shooting,” he said. 
“I’m used to controlling my blood sugar 
but it also limits me to an extent as some-
times I can’t physically do what I’d like to. 
It’s something I’m conscious of, especially 
when hunting.”

Despite that Cameron is determined to 
repeat his first place performance.  “One 
of my goals is to make it to the SSAA 
Australian team for the Benchrest World 
Championships,” he said. And if his current 
trajectory continues as accurately as his 
shooting, there’s every reason to believe 
he’ll be setting more ‘youngest-ever’ 
records. .

Cameron is a keen hunter, often 
going after sambar deer.

Benchrest might be his favourite but Cameron 
shoots other disciplines. 

Cameron, centre, won the Heavy 
Benchrest event from Steve Sori, 

right, and Mitchell Taller. At last, our 
 big country has a  

big outdoors magazine!

We uniquely consult with environmental experts, 
farmers, fishers and those charged with protecting 

Australia’s landscape to take an in-depth look at 
issues affecting Australia’s outdoors, along with 
showcasing beautiful destinations and providing 

travel tips, reviews and more.

onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
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A 
decade or so back our small 

group of trout fishers gath-

ered for our annual get-

together on Lake Eucumbene 

in the NSW Snowy Mountains. Most 

afternoons we would assemble for a 

chat and enjoy a relaxed happy hour 

over drinks and snacks. It was on such 

an afternoon that we were seated 

around an aluminium table at one of the 

group’s caravans when the owner disap-

peared into his van, returning shortly 

with a small motley-looking bag which 

he proceeded to drop onto the table 

with a resounding metallic clang.

As you might imagine, this promptly 

gained everyone’s attention. He then 

unlaced the bag and disgorged the con-

tents onto the table. To all onlookers’ 

amazement several plastic bags of beau-

tiful natural gold in all manner of shapes 

and sizes emerged.

Needless to say, our friend was a keen 

gold prospector, spending most of the 

winter months roaming the back coun-

try of Western Australia’s goldfields 

swinging a metal detector in pursuit 

of the precious yellow metal. For a 

number of years he would repeat his 

party trick which ultimately kindled my 

interest in this fabulous pastime. Now, 

10 years on, winter or summer will find 

me metal detecting somewhere on the 

goldfields or on local beaches and parks, 

and other interesting locations looking 

for coins and relics.

Metal detecting can loosely be classi-

fied into two types - gold and coin/relic. 

However, there is always a chance of 

finding old coins and other items while 

gold detecting around former miners’ 

camps on the goldfields.

Metal detectors for the most part are 

designed to suit either of the two forms 

of detecting, each having specific design 

features to enable efficient exploration 

of the chosen targets, though there 

is some overlapping between the two 

types.
Coin and relic detecting is becom-

ing increasingly popular, particularly 

with grey nomads travelling around 

Australia. Even so, you do not have to 

travel too far from home. Sometimes, 

just go around the corner, to a park or 

oval to start detecting and experience 

the thrill of hunting coins and perhaps 

jewellery and other interesting finds. 

Believe me it can become quite con-

tagious and yield varying amounts of 

pocket money, to say nothing of the 

exercise gained along the way.

Coin and relic detectors are well 

represented by most of the metal detec-

tor manufacturers. Minelab in South 

Australia has a great range of models to 

choose from, each having their place in 

terms of the features required to suit 

the varying conditions being explored.

Also, most manufacturers provide an 

array of interchangeable search coils, 

the part of the detector that is passed 

over the ground. The reason is that 

different detecting situations can some-

times be enhanced by using a larger 

or smaller coil, one that is waterproof 

An introduction to 
metal detecting

Paul Barker

 From old coins 
to gold nuggest, 

the lure of 
metal detecting 

is uncovered 
Two high-end gold detectors from Minelab  a 

GPZ 7000, left, and GPX 5000, along with a 

selection of search coils, all designed to suit 

Australia’s highly mineralised soils.

Detecting a typical area 

worked old-timers from the 

mid-1800s.
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E
xperience new adventures by 
considering a boat cruise on 
one of the tropical east coast 
rivers off the main westbound 

Savannah Way. You will discover a magi-
cal world on the water that depicts the 
tropics as they truly are with wildlife, 
culture and adventure awaiting you. It 
is also an escape from the often-monot-
onous road trip that delivers a relaxing 
interlude for everyone in the family.

It is simple to pre-plan cruises and 
bookings by Googling the destination or 
visiting the various tourist information 
centres along the Bruce Highway and 
the Savannah Way and its side routes. 
They will guide you to the attractions 
that are not so obvious along the route, 
though most are well signposted.

Many travellers who have done the 
Savannah Way lament that it is bulldust 
and corrugations with nothing to see. 
But the route from Cairns to Broome 
crosses the biggest rivers and streams 
in Australia, some which have amazing 
scenery and wildlife, including croco-
diles. It should have been called the 
‘Barramundi Highway.’

Everyone fears crocodiles because 
they have a media problem. People buy 
car-top tents thinking they are safe 
from the saurians, but there is more 
danger from falling when nature calls at 
night. You have a better chance of win-
ning the Lottery than being attacked by 
a crocodile.

It is one reason that you should avail 

yourselves with a river cruise for an 
insight into what makes these giant 
creatures tick. Of course, you will strike 
some guides that repeat all the claptrap 
yarns you hear from the local barfly 
at the pub. They strike fear into your 
heart with tales that are pure fiction. 
When a guide mentions “watch for drop 
bears” or “this is my supermarket” 
from an Indigenous tour leader, they 
have lost me. 

River cruises operate along most 
large river systems on the Queensland 
east coast. The Proserpine River has 
good crocodile numbers and allied 
wildlife, while a day’s drive north, the 
Daintree River has several informative 
cruise undertakings that specialise in 
crocodiles and rainforest. The river is 
one of the most beautiful streams in the 
tropics and well worth exploring.

Don’t forget a cruise to the Great 
Barrier Reef, one of the planet’s seven 
wonders. Boats head out daily from 
many east coast cities and towns. My 
personal choice is Port Douglas as it is 
closer to the reef than any other town, 
excepting Cooktown. There is also safe 
parking, important as reassurance when 
travelling.

It is worth mentioning that croco-
diles are used to seeing tour boats and 
largely ignore them, making it possible 
to move in very close for some great 
photographs in the wild. Viewers are 
well protected by the size of the vessels 
with security screening and rails fitted.

Discover a magical 
world on the water 

that depicts the 
tropics as they 
truly are with 

wildlife, culture 
and adventure 

PLACE HOLDER ONLY
Cruising the 

Savannah Way
Dick Eussen

The scenery and wildlife are superb.
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Once upon a time… some 65 
million years ago, a magical 
land in the south-west of 
Western Australia stood tall 

as extreme climate change drastically 
altered the world around it. Holding 
its ground to emerge victorious from a 
battle that raged for thousands of years, 
this ancient empire formed a collab-
orative relationship with the fledgling 
human species. Nowadays, adventurers 
with a green heart can enter this mys-
tical land to float on the shoulders of 
giants and explore the enchanted world 
hidden beneath their colossal green 
canopy. 

Welcome to the Valley of the Giants. 
Here a Tree Top Walk in Walpole-
Nornalup National Park provides a larger 
than life experience among towering 
timber. Grab a bird’s eye view walking 
40m above ground atop the 600m of airy 
steel bridge as the lush environment 
ushers you through the tree tops.

The canopy reaches up to about 80m 
in height and includes the attractive 
red tingle (Eucalyptus jacksonii), yellow 
tingle (E. guilfoylei), and karri (E. diver-
sicolor) trees. This Walpole Wilderness 
Area has an annual rainfall of between 
1000 to 1200mm, with well-drained 
gravelly soil that has low nutrient con-
tent over a hilly terrain with only minor 
seasonal change. It’s because of this 
that species have survived in the forest 
for tens of millions of years.

In the valley of the 
jolly green giants

Thomas Cook

The first high-flying visitor traversed 
the tops of the giant tingle trees in 
August 1996. The structure was built to 
allow visitors an up close and personal 
tingle tree experience that does not 
damage the tingle trees. The shallow 
roots mean they are super sensitive to 
soil compaction from people and vehi-
cles traversing their bases. 

Thoughtfully designed to resemble 
the local tassel flower (Leucopogon 
verticillatus) and sword grass 
(Lepidosperma effusum), the bridge’s 
supporting pylons blend with the 
surrounding forest - the spans 
reminiscent of the shape of the sword 
grass leaf. Constructed off-site, then 
transported and built on-site, every 
attempt was made to minimise impact. 

Walking along the tree tops is the ulti-
mate way to encompass the magnitude 
of your breathtaking surroundings. You’ll 
hear birds singing and feel invigorated 
by the crisp breeze hitting your skin. 
Areas along the walkway provide oppor-
tunities to stop and capture that perfect 
picture or feed the kids or just pause to 
take it all in. You’ll eventually wind your 
way through the canopy and back below 
where a fascinating primeval underworld 
filled with weird and wonderful nature 
awaits along the Ancient Empire Walk. 

Built at the same time as the Tree 
Top Walk, the Ancient Empire Walk 
provides a whole new and enchanting 
experience on the ground level of the 

...a larger than 
life experience 

among towering 
timber

Sections of the tree top bridge 
provide an opportunity to stop 
and take it all in.

The unique corky bark of the karri 
she-oak tree, which is almost entirely 
confined to the karri forest.
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B ecause of the huge amount 
of harm inflicted by feral pigs 
on crops, vegetation and the 
landscape across Australia, it makes them fair game for hunters. Indeed pig hunting or wild hog hunting is increasingly gaining popularity all over the world. Property owners are becoming infuriated with the wanton destruction caused by porkers so they are quite happy to enlist help from the all quarters as they look at ways to humanely thin the numbers of pigs.

Hunters are doing their bit to protect Australia’s biodiversity and pig hunting can be fun-filled and exciting, provided the right safety precautions are observed.
The pigs may behave with reckless 

abandon but some of their careless traits play into the hands of hunters who are primed to take advantage.
Similar to other various imported species, pigs thrived once they had gone walkabout throughout the Australian continent. One fascinating aspect is that pigs don’t actually like warm surrounds. They are destined to die in around six hours with no access to drinking water at above 30-degree Celsius temperatures. Hunters can apply this information to implement positive strategies when reconnoitring waterholes, creeks, troughs and dams.

Understanding the habits of feral pigs is crucial to carrying out a successful hunt. It is reckoned that killing by baits, trapping, shooting and hunting only can control 20 

per of their population. They are itinerant beasts, that pay no attention to borders and roam freely. One day they can be running rampant over one property, the next minute, they have switched to a neighbouring pasture.
However, pigs do follow a degree of routine. Mostly they stick to well-worn trails when scavenging for food. The amount of pigs in a region can be roughly guessed by wallows or by inspecting their tracks. Hunters can use their know-how to check whether the tracks are relatively new. If this is so, it’s an indication that the pigs are in close vicinity.

Feral pigs are boisterous beings. They emit vigorous snorts and grunts while consuming food or mating, so they are 

Pig hunting, especially wild 
boars for their ivory tusks, has always held a special attraction for me, stemming back some 45 years when I was 20 or younger. As a hunter, I rated them highly as a trophy animal. On the many hunting trips to properties in Outback New South Wales, I always hoped to encounter a well-endowed boar with magical 30DP (Douglas Points) or more tusks, similar to those successful hunters I read so much about in the various and many shooting magazines. I guess the stories I read sparked the interest in me and my eventual quest to pursue them.I’ve stalked feral pigs in all manner of terrain and weather conditions from tangled wiry lignum and cumbungi swamps to rocky escarpments and the floodplains of the Top End. And while I 

have shot my fair share of pigs over the years and have yet to procure such an exceptional boar, my enthusiasm and eagerness to pursue them has never diminished. The challenge rather keeps me motivated and wanting more. In Australia there are three to four species of feral pigs, the main ones being the European (referred to at times as the razorback) and Asiatic pig. In later years I planned and hunted pigs in the Northern Territory, a much larger and tougher animal than its NSW cousin, although some of the mountain pigs in the NSW ranges can be real monsters. As a professional hunter on a guided hunt in Darwin pointed out, after my 6mm 87gn bullets proved inadequate, you need a minimum pill of 150gn.
Of all medium to large game species, 

often straightforward to detect. Hunters can again benefit from this.
Pigs have a trusted sense of smell that can pick up aromas a great distance away. They also possess a well-trained pair of ears to work out sounds. These acute attributes can help to hasten them as far away from any impending dangers as they need to be. However, their eyesight is not up to par. This gives hunters another aspect to cash in on, especially in the time around and after dusk.

The most favourable time to hunt feral pigs in Australia is between the months of July and November, because of the weather patterns and temperature fluctuations. Australian surroundings are generally dry and temperate during these days when 

hunting is on the agenda. Clothing for treks in the bush is usually based around cotton and light garments. It is prudent to carry extra water and remember to wear a hat and apply sunscreen to combat the seering sun on any warmer outings. 
Pig hunting in Australia can be a rollicking adventure and attracts followers born and bred in the countryside as well as city dwellers. 

For anyone who has had their interest stirred about hunting feral pigs, remember that you need to possess a firearms licence before you go tracking the irksome intruders. So consult with your relevant local state authority or go to Australia’s largest hunting organisation online at  ssaa.org.au .

Lure of chasing pesky porkers entices hunters

A dangerous adversary that 
provides the perfect challenge Sam Garro

The damage they 
cause to crops and 
grain, paddocks 
and fields can 
be extensive 
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At last, our 
 big country has a  

big outdoors magazine!

We uniquely consult with environmental experts, 
farmers, fishers and those charged with protecting 

Australia’s landscape to take an in-depth look at 
issues affecting Australia’s outdoors, along with 
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travel tips, reviews and more.
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A 
decade or so back our small 

group of trout fishers gath-

ered for our annual get-

together on Lake Eucumbene 

in the NSW Snowy Mountains. Most 

afternoons we would assemble for a 

chat and enjoy a relaxed happy hour 

over drinks and snacks. It was on such 

an afternoon that we were seated 

around an aluminium table at one of the 

group’s caravans when the owner disap-

peared into his van, returning shortly 

with a small motley-looking bag which 

he proceeded to drop onto the table 

with a resounding metallic clang.

As you might imagine, this promptly 

gained everyone’s attention. He then 

unlaced the bag and disgorged the con-

tents onto the table. To all onlookers’ 

amazement several plastic bags of beau-

tiful natural gold in all manner of shapes 

and sizes emerged.

Needless to say, our friend was a keen 

gold prospector, spending most of the 

winter months roaming the back coun-

try of Western Australia’s goldfields 

swinging a metal detector in pursuit 

of the precious yellow metal. For a 

number of years he would repeat his 

party trick which ultimately kindled my 

interest in this fabulous pastime. Now, 

10 years on, winter or summer will find 

me metal detecting somewhere on the 

goldfields or on local beaches and parks, 

and other interesting locations looking 

for coins and relics.

Metal detecting can loosely be classi-

fied into two types - gold and coin/relic. 

However, there is always a chance of 

finding old coins and other items while 

gold detecting around former miners’ 

camps on the goldfields.

Metal detectors for the most part are 

designed to suit either of the two forms 

of detecting, each having specific design 

features to enable efficient exploration 

of the chosen targets, though there 

is some overlapping between the two 

types.
Coin and relic detecting is becom-

ing increasingly popular, particularly 

with grey nomads travelling around 

Australia. Even so, you do not have to 

travel too far from home. Sometimes, 

just go around the corner, to a park or 

oval to start detecting and experience 

the thrill of hunting coins and perhaps 

jewellery and other interesting finds. 

Believe me it can become quite con-

tagious and yield varying amounts of 

pocket money, to say nothing of the 

exercise gained along the way.

Coin and relic detectors are well 

represented by most of the metal detec-

tor manufacturers. Minelab in South 

Australia has a great range of models to 

choose from, each having their place in 

terms of the features required to suit 

the varying conditions being explored.

Also, most manufacturers provide an 

array of interchangeable search coils, 

the part of the detector that is passed 

over the ground. The reason is that 

different detecting situations can some-

times be enhanced by using a larger 

or smaller coil, one that is waterproof 

An introduction to 
metal detecting

Paul Barker

 From old coins 
to gold nuggest, 

the lure of 
metal detecting 

is uncovered 
Two high-end gold detectors from Minelab  a 

GPZ 7000, left, and GPX 5000, along with a 

selection of search coils, all designed to suit 

Australia’s highly mineralised soils.

Detecting a typical area 

worked old-timers from the 

mid-1800s.
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E
xperience new adventures by 
considering a boat cruise on 
one of the tropical east coast 
rivers off the main westbound 

Savannah Way. You will discover a magi-
cal world on the water that depicts the 
tropics as they truly are with wildlife, 
culture and adventure awaiting you. It 
is also an escape from the often-monot-
onous road trip that delivers a relaxing 
interlude for everyone in the family.

It is simple to pre-plan cruises and 
bookings by Googling the destination or 
visiting the various tourist information 
centres along the Bruce Highway and 
the Savannah Way and its side routes. 
They will guide you to the attractions 
that are not so obvious along the route, 
though most are well signposted.

Many travellers who have done the 
Savannah Way lament that it is bulldust 
and corrugations with nothing to see. 
But the route from Cairns to Broome 
crosses the biggest rivers and streams 
in Australia, some which have amazing 
scenery and wildlife, including croco-
diles. It should have been called the 
‘Barramundi Highway.’

Everyone fears crocodiles because 
they have a media problem. People buy 
car-top tents thinking they are safe 
from the saurians, but there is more 
danger from falling when nature calls at 
night. You have a better chance of win-
ning the Lottery than being attacked by 
a crocodile.

It is one reason that you should avail 

yourselves with a river cruise for an 
insight into what makes these giant 
creatures tick. Of course, you will strike 
some guides that repeat all the claptrap 
yarns you hear from the local barfly 
at the pub. They strike fear into your 
heart with tales that are pure fiction. 
When a guide mentions “watch for drop 
bears” or “this is my supermarket” 
from an Indigenous tour leader, they 
have lost me. 

River cruises operate along most 
large river systems on the Queensland 
east coast. The Proserpine River has 
good crocodile numbers and allied 
wildlife, while a day’s drive north, the 
Daintree River has several informative 
cruise undertakings that specialise in 
crocodiles and rainforest. The river is 
one of the most beautiful streams in the 
tropics and well worth exploring.

Don’t forget a cruise to the Great 
Barrier Reef, one of the planet’s seven 
wonders. Boats head out daily from 
many east coast cities and towns. My 
personal choice is Port Douglas as it is 
closer to the reef than any other town, 
excepting Cooktown. There is also safe 
parking, important as reassurance when 
travelling.

It is worth mentioning that croco-
diles are used to seeing tour boats and 
largely ignore them, making it possible 
to move in very close for some great 
photographs in the wild. Viewers are 
well protected by the size of the vessels 
with security screening and rails fitted.

Discover a magical 
world on the water 

that depicts the 
tropics as they 
truly are with 

wildlife, culture 
and adventure 

PLACE HOLDER ONLY
Cruising the 

Savannah Way
Dick Eussen

The scenery and wildlife are superb.
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Once upon a time… some 65 
million years ago, a magical 
land in the south-west of 
Western Australia stood tall 

as extreme climate change drastically 
altered the world around it. Holding 
its ground to emerge victorious from a 
battle that raged for thousands of years, 
this ancient empire formed a collab-
orative relationship with the fledgling 
human species. Nowadays, adventurers 
with a green heart can enter this mys-
tical land to float on the shoulders of 
giants and explore the enchanted world 
hidden beneath their colossal green 
canopy. 

Welcome to the Valley of the Giants. 
Here a Tree Top Walk in Walpole-
Nornalup National Park provides a larger 
than life experience among towering 
timber. Grab a bird’s eye view walking 
40m above ground atop the 600m of airy 
steel bridge as the lush environment 
ushers you through the tree tops.

The canopy reaches up to about 80m 
in height and includes the attractive 
red tingle (Eucalyptus jacksonii), yellow 
tingle (E. guilfoylei), and karri (E. diver-
sicolor) trees. This Walpole Wilderness 
Area has an annual rainfall of between 
1000 to 1200mm, with well-drained 
gravelly soil that has low nutrient con-
tent over a hilly terrain with only minor 
seasonal change. It’s because of this 
that species have survived in the forest 
for tens of millions of years.

In the valley of the 
jolly green giants

Thomas Cook

The first high-flying visitor traversed 
the tops of the giant tingle trees in 
August 1996. The structure was built to 
allow visitors an up close and personal 
tingle tree experience that does not 
damage the tingle trees. The shallow 
roots mean they are super sensitive to 
soil compaction from people and vehi-
cles traversing their bases. 

Thoughtfully designed to resemble 
the local tassel flower (Leucopogon 
verticillatus) and sword grass 
(Lepidosperma effusum), the bridge’s 
supporting pylons blend with the 
surrounding forest - the spans 
reminiscent of the shape of the sword 
grass leaf. Constructed off-site, then 
transported and built on-site, every 
attempt was made to minimise impact. 

Walking along the tree tops is the ulti-
mate way to encompass the magnitude 
of your breathtaking surroundings. You’ll 
hear birds singing and feel invigorated 
by the crisp breeze hitting your skin. 
Areas along the walkway provide oppor-
tunities to stop and capture that perfect 
picture or feed the kids or just pause to 
take it all in. You’ll eventually wind your 
way through the canopy and back below 
where a fascinating primeval underworld 
filled with weird and wonderful nature 
awaits along the Ancient Empire Walk. 

Built at the same time as the Tree 
Top Walk, the Ancient Empire Walk 
provides a whole new and enchanting 
experience on the ground level of the 

...a larger than 
life experience 

among towering 
timber

Sections of the tree top bridge 
provide an opportunity to stop 
and take it all in.

The unique corky bark of the karri 
she-oak tree, which is almost entirely 
confined to the karri forest.
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B ecause of the huge amount 
of harm inflicted by feral pigs 
on crops, vegetation and the 
landscape across Australia, it makes them fair game for hunters. Indeed pig hunting or wild hog hunting is increasingly gaining popularity all over the world. Property owners are becoming infuriated with the wanton destruction caused by porkers so they are quite happy to enlist help from the all quarters as they look at ways to humanely thin the numbers of pigs.

Hunters are doing their bit to protect Australia’s biodiversity and pig hunting can be fun-filled and exciting, provided the right safety precautions are observed.
The pigs may behave with reckless 

abandon but some of their careless traits play into the hands of hunters who are primed to take advantage.
Similar to other various imported species, pigs thrived once they had gone walkabout throughout the Australian continent. One fascinating aspect is that pigs don’t actually like warm surrounds. They are destined to die in around six hours with no access to drinking water at above 30-degree Celsius temperatures. Hunters can apply this information to implement positive strategies when reconnoitring waterholes, creeks, troughs and dams.

Understanding the habits of feral pigs is crucial to carrying out a successful hunt. It is reckoned that killing by baits, trapping, shooting and hunting only can control 20 

per of their population. They are itinerant beasts, that pay no attention to borders and roam freely. One day they can be running rampant over one property, the next minute, they have switched to a neighbouring pasture.
However, pigs do follow a degree of routine. Mostly they stick to well-worn trails when scavenging for food. The amount of pigs in a region can be roughly guessed by wallows or by inspecting their tracks. Hunters can use their know-how to check whether the tracks are relatively new. If this is so, it’s an indication that the pigs are in close vicinity.

Feral pigs are boisterous beings. They emit vigorous snorts and grunts while consuming food or mating, so they are 

Pig hunting, especially wild 
boars for their ivory tusks, has always held a special attraction for me, stemming back some 45 years when I was 20 or younger. As a hunter, I rated them highly as a trophy animal. On the many hunting trips to properties in Outback New South Wales, I always hoped to encounter a well-endowed boar with magical 30DP (Douglas Points) or more tusks, similar to those successful hunters I read so much about in the various and many shooting magazines. I guess the stories I read sparked the interest in me and my eventual quest to pursue them.I’ve stalked feral pigs in all manner of terrain and weather conditions from tangled wiry lignum and cumbungi swamps to rocky escarpments and the floodplains of the Top End. And while I 

have shot my fair share of pigs over the years and have yet to procure such an exceptional boar, my enthusiasm and eagerness to pursue them has never diminished. The challenge rather keeps me motivated and wanting more. In Australia there are three to four species of feral pigs, the main ones being the European (referred to at times as the razorback) and Asiatic pig. In later years I planned and hunted pigs in the Northern Territory, a much larger and tougher animal than its NSW cousin, although some of the mountain pigs in the NSW ranges can be real monsters. As a professional hunter on a guided hunt in Darwin pointed out, after my 6mm 87gn bullets proved inadequate, you need a minimum pill of 150gn.
Of all medium to large game species, 

often straightforward to detect. Hunters can again benefit from this.
Pigs have a trusted sense of smell that can pick up aromas a great distance away. They also possess a well-trained pair of ears to work out sounds. These acute attributes can help to hasten them as far away from any impending dangers as they need to be. However, their eyesight is not up to par. This gives hunters another aspect to cash in on, especially in the time around and after dusk.

The most favourable time to hunt feral pigs in Australia is between the months of July and November, because of the weather patterns and temperature fluctuations. Australian surroundings are generally dry and temperate during these days when 

hunting is on the agenda. Clothing for treks in the bush is usually based around cotton and light garments. It is prudent to carry extra water and remember to wear a hat and apply sunscreen to combat the seering sun on any warmer outings. 
Pig hunting in Australia can be a rollicking adventure and attracts followers born and bred in the countryside as well as city dwellers. 

For anyone who has had their interest stirred about hunting feral pigs, remember that you need to possess a firearms licence before you go tracking the irksome intruders. So consult with your relevant local state authority or go to Australia’s largest hunting organisation online at  ssaa.org.au .

Lure of chasing pesky porkers entices hunters

A dangerous adversary that 
provides the perfect challenge Sam Garro

The damage they 
cause to crops and 
grain, paddocks 
and fields can 
be extensive 
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O ver the past few years in 
parts of country Victoria 
I’ve seen a drop in rabbit 
numbers, as attested to by 

fellow hunters lamenting their general 
absence on properties previously holding 
good amounts. This may be attributed to 
the introduction of a more potent strain 
of calicivirus, the combined eradication 
efforts of farmers and the Department of 
Primary Industries, certainly the drought 
and perhaps all of the above.

Whatever the case, it’s working. When 
I received a request from a shooting 
companion to help cull rabbits on the 
property of a farmer concerned with their 
growing ranks, I welcomed the opportunity 
as it had been some time since I’d bagged 
a few for the pot. I later learned the farmer 

preferred shooting rather than poisons or 
the usual eradication methods, mainly as 
his cattle property with hilly terrain, stands 
of forest and gullies supported a variety of 
wildlife he didn’t want harmed or affected.

Furthermore, shooting by a trusted and 
licensed shooter would be cost-effective 
at a time when many farmers are strug-
gling with their own hardships. Recent and 
welcome soaking rains had promoted green 
growth everywhere, triggering and stimu-
lating the propagation of wildlife in general, 
in particular the humble rabbit.

While there were a few small pockets of 
rabbit warrens about the property, the main 
concentration lay in a sizeable open gully 
strewn with large patches of dense ferns, 
tangled blackberry bushes and gumtree 
forest at the rear of the basin. Similar 

growth trailed up the hill to the right. Due 
to regular shooting and their subsequent 
skittish behaviour, distant shooting from the 
ridges was the more effective and produc-
tive method.

On arrival in mid-afternoon we were 
greeted by ominous grey skies and misty 
rain and hoped anything more serious 
would hold off until after our shoot. My 
introduction to the property owner was 
brief but necessary as, while an ongoing 
cordial relationship existed between my 
mate Mark and the owner, it was important 
I gained his trust and acceptance, not just 
for the afternoon but for any future visits.

First order of the day was to check our 
rifles were properly sighted in as missing 
shots later due to complacency can prove 
disappointing and frustrating, even leading 

Long-range gully rabbits
Sam Garro

Mark picks off rabbits from the gully ridge.
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to loss of confidence. A paper target was 
erected at 100m in a shallow depression to 
prevent any bullet straying. 

Just as well we made the effort as both 
our rifles needed some tweaking. Apart 
from a scope receiving an unnoticed bump 
or knock, a simple variation in a batch of 
handloads such as using a different primer, 
bullet design, change in bullet seating or 
crimping and the like can have an effect on 
accuracy. When satisfied with the bullet 
groupings we headed for the gully.

Nearing the location we kept to the high 
ground overlooking the gully and stuck 
close to a line of gum trees to remain 
undetected. It wasn’t long before we spied 
rabbits through the binoculars emerging 
from the undergrowth and burrows to 
feed. Some sat just outside the safety of 

their burrows while others hopped short 
distances to stop and feed. The moderate 
wind that blew across to where we were 
positioned was ideal as it would significantly 
muffle the sharp crack of our rifles.

For long-range shooting, Mark brought 
along his trusty and proven custom .17 
Ackley Hornet rifle built on a 1950s Brno 
ZKW 465 action fitted with a heavy duty 
one-in-10" twist, 22" Shilen barrel mounted 
with a Leupold VX2 6-18x50 variable scope 
and fitted with an adjustable low mount 
bipod. The neat package spits out hand-
loaded 20gr Hornady Z-MAX projectiles 
at around 3600fps, a very effective rabbit 
stopper.

I sported a 1970s Sako A1 HB in .222 
Rem mounted with a Leupold VX2 3-9x40 
scope and extendable 1m Vanguard bipod, 

Long-range gully rabbits

enabling me to take shots either kneeling 
or sitting. My bullets were loaded with 50gr 
Sierra BlitzKing projectiles in front of 21gr 
of AR2007 powder with a muzzle velocity 
around 3100fps, also very effective on small 
game. While I was smacking rabbits out to 
200m with the scope set on maximum nine-
power, they were mostly body shots. If I 
wanted to achieve consistent head shots for 
meat retrieval I’d need to upgrade or invest 
in a higher powered scope.  

With bipods extended and ammo by our 
sides, we settled into comfortable shooting 
positions, took time to line up the quarry 
and squeeze the trigger. One by one the 
distant rabbits started to drop to the just 
audible familiar thud of a high velocity 
bullet hitting home. From the high vantage 
point and favourable wind we were also far 

Long-range gully rabbits
Sam with a target at 100m checking bullet 
groups from his Sako A1 HB .222 Rem.
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Long-range gully rabbits

enough away not to be detected, enabling 
us to drop several rabbits in succession.

Within the first half hour or so we 
accounted for around 10 rabbits, although 
we started to lose count trying to fully focus 
on felling as many as we could. Not every 
shot hit the mark, some rabbits missed alto-
gether requiring follow-up efforts, but when 
we did they dropped where they stood 
without moving, the high velocity little pills 
positively devastating. 

After each shooting session it was only 
a matter of 15 minutes or so before more 
rabbits emerged and we resumed our posi-
tions. Even though the culling exercise had 
started several weeks earlier, they were 
still evident in numbers. We stayed on the 
hilltop until shortly before dark so had suffi-
cient daylight to retrieve the felled rabbits, 
half a dozen on their sides clearly visible 
from the whites of their belly, the others we 
had to find among tussock grass, ferns and 
bracken. On the valley floor we collected 
them as quickly as possible as the blowflies 
were doing their best to infest the downed 
bunnies, the falling temperature and setting 
sun seemingly no deterrent.

Of the 20 or so rabbits collected, those 
that were chest shot or hit a little lower 
were a bit of a mess. As someone who’s 
always had an appreciation of game meat 
I couldn’t leave them without trying to 
retrieve the salvageable parts such as the 
upper body or hind legs, especially as they 
were mostly plump, three-quarter grown 
rabbits which would make excellent table 
fare. In the absence of a carry bag, a sturdy 
branch threaded through the coupled hind 
legs was used to haul them back to the 
vehicle where they were stowed in a large 

container, the skinning, cleaning and refrig-
eration done later at home.

While our efforts were appreciated by 
the owner, rabbit numbers will prevail or 
remain high when you have a situation 
where the adjoining property owners do 
little or nothing, or for good reason are 
unable to control pests on their own estate. 
The bunnies simply migrate across and 
take up residence and in such a scenario 
a trusted shooter is sometimes welcome 
to extend culling to bordering properties, 
hence the importance of the SSAA’s Farmer 
Assist program.

The few hours’ shooting passed quickly 
enough, rabbits which sat beyond 200m 
certainly challenging our shooting skills as 
we tried our best, but I wasn’t complaining. 
We’d enjoyed an afternoon in favourable 
conditions, retrieved some meat for the 
table and, more importantly, made a bit of a 
dent in rabbit numbers for the owner. .

Mark sights in his .17 Hornet 
Ackley rifle before the rabbit shoot.

Mark with custom .17 Hornet Ackley rifle 
and shot rabbits.

Another half dozen for the pot.
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Businesses spend much time and 
effort promoting their products and 
telling the story of what they’re 
selling is vastly improved when 

they use quality images in their adverts. 
Whether it’s a bottle of wine in a glossy 
magazine or the latest gadget on eBay, the 
image draws the viewer to the ad before 
they even read the text.

When a potential buyer scans an ad, 
the effect of the image will go a long way 
towards determining the success of that ad. 
A bright, well-lit, ideally produced picture 
will always trump a poorly lit and messy 

Improve your chances of selling that gun online

MAKE YOUR WEBSITE 
LISTING STAND OUTSTAND OUT
Senior Correspondent Rod Pascoe

composition and by following a few basic 
tips on lighting and picture composition, 
you can improve the photographs you post 
on SSAA Gun Sales and greatly increase 
your chance of a sale.

Most photos posted online originate 
from a mobile phone or tablet, so let’s look 
at how we can gain an appealing image of 
a firearm or other item you want to sell 
online. While mobile phones are capable of 
taking quality photos they’re not as good as 
a dedicated camera in some circumstances.

The reason for this is your mobile is 
fitted with many automatic functions for 

taking quick and easy happy snaps or 
‘selfies’. On a digital single-lens reflex 
(DSLR)-type camera, focus, exposure, 
colour temperature, film speed or ISO, 
shutter speed and focal length of the lens 
can all be manually adjusted to suit the 
situation. 

The human eye/brain system can deal 
with a vast range of lighting conditions and 
compensate for differences in the amount 
and colour of the light. The eye also has 
the ability to focus over a wide range of 
distances and adjust from one extreme to 
another quickly but the automatic functions 

There's a 
gun in there 
somewhere
Reloading components and accessories 
clutter the photo and render the main 
item insignificant.
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of our phones are not so clever. If you’re 
lucky enough to have a phone or tablet with 
manual settings, use them by all means, 
though even if you’re using manual settings 
the following information may be helpful in 
improving your photographs.

High-resolution pictures are possible 
from most phones so that’s generally not an 
issue. More importantly we must consider 
the look of the image and that is all about 
composition of the shot and lighting. When 
I say lighting I don’t just mean having 
enough light to see the object, but using 
light to enhance the object’s features.

Lighting
Use a soft or diffused light rather than a 
direct source and definitely don’t opt for 
the in-built flash in your phone, or any type 
of camera for that matter, where the flash 
comes from the camera itself. A camera 
or phone-mounted flash tends to make the 
centre of the photo brighter, especially at 
close range, and as the flash is near the 
camera lens it tends to bounce directly back 
into the lens.

This has two effects. Firstly, the camera 
believes the image is brighter than it actu-
ally is and the automatic exposure darkens 

the overall semblance to compensate, also 
making the subject darker. Secondly, you 
suffer an unfortunate reflection of the flash 
right in the middle of the picture. The other 
issue is this intense single point light source 
will not evenly light the subject and you 
don’t gain much detail of the subject itself, 
making the image look flat. The best and 
easiest soft light source is indirect sunlight 
or sunlight reflected off a white surface such 
as cardboard or corflute. The softer the light 
the more even the lighting over the entire 
subject and it also helps in reducing shadows 
which, in turn, assists with contrast.

Make your website listing on SSAA Gun Sales stand out

Avoid using the on-camera flash close to 
reflective surfaces - note the engraved area 
under the grip missed out on any light.

Overcast day with the gun on its 
case and photographed from directly 
above. This picture fills the 3:1 
landscape zone neatly.
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One way of achieving this is to take 
photographs near a window and supple-
ment the lighting with a piece of kitchen 
foil glued to a card and hold it on the other 
side of the gun to reflect the daylight back 
from outside. This balances the lighting and 
will highlight some details of the subject 
you wouldn’t see with just one light source. 
You can achieve the same result by photo-
graphing your firearm outside in overcast 
conditions, not direct sunlight.

The colour of the light or colour 
temperature is also a factor. Where there’s 
no white in the frame from which the 
camera can automatically adjust the colour 
of the overall picture, the automatic white 
balance or AWB system comes into play. 
Where manual operation is available, use 
the setting for either overcast or indirect 
sunlight.

Composition
A plain background is an important part of 
the composition. Think of a watch or string 
of pearls in a glossy magazine advertise-
ment, no distractions, just the item the 
advertiser wants to sell you. A white 
background is as plain as it can be but be 
careful with those dreaded auto features 
on phone cameras. The automatic function 
will look at the whole frame and expose 
the photo for the majority of what it sees. 
The white background may predominate 
the frame and the camera will automati-
cally expose for the brighter background 
rather than the darker gun.

If you don’t have manual settings avail-
able and want the gun to be properly 
exposed, you have to trick the camera’s 
automatic exposure by using a darker 
background and showing less of it. A piece 
of coloured card is one idea so long as it 
doesn’t distract from the subject. A bit of 
trial and error is always useful here and 
if you have access to a post-production 
app, that can help adjust the image after 

Make your website listing on SSAA Gun Sales stand out

you’ve taken the photo. In composing the 
shot, the firearm you’re advertising should 
dominate the available space in the photo, 
don’t confuse the image or distract the 
viewer with unimportant objects either in 
shot or in the background. Avoid filling the 
frame with a set of $30 dies or $5 trigger 
lock, a $10 cleaning kit or pile of brass set 
around a $3000 gun, it’s the gun you want 
people to see.

Mention these extra bits and pieces in 
the advert by all means, photograph them 
and upload them as the second or third 
picture to support your ad. Remove trigger 
locks and empty chamber indicators from 
the firearm and have the action closed. If 
there’s a hammer fitted to the gun, have 
it down and if you must support a firearm 
on a table try and hide the prop behind the 
gun and out of shot. If there’s a detach-
able magazine on the firearm, attach it and 
show extra magazines in a separate photo.

Photos on SSAA Gun Sales
When you upload pictures to the SSAA 
Gun Sales website you’ll be able to select 
which will be the main image, you can crop 
that photo and there’s a guide to show you 
the shape of the rectangle the picture will 
fit into. The space available for your image 
is roughly a 3:1 rectangle in landscape 
format so try to use all the available area 
with your main photo for best effect (it’s 
a little more difficult to use this zone fully 
with pistols and products which don’t fit 
the rectangle neatly).

However, with some clever manipulation 
of the composition when you take the photo 
you can use the space creatively. You can 
post up to six images with your advert on 
SSAA Gun Sales providing each file doesn’t 
exceed 5 Megabytes (Mb). Remember it’s 
the main photo people see first, so make it 
stand out as that’s the one which will make 
them read your ad and look at any other 
photos you’ve uploaded. .

This natural set-up uses rays 
through the window while 
the kitchen foil lifts the light 
under the pistol frame.

Right way 
Result of the set-up shown.

Wrong way 
Auto exposure, auto white balance, 
auto focus, white background and 
flash from the camera.
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Hunting high
 - and lo ... a trophy chamois
Joe Norris
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I first met Kelvin when he was directing 
me for thars in New Zealand and as 
we grew to know each other during 
the week or so we spent in the bush, 

our client/guide relationship developed 
into a friendship. I’ve been over the ditch 
several times since that trip and Kelvin 
and his family have visited us in central 
Queensland.

I’ve always wanted a chamois and 
when Kelvin suggested we go on a hunt 
together I was keen. I found out just how 
much being reasonably fit contributed to a 
successful outcome in the southern Alps 
of New Zealand when I hunted for thars 
and, after being found wanting last time, 
was determined to be match fit before I 
attempted to tackle chamois. The nearest 
hills to me are more than 50km away so 
to train on them is a substantial round trip 
before I even set foot on the ground. 

At first I didn’t make it up the incline 
very far before blowing out, so put a 
pile of stones as a marker and next time 
I wouldn’t stop until I made it past the 
stones. Over a number of weeks I found 
I was able to make it the full 7km to the 
top of the hill and back again in good time, 
so I started carrying a backpack initially 
with a couple of two-litre bottles of water, 
figuring I could always drink the water on 
the way down so it was better than carting 
rocks. After a while I could carry 20 litres 
of water the 14km without any dramas so 
decided I was ready to have a go at New 
Zealand’s southern Alps.

After the usual hassles to transport a rifle 
out of the country and filling in the neces-
sary paperwork to retrieve it again, I booked 
flights and was on my way to the land of 
the long white cloud. As it was May it felt 
absolutely freezing to me though Kelvin 
reckoned it was unseasonably warm. 

Along for the trip with Kelvin and I was 
his mate Shaun, and after sorting out the 
gear we decided to try gentlemanly hunting 
by staying at the backpackers’ place in Franz 
Joseph and travel to various spots around 
the immediate area to search for our quarry. 
I had no idea where to look and without 
local knowledge would never have found a 
chamois.

A pleasing aspect to me came when 
hunting the Glacier Valley at Franz Joseph. 
We’d pull up in the tourist car park and 
after shouldering our backpacks and rifles, 
would walk along the valley floor with the 
tourists and rangers before climbing up the 
side creeks to the tops of the surrounding 
mountains in search of chamois. Rangers 
just asked what we were hunting and 
wished us good luck, some even offering 
locations where they’d spotted chamois. 
This may have changed since the tragedy in 
Christchurch but that was how it was then.

The view from the bottom of Glacier 
Valley up into the surrounding tops is 
daunting when you know there’s no easy 
way through the bush and monkey scrub 
to reach the open tops, but if it’s chamois 
you’re after then that’s the scenario which 
awaits. Glacier Valley has no helicopter 

I’ve always wanted a chamois and 
when Kelvin suggested we go 
on a hunt together I was keen.



access except for tourist trips, so 
stretching your legs is the only option. We 
climbed every day and saw several chamois 
but always either does or immature bucks, 
not what we were after. Every night we’d 
grab a feed at the pub and retire to the 
backpackers’ hostel. It sure beats camping 
in the rain and we even had dryers for our 
wet hunting clothes.

A few days into the adventure Shaun had 
to leave to attend to the dairy farm he was 
running so Kelvin and I were left to hunt 
on. Kelvin recalled a spot he thought we 
may find good chamois as it was a tough 
climb to an area which didn’t attract too 
many hunters. Looking up at the creek 
we had to climb to access the tops, it was 

plain we had to negotiate a sheer bluff 
first so we headed into the forest. After 
fighting our way through thick bush we 
eventually made it to a creek bed above the 
bluff. From there we rock-hopped up the 
crystal-clear creek for another few hundred 
metres, before leaving the creek system to 
climb vertically up the side of the moun-
tain through monkey scrub and on to the 
ridge from where we could access Kelvin’s 
secret spot.

As we topped the ridge Kelvin motioned 
with hand signals to stay quiet and keep 
low, so we crawled the last couple of 
metres to the crest of the knife-edged 
ridge from where we glassed a big slip of 
exposed rock which extended for a couple 

of hundred metres around the valley in 
front of us.

It was the only place at this elevation 
we could see any distance because of the 
monkey scrub but clearly chamois favour 
scree slips as there were a couple of bucks 
on the slip in front of us. I’m a trophy 
hunter who doesn’t really care about scores 
and in fact have never measured any of my 
trophies. I’m more interested in the experi-
ence of the hunt and perhaps picking up a 
decent representative trophy, so was happy 
with either one of the bucks present.

My riflescope had failed shortly after 
arriving in New Zealand so Kelvin let me 
use his Browning 7mm-08 instead of my 
.243 to avoid buying a replacement scope. 

Hunting high - and lo ... a trophy chamois

Joe and his chamois.
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I slowly crawled forward, pushing Kelvin’s 
rifle ahead of me until I could gain a clear 
shot at the lower of the two bucks which 
looked the bigger of the pair. Setting up the 
rifle on a backpack I was rock steady on 
the chamois buck but had to wait for him 
to turn broadside before I was comfortable 
taking the shot. It seemed an eternity but 
the buck eventually turned and I squeezed 
the trigger.

The mild recoil of the 7mm-08 allowed 
me to watch the impact of the bullet right 
where I wanted it and the buck collapsed 

on the spot. As it was in the middle of a 
steep scree slide, he tumbled down the 
hill for some distance before coming to 
rest against a couple of large rocks. I’m 
not at all comfortable on loose scree due 
to having dodgy knees, so Kelvin climbed 
down to the chamois and dragged it back up 
to a spot that would allow me to cape it out 
and remove the meat. 

The walk out, or rather climb out, was 
interesting to say the least as the area 
which had been a struggle to climb up 
was even more challenging on the way 

down, but we made it without mishap even 
carrying the extra load of meat and cape. 
As we were walking out on the track from 
the glacier we ran into some tourists and 
a ranger and once again I was reminded 
of the attitude to hunting in New Zealand 
when the ranger asked to see my trophy. 
He then promptly showed the partially 
caped head to some of the European tour-
ists who were also interested in what we 
were doing, proving yet again that in New 
Zealand hunting is regarded as a legitimate 
pastime and accepted as such..

Hunting high - and lo ... a trophy chamois

Joe’s chamois on the only flat 
rock he could find to cape out 
and take the meat.
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A featherweight-style rifle always 
appealed to me as the slimline 
classic with timber stock and 
Schnabel fore-end sets them apart 

from other options, and stumbling across an 
advert the Schnabel fore-end of the Sauer 
100 Classic caught my attention so I carried 
out some research to help inform my deci-
sion to buy one.

Browsing at my local gunshop I was 
instantly attracted to the coffee-coloured 
timber stock and feel of the Sauer 100 
Classic and, at a price too good to pass, I 
ordered my new rifle in the increasingly 
popular 6.5 Creedmoor cartridge. The 
Model 100s are Sauer’s entry-level rifles 
designed to compete with the barrage of 
other economically priced European-made 
varieties. Built entirely in Germany, Sauer 
100 rifles are by no means made cheaply 
and are actually equipped with barrels 
structured to the same high standard as 
Sauer’s prestigious Model 404 rifles, a 
strategy also used by Tikka which have 
Sako-made barrels on their T3X rifles. 

Arriving in a ‘no frills’ cardboard package, 
I was pleasantly surprised to find the rifle 
came supplied with a cotton gun sock for 
protection, an Allen key for trigger adjust-
ment and user manual. 

Stock
The Classic style is designated the ‘Ergo 
Max’ timber stocked version which sets 
it apart from other Model 100s fitted with 
synthetic stocks, dura beechwood the 
timber used as a cost-effective alternative 
to walnut. To walnut purists this may not 
have the same appeal but beechwood is 
still an attractive piece of hardwood, robust 
enough to handle the rigours of hunting and 
heavy recoiling calibres.

Sauer 100 Classic
- the budget beauty
Chris Redlich
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The matte finish highlights the natural 
grain of the timber and Classic-style 
chequering on the pistol grip and Schnabel-
style fore-end reinforces its European heri-
tage, ambidextrous palmswells on the pistol 
grip and slightly inclined straight comb 
enhancing its functionality. The feel of the 
rifle is one of the main reasons which sold 
me from the start, the palmswell natural in 
the hand and the comb made shouldering 
and taking aim a breeze. This seems a 
common trait with most European rifles 
and Sauer have done a great job adhering to 
tradition. A rubber buttpad helps absorb felt 
recoil and tastefully embossed on the base 
of the pistol grip is the Sauer logo.

An impressive design feature on this 
rifle but not exclusive to the Model 100 is 
Sauer’s flush-fitting detachable polymer 
magazine, locked securely by their trade-
mark one-piece alloy triggerguard and 
magazine bottom frame and removed easily 
by pressing a release button forward of the 
magazine. The double stacked magazine 
holds five 6.5 Creedmoor rounds and addi-
tional magazines are available on request.

In quick time my inquisitive nature had 
me removing the barrelled action from 
the stock. A little puzzled at first, I soon 

discovered only the rear hex head screw 
is a direct action screw, the front one not, 
the short front hex screw only tightening 
to a double-ended, female-threaded nut, 
securing the alloy bottom frame to the 
stock. The other end of the female-threaded 
nut tightens to the front action screw, 
holding the barrelled action securely to 
the stock. A recoil lug integral to the alloy 
bedding block fits snug to a recess on the 
receiver, correctly positioning the action 
before the screws and nut are tightened.

A 10mm socket is needed to tighten the 
threaded nut and this isn’t a simple rifle to 
strip and assemble out in the field but none-
theless a solid bedding platform. All take-
down information is in the user manual.

Action
The distinct sloped sides of the Sauer 100 
receiver are CNC-machined from a single 
bar stock with non-reflective matte blue 
finish, the cylindrical base allowing for posi-
tive bedding with the top of the receiver 
drilled and tapped to suit Remington Model 
700 bases. Available to order are Sauer 
Hexalock mounts though I had some Model 
700 bases on hand.

The ejection port is wide enough for fast, 

The Sauer 100 Classic 
stripped and ready for 
assembly.

Sauer logo tastefully 
displayed on the pistol 
grip cap.

Bolt release easily 
depressed and the Sauer 
100 logo machined into 
the sloped sides of the 
receiver.

Cocking piece indicator 
showing red for cocked and 
ready to fire.

Sauer 100 Classic - the budget beauty
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unobstructed ejection and easy top-loading 
of single rounds, the offside of the receiver 
carrying the tastefully machined Sauer 100 
logo. Three action sizes are available for 
small, medium and magnum calibres.

Bolt 
The triple lug push feed design of the bolt 
allows for a 60-degree bolt throw, enabling 
ease of bolt cycling with low mounted 
scopes, and the bolt face almost entirely 
surrounds the cartridge case head with 
the claw extractor sealing the ring of the 
face, dual plunge ejectors ensuring positive 
ejection. Once closed, the rear of the bolt 
sits flush with the receiver and the tang. 
The cocking piece indicator is at the centre 
rear of the bolt and protrudes, highlighting 
the red indicator of the firing condition and 
retracts once fired.

The bolt knob has an unusual looking bolt 
grip but is firm to hold, practical in every 
sense and can be unscrewed and replaced 
with alternative bolt designs available on 
request. The bolt action glides beautifully 
in the receiver with no lateral movement 
and is removed easily with a small release 
button to the left rear of the receiver. On 
the right rear is the three-position safety, 
the ‘fire’ condition indicated by a red dot 
occupying the foremost position, ‘safe’ by 
the central white dot and ‘bolt lock’ the rear 
white dot. I found this safety conveniently 
operated by my master thumb and one of 
the easiest and quietest I’ve used.

Trigger
The Sauer 100 has a fully adjustable single-
stage trigger and can be safely and easily 
adjusted from 4.4lb (2kg) down to 2.2lb 
(1kg). Adhering strictly to user manual 
instructions and using the supplied Allen 
key I adjusted mine as close as possible to 
the minimum 2.2lb, and while not adjusted 
as low as my custom rifle triggers, the 
break was crisp with no noticeable creep.

Barrel 
Not quite as pretty as the S202 or S404, 
the Sauer 100 barrels are all personality 
and not so much looks. In my opinion the 
practical matte burnished blue finish bucks 
unwanted reflection and looks good enough 
without added ‘lipstick or eye shadow’. The 
cold hammer forged barrel is guaranteed 
for sub-MOA accuracy, the medium sporter 
being 22" (560mm) long, having a recessed 
crown and free of open sights. The 6.5 
Creedmoor has a 1/8" twist.

Range and field testing
First impressions had me a little frustrated 
with the functionality of the magazine to 
stock fit. On loading and fitting the maga-
zine up, the distinct click of the magazine 
release catch wasn’t felt or heard - the 
catch was stuck to the recess of the stock. 
A quick flick with the fingernail released it 
but to fix it permanently, I fitted a washer 
between the front action screw hex nut and 
magazine bottom which relieved pressure 
between the timber and release button and 
I had no more issues.

My original intention was to use factory 
ammo only and trialling Hornady 129gr SST 
Superformance, 129gr InterLock American 
Whitetail and 140gr BTHP American 
Gunner ammo confirmed the 1/8" twist 
favoured the heavier 140gr projectiles.

With ambition taking hold I couldn’t help 
myself and succumbed to the reloading 
bug, buying Hornady dies and my all-time 
favourite Nosler Ballistic Tip bullets in 
140gr. I settled on a load of 41gr of ADI 
2209 shooting consistent sub-MOA groups, 
which virtually duplicates on paper the 
same point of impact as the 140gr BTHP 
American Gunner factory ammo at 100 and 
200m.

The Sauer 100 Classic has accompa-
nied me on numerous outings but due to 
relentless drought it seemed nature was 
implementing pest control in its own way 

Recess on the receiver mates snugly to 
the aluminium pillar block of the stock.

Simple and effective alteration made on the 
run by placing a single washer between the 
metal bottom and front hex nut.

Three-position 
safety is quiet and 

comfortable to use.

Bolt face boasting dual ejectors, triple 
locking lugs and large claw extractor.

Trigger adjusted 
easily with supplied 
Allen key.

Magazine displaying 
five double-stacked 

rounds.

Sauer 100 Classic - the budget beauty
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and nothing of any game status 
presented, but during this time I 
formed the opinion the 100 Classic 
was comfortable to carry in hand 
and slung over the shoulder. Late 
seasonal rain saw the shades of land-
scape change from brown to green 
and with it a change of fortune. More 
recently the rifle was used to take 
a red deer feeding on fresh green 
shoots of grass, the hind poleaxed 
by the 6.5 Creedmoor for our first 
venison cuts of the year.

Conclusion
Confident of its hunting credentials, 
the Sauer 100 Classic is ideal for 
those seeking a practical rifle with 
traditional timber look. For a rifle 
of prestigious German heritage 
costing a competitive $1130 at time 
of writing, the Sauer 100 Classic is 
a budget beauty. Distributed here 
by Outdoor Sporting Agencies, the 
added advantage of a five-shot maga-
zine and availability to buy additional 
magazines makes it perfect for pig 
culling, wild dog and deer hunting. 
For the full array of calibres and spec-
ifications visit the Sauer website. .

15/34 Dominion Road Ashmore Gold Coast 4214  |  07 5597 3220  |  gcss@gcshooters.com.au
Secure online shopping www.gcshooters.com.au  |  Mon - Fri: 8.30am - 5pmDLN: 50000106 ABN: 91 011 041 160
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Hogue rifle and shotgun stocks pillar bed $260  |  Full alloy bed $330  |  Grips rubber $40  |  Wood from $60
Synthetic ivory from $60  |  Holsters Right and left hand Glock 17, Beretta 92, 1911 and more from $60 
Starline brass - shotshells, rifle and handgun brass Many calibres available online

HiViz front and rear sights in store now from $50  |  Uzi brand Rangefinder Plus 600. $150 While stock lasts

Cerus Gear Pro Mats, Handgun and rifle cartridge Pro Mat combo $50  |  CZ Shadow 2 Promat grey or tan $25

Sportco 62a 22 cal 10 round $120  |  S&W Model 41/422 22 cal 10 round $100
Remington 7600 .243/308 and 30/06 10-rnd mags $80  |  Remington 511/CBC 10-rnd mags $55
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Tekmat gun cleaning mats  
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Ruger Mini 14 $28 
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SR750 Powder package $70

Sauer 100 Classic - the budget beauty

A successful red deer 
hunt courtesy of the 
Sauer 100 Classic in 

6.5 Creedmoor.
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I n the world of sport optics you get what 
you pay for - pure and simple. For most 
intended purposes and applications, 
sport optics such as riflescopes, binoc-

ulars and rangefinders will be an acces-
sory the average hunter and shooter will 
give limited thought to. Many will buy an 
optic a friend has recommended or a well-
known brand and not be concerned about 
the quality of glass within as that optic will 
normally be used during daylight hours.

However, when it comes to shooting in 
low light or conditions which make target 
identification a challenge, that’s when 
optical quality shines through. Average 
optics will fail dismally in such circum-
stances and this is enough reason why 
many committed hunters and shooters 
spend a lot more on their optics. Brands in 
this realm are mainly European and one of 

New from Zeiss
 Conquest HD binoculars

Con Kapralos

the biggest and best is Carl Zeiss.
Zeiss are always refreshing their brand 

options as they know only too well if 
they rest on their laurels the competi-
tion will take advantage. One new line is 
the Conquest HD binocular series, which 
already complements several other models 
they offer. 

What makes the new Conquest HD 
bracket so special are the seven models on 
offer - 8x56, 10x56, 15x56, 8x42, 10x42, 
8x32 and 10x32 - a selection created from 
new and encompassing the best in Schott 
glass and German design, engineering and 
manufacture. Yes, they’re made in Germany 
but are attractively priced for an optic from 
the Zeiss motherland.

Outdoor Sporting Agencies, Australian 
distributor for Zeiss Sport Optics, sent 
Australian Shooter two new Conquest 

HD models in the 10x42 and 15x56, both 
arriving in a sizeable white carton. Zeiss 
are clearly keen on first impressions and 
the carton was essentially two boxes joined 
together with a picture of a majestic kudu 
on the enclosing flap. The binoculars were 
housed in a high-density foam holder and 
the other accessories - two straps, carry 
case, lens covers and user manual - were in 
the other half of the carton.

Features of the Conquest HD 
10x42 and 15x56 binoculars
• Made in Germany
• Schott high definition (HD) glass 
• LotuTec lens coating system
• 90 per cent-plus light transmission
• Ergonomic design with compact size and 

light weight
• Use either Schmidt-Pechan or 

The Conquest HD 10x42 
binoculars were a joy to 
use in the field.
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Abbe-Koenig prism systems
• Waterproof to 400 mbar
• Nitrogen filled
• Supplied with full range of lens covers, 

carry pouch, binocular strap, user manual 
(selected models also supplied with 
tripod mount)

Conquest HD 10x42s 
These, along with the 8x42s, would be the 
most popular models in the stable when it 
comes to general-purpose hunting binocu-
lars. The review unit in 10x42 are 150mm 
long by 120mm wide and weigh 795g, which 
translates to a compact and lightweight optic. 
The new single bridge design with perfect 
ergonomics ensures easy operation, comfort-
able observation and precise focusing with 
the well-appointed focusing dial.

Technically, the field of view of 115m at 
1000m is the largest in its class. Exit pupil 
at 4.2mm, eye-relief of 18mm and a close 
focus distance of 2m equate to an optic 
which is versatile not only for hunting but 
any other outdoor activity. The adjustable 
ocular cups at 54mm-74mm wide make 
the Conquest 10x42 HD highly adaptable 
for all users, and the eyecups also have a 
range of click-stop settings which come in 
handy for those who wear glasses as well 
as a diopter adjustment. 

The lenses are as expected from a 
German-made optic by Zeiss. Schott High 
Definition (HD) glass precisely crafted 
and polished in the T* HD lens system 
guarantees the best in colour reproduction 
and flawless observation, further assisted 
by the Zeiss LotuTec lens coating system. 
The 10x42 uses the Schmidt-Pechan prism 
(with dielectric mirror) where other models 
in the range use the Abbe-Koenig prisms. 
Only serious optics buffs need worry about 
these two options and which is superior. 

The binoculars are waterproof to 400 mbar 
and nitrogen filled to keep internals clean 
and dry.

Conquest HD 15x56s
These are the flagship of the new Conquest 
HD range and the biggest and heaviest 
unit. They’re 210mm long and 145mm wide 
and weigh 1295g, the 15x56 sharing many 
attributes with its smaller 10x42 cousin 
but using the Abbe-Koenig prism system. 
Field of view of 80m at 1000m coupled 
with the 3.7mm exit pupil and 18mm eye 
relief equate to binoculars developed for 
extremely long distances while providing 
a razor-sharp view of even the smallest 
details, even at longer range.

The necessary comfort is provided by 
the included tripod adapter, which enables 
the binoculars to be mounted on a tripod 
in next to no time. Lenses are Schott HD 
glass with the Zeiss LotuTec treatment, 
which results in images at all distances with 
optimal image quality and colour fidelity.

Light transmission of 90 per cent-plus is 
present in all Conquest HD binoculars and 
this allows for observation well into the 
twilight hours and dusk. The 15x56s are 

squarely aimed at users who demand high 
performance, high magnification binocu-
lars such as hunting guides, maritime 
users, security/law enforcement applica-
tions and astronomy.

In the field
Both Conquest HDs on review are undoubt-
edly made for the discerning outdoors 
enthusiast. The addition of a quality 
Cordura carry case, neoprene straps, 
eyepiece and lens covers as well as the 
tripod adapter on the 15x56 gives the user 
the utmost in ergonomics and comfort along 
with protection for the optic itself.

The 10x42s were my favourite as optical 
quality in general hunting binoculars is 
superb. Comparing them side-by-side with 
my normal 10x42s (which cost around $900 
years ago) was no contest, the Conquest 
HD unit surpassing it on all fronts. I used to 
subscribe to the mantra that you can “only 
see what’s there” but these take things to a 
whole new level.

The 15x56s need a tripod to fully 
appreciate their optical quality and, once 
mounted, viewing hillsides 5km away and 
spotting grazing cattle and sheep was a 
sight to behold. The crispness, contrast 
and clarity even at extended ranges was 

The contents of the Conquest HD 
10x42 binoculars pack.

Schott HD glass lenses 
with LotuTec coating help 

achieve more than 90 per 
cent light transmission.

The oculars on the Conquest HD 
series are adjustable for intra-
pupillary requirements. 

New from Zeiss - Conquest HD binoculars
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remarkable and no doubt the result of the 
Schott HD lenses, LotuTec coatings and 
Abbe-Koenig prism system. For those 
after the best in long-distance binoculars, 
the Conquest HD 15x56s are definitely 
worth considering.

Conclusion
The Zeiss Conquest HD binocular range 
isn’t Zeiss’s top-tier line - that’s the Victory 
range. Zeiss have flagged the new Conquest 
line-up as a ‘mid-range’ optic with price point 
to match, but in my opinion they certainly 
compare to the competition’s ‘top-tier’ 
brands at a much lower price. The Conquest 
HD 10x42 retails for $1735 and the 15x56 at 
$2358. More at osaaustralia.com.au. .

SPECIFICATIONS
 Conquest HD 10x42 Conquest HD 15x56
Magnification 10x 15x
Lens diameter 42mm 56mm
Exit pupil 4.2mm  3.7mm
Field of view at 1000m 115m 80m
Close focus 2m 3.5m
Eye relief 18mm 18mm
Pupil distance 54mm-74mm 54mm-74mm
Lens type HD HD
Prism system Schmidt-Pechan Abbe-Koenig
LotuTec  Yes Yes
Nitrogen filling Yes Yes
Waterproof 400 mbar 400 mbar
Length 150mm 210mm
Width 120mm 145mm
Weight 795g 1295g
Accessories included Cordura pouch, neoprene strap, eyepiece, lens covers 
 Cordura pouch, neoprene strap, eyepiece, lens covers,  
 tripod adapter
RRP $1735 $2358
Distributor Outdoor Sporting Agencies 

Contents of the Conquest HD 
15x56 pack. Note the included 
tripod adapter.

New from Zeiss - Conquest HD binoculars
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I ’ve owned a few bipods over the years 
and while they’ve all been perfectly 
serviceable, they’ve also been a little 
clunky. Problem is, bipod design 

hasn’t moved with the times. If you’re 
interested in camera and photography gear 
you’ll know camera tripods are well made, 
light and interconnect with a world of 
fittings and options. Camera gear is cutting 
edge, typically rifle and shooting bipods 
not so much.

So as a gear junkie it was with some 
interest I had my first look at Spartan 
Precision Equipment during a visit to 
Raytrade UK. Spartan Precision Equipment 
is a British firm which manufactures a wide 
variety of shooting and hunting equipment 
that use carbon fibre and 7075 aerospace 
aluminium in its products.

Even at first glance it’s clear Spartan have 
tried to do things differently, their approach 
innovative and options extensive. That 
said, what follows is a general overview of 

Spartan’s Javelin range of bipods and the 
interesting Davros mounting system.

Javelin Original and Javelin Lite
The Javelin Original is Spartan Precision 
Equipment’s first and most popular bipod 
system. Out of the box you have the bipod 
and a universal adaptor which replaces 
your forward swivel stud with a low-
profile mount. You also have a selection of 
thread sizes to suit your rifle’s individual 
swivel stud making fitment of the adaptor 
a simple task. Interestingly, also included 
is a gunsmith adaptor which enables you 
to have a more permanent mounting point 
fitted in your rifle stock.  

With the universal adaptor in place you 
can plug and remove the bipod or any 
Javelin bipods and accessories using the 
Spartan Magnetic attachment system, the 
obvious advantage being you don’t have to 
decide if you’re attaching the bipod before 
you head out - leave it off and when you 

need it just plug it in. As the bipod and 
adaptor connection is universal, if you want 
to move a bipod between rifles all you need 
do is buy another adaptor and fit it in place. 
It’s kind of like a plug-and-play system for 
your rifles.

The Javelin Original uses machined 
7075 alloy components to keep the overall 
weight down to 148g, meaning you can 
carry the bipod in your pocket until you 
need it or fold it up tight against the fore-
end of your rifle. The legs are extendable 
from 17-24cm in the Standard version and 
20.5-30cm (at 157g) in the Long version, 
leg extension and locking controlled via a 
simple twist function.

The individually extendable legs 
combined with the built-in cant allows you 
to level up the rifle, while the 120 degree 
rotation enables you to track a moving 
target without having to lift and reposi-
tion your rifle. Finally, the Javelin Original 
comes with tungsten carbide feet which dig 

Bipods finally moving with the times
Mark van den Boogaart
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in on rock and dirt along with soft rubber 
covers if shooting off the car bonnet.

The Javelin Lite is the little brother of 
the Original, sharing a number of features 
and built to the same high standard using 
the same quality materials - it’s just 
smaller and even more compact. The big 
difference between the two is the legs are 
fixed with three lengths to choose from, 
though fixed extra legs are available and 
interchangeable so you can have a selec-
tion of differing leg lengths.

One improvement of the Lite over the 
Original is Target Mode which allows you 
to quickly lock out the bipod, giving you the 
ability to have both a fluid moving shooting 
platform and a fixed platform when it’s time 
to take your shot.

What I like most about the Lite is it’s 
extremely light, portable and handy to have 
in your pocket and I reckon it would be 
spot-on for the hunter who prefers rifles 
with an external magazine as it gives you 
some clearance for the magazine, a level 
of protection for the fore-end and of course 
a stable shooting rest. If you’re a hunter 
or shooter who uses a bipod in the field or 
are thinking you’d like to, it’s worthwhile 
taking a look at the Javelin Standard and 
Lite as they’re a big jump in design and 
build quality compared to their competitors.

Davros Head adaptor
The Davros Head is essentially an adaptor 
which allows you to connect your rifle to 
a standard camera tripod. At one end the 
Davros Head plugs into the same universal 
adaptor used by the Javelin range, or 
Gunsmith adaptor if fitted, while at the 
other it uses the standard tripod screw 
thread to give you a strong and stable 
connection between rifle and tripod.

As with all the Spartan Precision 
Equipment range the Davros Head is well 
made, lightweight and easily transportable, 
one of the interesting options being the 
Sucker Mount. While there are plenty of 
different clamps and similar options avail-
able which work with the Davros Head, the 
Sucker Mount is unique.

As the name suggests it’s a suction 
cup-style unit which uses a vacuum prin-
ciple to grip any flat, hard surface like the 
bonnet or roof of your mate’s truck. Once 
fitted it allows you to connect your rifle 
to the Sucker Mount, providing a handy 
mount for shooting off a vehicle. The 
Sucker Mount weighs 330g and can be 
attached and removed from any hard, flat 
surface in seconds.

Spartan Precision Equipment have 
tried to raise the bar in shooting and 
hunting accessories, the gear thoughtfully 

designed, well made, light and truly 
portable. If you’re over clunky accesso-
ries which have dominated the market for 
the past umpteen years, check out this 
premium range distributed by Raytrade. 
Approximate Australian RRPs for the 
items mentioned are Javelin Original $430, 
Javelin Lite $270, Davros Head $195, 
Davros Sucker Mount $210. .

Davros Head 
adaptor fitted to the 
Sucker Mount.

Davros Head 
adaptor.

A fixed hunting platform 
incorporating the Davros Head 
adaptor and tripod with Javelin 
bipod in a pouch on the rifle sling.

Bipods finally moving with the times
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T here have been relatively few 
politicians in federal parliament 
as openly supportive of shooters 
as David Leyonhjelm, the former 

Senator for NSW in the Liberal Democratic 
Party. From the start of his five years in 
Canberra from mid-2014 until resigning in 
March 2019, he made no secret of his belief 
in minimal government intrusion into the 
lives of Australian people such as respon-
sible gun owners.

For that he was routinely branded as right 
wing but his causes covered the political 
spectrum, not just gun laws, and in his first 
speech he backed gay marriage and opposed 
excessive taxation. Were it not for the elec-
tion of the Whitlam government, he said, 
he could have landed in jail for refusing to 
register for national service.

On departing federal politics to stand, 
unsuccessfully, for a place in the NSW 
Upper House, Leyonhjelm announced his 
plan to write a book on gun laws, something 
he has now done. He said he conceived 
the book and started writing while still in 
the Senate, though that proved more chal-
lenging than anticipated.

“There were lengthy periods when no 
progress was possible,” he said. “I resigned 
from the Senate on March 1, 2019 in order 
to stand for the NSW state parliament. 
When I narrowly failed to win I was able to 
devote time to completing the book. That’s 
not a complaint - I much prefer writing to 
being a politician.”

His book is a worthy contribution to 
discussion on Australia’s gun laws which 
argues that far from Australia setting a gun 

D AV I D  L E YO N H J E L M

GUN 
CONTROL

What Australia did,  

how other countries do it &  

is any of it sensible?

With contributions by: Grant Bayley,  

Frank Brophy, Chaz Forsyth, David Karasek, Richard Law,  

Abhijeet Singh and Peter Whelan

control example for the world, the laws 
have contributed nothing to community 
safety while alienating shooters. “The 
sheer bastardry of the gun laws is one 
reason why law-abiding gun owners never 
‘get over’ or even ‘get used to’ the gun 
laws. They live with the constant reminder 
of the injustice of being viewed as criminals 
in waiting. Illegal gun owners, naturally 
enough, have no such concerns,” he writes.

Leyonhjelm says Australians have 
repeatedly been told our gun laws have 
made us safer. “It is a classic example of 
truthiness - it is not true but it sounds like 
it ought to be true,” he said. He admits his 
book won’t influence those who are afraid 
of guns and refuse to reconsider their fear, 
neither will it sway those who believe all 
government authority is legitimate, irre-
spective of its consequences.

“On the other hand, among those who 
harbour the feeling that governments are 
not always right, that unbridled power is 
a threat to a free and democratic society 
and that shooting guns just might be fun, 
perhaps it will prompt some to reconsider 
their views,” he says.

In 340 pages he covers a great deal of 
territory including why Australians own 
guns, the history of guns and gun laws 
in this country, the licensing process and 
experiences of other nations. In discussing 
the 1996 Port Arthur massacre he notes the 
rise of conspiracy theories, then canvasses 
some threads which suggest the full story 
hasn’t been told and maybe the man jailed 
for those 35 murders wasn’t the actual 
shooter or didn’t act alone. 

Maybe he’s just seeking to be provoca-
tive, though this theme does head worry-
ingly into fringe territory. The key point 
is there was never a full inquiry, either 
an inquest or Royal Commission, into an 
event of this magnitude when there should 
have been. Almost quarter of a century 
on this would seem unlikely, though 
substantially older abuses in the Catholic 
Church for example have been examined 
in great detail. Prudently, New Zealand 
has launched a Royal Commission into the 
Christchurch massacre.

As everyone knows, the consequence 
of Port Arthur was the National Firearms 
Agreement championed by then PM John 
Howard, banning semi-automatics and some 
other firearms and implementing a national 
licensing scheme and registration of all fire-
arms. But did all this achieve its main aim, 
namely fewer firearms deaths? A succes-
sion of academic papers, many drawing on 
the same data, have delivered a verdict.

Some papers found yes, Australia is a 
safer place, others found the Howard laws 
had no impact. Leyonhjelm says no. “Quite 
simply, the evidence does not show that the 
Howard gun laws had any significant impact 
on firearm homicides and suicides,” the 
book says.

Indisputably, firearms deaths by murder 
and suicide are lower now than at the time 
of Port Arthur but that downward trend 
started well before 1996 and continued after. 
The Howard gun laws were prompted by an 
appalling massacre which followed other gun 
massacres, and various commentators point 
to the absence of any gun massacres since 

Gun Control

 by David Leyonhjelm

BOOK REVIEW by John Maxwell

What Australia did, 
how other countries do it &
is any of it sensible?
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Shown above is a Harrington & Richardson .32 
calibre 5 shot hammerless revolver, with 3-inch 
barrel, blued finish, and hard rubber grips.
Many years ago, while living in Sydney, I parted 
company with such a revolver.  Hopefully, 
it may still be residing in a private collection 
somewhere and I would like to get it back for 
sentimental reasons.
I do not have the serial number but can identify 
it positively from a photograph or would travel 
to examine it if needed.

John Corcoran - Email: margandon@bigpond.com  
Victoria Lic. 693-514-10K. Phone: 043 9912354.

WANTED -  
H & R HAMMERLESS REVOLVER

Port Arthur as a big tick for Australia’s tough 
gun laws.

Though there has been nothing on the 
scale of Port Arthur, Leyonhjelm notes there 
have been massacres, some involving guns, 
it all depends on the definition. Different US 
authorities define mass shooting as involving 
three or four victims, not including the 
perpetrator. By either definition Australia 
has experienced mass shootings. Example: 
Darwin last year (four dead), Osmington, WA 
in 2018 (seven dead including perpetrator), 
Lockhart, NSW in 2015 (five dead including 
perpetrator) and NSW Hunter Valley 2005 
(four dead including perpetrator).

There have been other massacres which 
claimed many more lives through use of that 
most deadly and indiscriminate of agents 
- fire. The 2000 Childers backpackers fire 
killed 15, a nursing home fire in Sydney in 
2011 claimed 11 lives and an arson attack 
during the 2009 Black Saturday bushfires 
killed 10. Leyonhjelm says it was techni-
cally accurate to claim that both the number 

of shooting massacres and number of 
victims of such massacres had declined, 
although they continued to occur. However, 
the number of massacres of all kinds has 
increased along with the number of victims, 
he says in the book.

Australian shooters may not be too happy 
with the state of our gun laws but there are 
other nations where shooters are substan-
tially worse off and better off, and some 
are examined by knowledgeable contribu-
tors in various chapters. New Zealand 
shooters enjoyed relaxed gun laws but that 
all changed with the murder last year of 51 
people by an Australian extremist. In the 
first tranche of new laws, most semi-autos 
were banned with the country now in the 
process of rolling out a second round which 
includes a return to registration.

India’s gun laws, derived from the British 
colonial era, are restrictive and arbitrary 
and include some unusual provisions. 
When an election is called, gun owners are 
expected to deposit their firearms with the 

police or a licensed dealer until the result 
is declared. Media reports indicate bizarre 
instances where authorities have only 
approved firearms licences for those who 
had undergone a vasectomy.

The Czech Republic is a nation Australian 
shooters might envy. Emerging from the 
oppression of Nazi occupation and the 
Communist era, the country wiped the 
slate clean in 1990 and adopted laws which 
aim to keep guns out of the wrong hands 
through rigorous vetting. But once a licence 
is approved, there are few restrictions on 
type and number of guns a shooter may 
possess. That unfortunately puts the Czech 
Republic at odds with the European Union 
and its mandatory Firearms Directive which 
seeks to impose uniform and more restric-
tive laws on member states. .

Gun Control: What Australia did, how 
other countries do it and is any of it sensible? 
by David Leyonhjelm, 340 pages, Connor 
Court Publishing, RRP $50.

Book review

FIREARMS 
LAWYER

Get help from 4-time Olympic shooter  
and lawyer, Glenn Kable

Get the right legal advice!
Available Australia-wide.

Having spent a lifetime around the sport, I have an intimate 
knowledge of the workings of all the bodies affecting the 
decision-making process, whether it is police or courts, 

local councils or governments, clubs or associations.
For a no-obligation assessment, phone 0407 962 

200 or email glenndkable@yahoo.com
mail@hartmann.webcentral.com.au

Please be aware that state and territory police firearms 
registries regularly cross-check firearm licences and 
your member status. To support your genuine reason 
and keep your firearms licence and to make sure that 
SSAA can support you, make sure you renew your SSAA 
membership.

SSAA Member Alert

For bookings and enquiries visit 
www.5stardeerguide.com.au 

or call Robert Cavedon on +61 0408 573 339 
or email robert@5stardeerguide.com.au

“Your success 
and enjoyment 
is our target”

PROFESSIONAL DAY/NIGHT SAMBAR 
HUNTING TRIPS & FISHING

Don’t be a mug!

Get your name in to win a rare  

SSAA COFFEE MUG
Yes, it’s true - all the best shots are members of 
the Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia.
Now you can be the proud owner of one of a 
limited number of Maxwell & Williams coffee 
mugs emblazoned with exactly those words to tell 
the world and be the envy of your mates.

You can’t buy this mug, no matter the size of your 
wallet. So if you want your shot of coffee in the 
SSAA Best Shots mug, you better get your entry in 
for your chance to win one! SSAA members only.

Enter online at ssaa.org.au/win
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onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
Shop now for exclusive SSAA products, including clothing,  
camping, accessories, knives, books and more.

SHOP NOW - IT’S EASY! Go to

onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
or call 02 8805 3900
for phone orders

$14.95

SSAA beanies

Pink  

Navy Black 

 Black  $89.95

Sharpen every knife or blade you 
own with the SSAA rechargeable 
knife sharpener. The sharpener is 
battery operated so you can take it 
anywhere with you, just charge the 
batteries before you go.

SSAA rechargeable 
knife sharpener

FATHER’S DAY 
SAFETY

An absolute must-have for home 
and the car. You never know 
when the next little emergency 
might strike - be prepared.
These well-equipped bags will 
make an important addition for 
the next hunting trip.
For full details on the contents of 
each pack see online shop.

$64.95

Small 210x170mm
18-piece pack

Large 320x200mm 
27-piece pack

$39.95

A heavy-duty 
tackle box-style

SSAA first aid kits

$78.95

NOW WITH 
ADDITIONAL 

BELTS

SSAA bush kettle
These custom-made bush kettles run on a few twigs and 
leaves and will boil water in less than 10 minutes. Simply 
take a handful of twigs/leaves and kindling then place 
under the kettle and light it - the clever design directs 
heat into the kettle to boil the water. 
The kettle can be used with gas stoves and has a stain-
less construction.

3L Kettle 

$39.95 $39.95

Pewter belt buckles

Deer hunter belt buckle SSAA

$7.95

$14.95

SSAA pistol key ring

Antique gold  
hat badge

 

SSAA metal hat  
badge - claw

 

SSAA metal hat  
badge - brooch

 
$8.20 $8.20 $12.95

SSAA card holder

The new SSAA card holder is a slim, 
lightweight and stylish leather-look wallet 
and features four card holder slots, two 
large slots and a clear slot.

Folded approximately – 10x14cm.
Opened approximately – 20x14cm.

$24.95

$84.95

SSAA Cool Dri JB polo

$42

Made with a moisture wicking material that will 
leave you feeling dry and cool. Comes with an 
embroidered logo. Colour - navy blue.  

Great ideas for
Al McGlashan’s 
Hunting Australia

$29.95

Al is one of Australia’s favourite 
outdoorsmen. His enthusiasm for the 
hunt, so evident in his TV appearances, 
certainly comes out in his book. A must-
read for all hunters.

Australian Shooter binder

$18.95Our sturdy leather-grained 
vinyl binder will protect your 
monthly issues of the Australian 
Shooter.

$99.95

Penfold: Life and Times 
of a Professional Hunting 
Guide From Down Under

Special offer for Australian 
Hunter subscribers - See full 

details online.

SSAA  

hunting cap

SSAA  
camo cap

Cap - with 
traditional logo

Navy cap

SSAA 
pink ladies 
mesh cap
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SSAA Membership Office, PO Box 282, Plumpton, NSW 2761 
Phone 02 8805 3900   Fax 02 9832 9377   Email membership@ssaa.org.au

NEW  RENEWAL     Have you been a member before? Yes/No 

Title (PLEASE CIRCLE) Mr Miss Ms Mrs or ..............      Preferred SSAA Branch  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I    
First name I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Middle name I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Last name  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Residential address I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Town/suburb I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  State I  I  I  I  Postcode   I  I  I  I  I 

Postal address I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Town/suburb I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  State I  I  I  I Postcode   I  I  I  I  I 

Phone (Mobile) I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I    (Home)  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I

Email I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I   I  

  

Enclosed is payment for the amount of $................ 

 Cheque  Money order   MasterCard  Visa

Card number  

Expiry date   Signature..............................................
Cheques payable to the Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia Inc.

Membership No.
ABN 95 050 209 688

         MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

 (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE)

September 2019

Date of birth I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I    Male             Female  

Tick to subscribe to the FREE SSAA National E-newsletter via email

This application is made in full 
recognition of the Association’s 
requirement for responsible and 
ethical behaviour. I undertake to 
do all in my power to preserve 
the good image of the sport and 
the Association. I understand 
that members breaking the 
Code of Conduct may be sub-
ject to suspension or expulsion. 
The Code can be found at  
ssaa.org.au/code

SIGNATURE:........................... 

DATE:.....................................

PLEASE
READ AND SIGN

Refund Policy: Subject to Australian 
law, membership fees are not 
refundable, nor can they be 
transferred.

SSAA Inc collects personal 
information of members. The 
information you provide on this 
form will be disclosed to the state 
or territory branch of the SSAA to 
which your membership application 
relates. A copy of SSAA Inc’s privacy 
policy can be found at ssaa.org.au/
privacy. You can obtain access to 
your personal information by writing 
to: SSAA, PO Box 2520, Unley SA 
5061.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Choose the
insurance offer

and for just $35 you 
get $25,000 worth 

of firearms and fixed 
accessories cover. 

02 8805 3900

Want to know more?
Call us at SSAA

Each membership category (apart from Family Member) includes 11 issues of the Australian Shooter magazine per year.

Parent’s or guardian’s signature

Supporting 
Adult member No.

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES AND SPECIAL OFFERS

Add four issues of the Hunter magazine per year

$93 $123 Adult (over 18 years) 

$128 $158 Includes $35 insurance premium for SSAA Member Firearms 
   Insurance for 12 months, valid until next membership renewal.

$70 $100 Additional Family Member (No magazine) Applies to each additional person
over 18 residing at the same address as a full-subscription Adult member. 

$105 $135 Includes $35 insurance premium for SSAA Member Firearms  
  Insurance for 12 months, valid until next membership renewal.

$70 $100 Pensioner Available on production or photocopy of
both sides of your Australian Concession Card.

$105 $135 Includes $35 insurance premium for SSAA Member Firearms  
Insurance for 12 months, valid until next membership renewal.

$465 5-year Adult Contact SSAA for firearms insurance information.

$1860 Member for Life Contact SSAA for firearms insurance information.

$175 $236 Overseas Available to members living overseas.

$27 $57 Junior (under 18 years)                                                     .................................................................

SIGN UP 
ONLINE
ssaa.org.au

Complete this section ONLY 
if you wish to use your 
membership of the SSAA to 
support your Genuine Reason 
for having a firearms licence.
Register your SSAA activities by 
marking one or more of the 
following boxes:

TARGET SHOOTING 
(longarms only)

HUNTING 
(club membership)  

COLLECTING

HUNTING OTHER
(R licence, property  
owner/permission)

ATTENTION 
NSW & ACT 
MEMBERS

Just 
$30

per year!

Member referral number if applicable

I also wish to donate the following 

amount to the SSAA  $...................
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Competition 
winners

Members-only competitions
For your chance to win one of these competitions, write your name, address, phone 
number and membership number on a piece of paper and place it inside an envelope, 
along with the name of the competition on the front of the envelope, as shown in the 
example. Alternatively, you can enter online.
Competitions close August 31, 2020

  
(Name of competition) 
SSAA National
PO Box 2520 
Unley SA 5061

Enter online at 
ssaa.org.au/win

WIN

Australian Shooter  
June 2020

AUSTRALIAN SHOOTER is published monthly and is printed by 
IVE, 83 Derby St, Silverwater, NSW 2128.

The Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia Inc (SSAA Inc) is 
subject to the provisions of the National Privacy Act. We collect 
personal information from members of the Sporting Shooters’ 
Association of Australia in the various states and territories. 
Should you want a copy of the SSAA Inc Privacy Statement or 
seek further information please write to PO Box 2520, Unley, 
SA 5061.

Freelance contributions are welcome. We do, however, 
recommend that potential authors contact the office prior to 
story drafting. Manuscripts and digital files may be sent to the 
address shown above. No responsibility is taken for the loss or 
damage of manuscripts or photographic material. 

While the publishers exercise due care with regard to 
handloading data, no responsibility can be accepted for errors 
and/or omissions, or any damage suffered as a consequence.

Please note that certain firearm types and accessories 
advertised in the Australian Shooter may not be legally 
available in all states and territories. Please check with your 
local authorities before ordering. Neither the AS nor any of 
its advertisers accept responsibility in this matter. No text 
or photographs within the magazine may be republished, 
either electronically or in print, without the express written 
permission of the Editor.  
Copyright 2020.

Howard Leight Impact 
Sport - Olive Green 

Valued at $139 
Kindly donated by TSA Outdoors 
tsaoutdoors.com.au

SSAA Rechargable Knife 
Sharpener

Valued at $89.95 
Kindly donated by SSAA online shop 
onlineshop.ssaa.org.au

Junior Prize 
Winchester Pack
including Winchester towel, drink bottle, 
keyring, wristband, sticker, temporary 
tatoos and branded 
lollies in a Winchester sling bag

 Valued at $51.85 
Kindly donated by Winchester Australia 
winchesteraustralia.com.au

Best Shots Mug
Jenny Wallace, NSW 

AWS Issue 7 June 2020  
FALCO Hunters Backpack 
Michelle Coglan, Qld 

SSAA Rechargeable Knife Sharpener
Keelan Billing, Tas  

Howard Leight Impact Sport – Olive Green 
Ian McDonald, NSW 

Junior Prize – Trigga the koala
Jett de Silva, Vic 
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Jumbunna WITH JOHN DUNN

S
haring your life with a dog incurs 
a suite of responsibilities which 
aren’t always appreciated during 
the heady days of puppydom. The 

ancient need to feed and nurture them 
takes centre stage and it’s not until they 
begin to grow and explore the world around 
them you realise keeping a dog at 
home isn’t always an easy task.

From the day she arrived, 
Dixie loved to work the pad-
docks with me. Our morning 
walks were a natural outlet for 
her inherent need to hunt and 
though her exuberance had to be 
curbed at times, she was quick 
to learn and understand exactly 
what I expected of her. Her train-
ing became a voyage of discovery 
for both of us and if she chafed at 
doing as she was told, she never 
let it interfere with her enjoy-
ment.

As an inquisitive pup she soon 
learned she could slip through 
the sheep mesh fence around 
the yard for a bit of independent, 
freelance exploring whenever 
she thought she could get away 
with it. When you live in the 
country that’s not a good thing. To her 
credit she always came back when called, 
shamefaced at being caught out, knowing 
there was time on the chain to be served 
as penance. We both hated it and I wouldn’t 
want to own a dog which had to spend its 
life tied up or confined to a pen, so a solu-
tion had to be found.

Going back to an old bush remedy I was 
shown years ago, I attached a length of 
fibreglass arrow shaft to her collar. She 
didn’t care for it much but it kept her from 

Easier said than done

pushing through the fence. She learned to 
live with the impost, bided her time and 
eventually found a gap under the gate she 
could squeeze through with a bit of a wrig-
gle. We fixed that with a star picket hanging 
off the bottom rail.

Over time she learned she had to stay 

home and the stick collar was only used 
when we went away and left her on her own 
for a few hours. When we decided to move 
into town earlier this year, we knew keep-
ing her in the yard would be more impor-
tant than ever. Even so, we wanted to retain 
the open feel of the area, not construct 
an imposing, urban-style structure which 
separated us from the rest of the world. 
Our new neighbours liked that idea so we 
settled on a simple four strand, star picket 
fence with a panel of fine mesh on the 
bottom that a dog couldn’t push through. 

We thought that may have been the end of 
it but, as so often happens when there’s a 
dog involved, it wasn’t. The fence was built 
a month or so before we moved and the day 
after completion we went in to see if it was 
‘Dixie-proof’.

As I squeezed between the mesh panel 
and top wire there was a rattle 
of movement behind me and by 
the time I had both feet on the 
ground on the other side, Dixie 
was sitting there waiting for me 
with a grin on her face and a glint 
in her eye. In her quiet, brown 
dog way she was showing me 
that while the fence looked the 
part, it wasn’t up to scratch and 
if I meant to keep her in the yard 
I’d have to do better than that.

So we ran a couple of extra 
wires above the mesh. Dixie had 
a good look at the changes then 
tried to jump through as she’d 
done before. The new wires 
literally sat her on her tail and 
the look on her face when she 
collected herself was anything 
but smug.

To add insult to injury I also 
bedded a post lengthwise under 

the back gate to stop her digging out and, 
as I write, the yard appears to be dog-proof 
though if there are any other weak points 
I’m sure she’ll find them. It’s a game we’ve 
both played before - a challenge she enjoys, 
a contest I expect yet dread and as much as 
I love her, sometimes she’s just too smart 
for her own good. Keep-
ing the dog at home has 
always been easier said 
than done. .

Dixie with the stick collar 
which stopped her pushing 
through the sheep mesh fence.
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RAYTRADE

Rifle & optic support for 
vehicles & flat surfaces

Wide range of elevation, 
depression and cant  

adjustment

Davros & Sucker Mount

Proudly distributed by Raytrade
www.raytrade.com.au

Javelin Lite Bipod
Weighs only 135grams

Track moving targets and 
level your scope on uneven 

ground

Attach it when you need it,
take if off when you dont



FIREARMS AND  
ACCESSORIES.
All privately owned 
firearms registered to 
the member and fixed 
accessories.

COVERAGE.
•  Accidental loss and damage of    
   the equipment (including whilst  
   in use, excluding chipping and  
   scratching of stock). 
•  Malicious damage. 

Here’s what SSAA Members Firearms Insurance covers:

•  Collision or overturning  
    of the vehicle. 
•  Fire & extraneous perils.
•  Flood
•  Theft.

NOT COVERED.
Theft where the equipment was not stored in an approved gun safe as required 
by State or Territory authority, other than when the equipment is in use or away 
from the Insured’s premises. Where the Insured or any person or entity to whom 
the equipment has been entrusted to fails to comply with any law relating to either 
storage, use or handling of the equipment.

SSAA Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd  |  CAR 315403  |  ABN 86 077 822 970 is a Corporate Authorised Representative of PSC Connect Pty Ltd  |  ABN 23 141 574 914 / AFSL 344648 This information is general advice 
only and may not be suitable for your specific needs. Please review our FSG and the Firearms Insurance PDS, underwritten by certain underwriters at Lloyds, at http://www.ssaaib.com.au/forms.aspx and contact 

us directly should you require further information or advice. You should consider the PDS (together with other important information) available on www.ssaaib.com.au before making a decision about the product.
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         More than 
   66,000

    MEMBERS NOW COVERED.

Your firearms and fixed accessories will be covered against loss, theft 
and damage at home, at the range, while hunting and overseas for up to  
28 days. Claims are settled for replacement value (up to 5 years), assessed  
by an approved firearms dealer and settled promptly. Compare it to your  
Home and Contents Policy, which may have an excess greater than $100  
and may only cover your firearms at home. Don’t risk another year without 
cover - Trust SSAA to safeguard your firearms and fixed accessories. 

For only $35 get $25,000 worth of  
SSAA members firearms insurance.

Call: (02 ) 8805 3900
Email - megan@ssaains.com.au     |    Visit - www.ssaaib.com.au Are you covered?

Ian. Sydney.

CLAIMS SETTLED PROMPTLY

AFFORDABLE’
‘I’m a PENSIONER and it’s very

              Almost
    70,000

members now covered


